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Soon to be an Apple TV Series“James Swanson has written a terrific narrative of the hunt for
Lincoln’s killers that will mesmerize the reader from start to finish just as the actual manhunt
mesmerized the entire nation. It is a triumphant book.”—Doris Kearns GoodwinThe murder of
Abraham Lincoln set off the greatest manhunt in American history--the pursuit and capture of
John Wilkes Booth. From April 14 to April 26, 1865, the assassin led Union cavalry troops on a
wild, 12-day chase from the streets of Washington, D.C., across the swamps of Maryland, and
into the forests of Virginia, while the nation, still reeling from the just-ended Civil War, watched in
horror and sadness.Based on rare archival materials, obscure trial transcripts, and Lincoln’s own
blood relics Manhunt is a fully documented, fascinating tale of murder, intrigue, and betrayal. A
gripping hour-by-hour account told through the eyes of the hunted and the hunters, it is history
as it’s never been read before.

“Dance Improvisations is significant to the dance world not only as a teaching text, but as a
statement of the importance of the evanescent process of improvisation.”--Journal of Physical
Education, Recreation & DanceAbout the AuthorJoyce Morgenroth has studied at the School of
American Ballet and with Merce Cunningham, Dan Wagoner, and Viola Farber. She has
appeared as a guest artist at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, Smith College, and
Dartmoth College.
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MANHUNTTheTWELVE-DAY CHASEforLINCOLN’S KILLERJames L. SwansonFor my
parents,Lennart and Dianne SwansonI have never had a feeling politically that did not spring
from the Declaration of Independence … that which gave promise that in due time the weights
should be lifted from the shoulders of all men, and that all should have an equal chance…. Now,
my friends, can this country be saved upon that basis? … If it can’t be saved upon that principle
… if this country cannot be saved without giving up on that principle … I would rather be
assassinated on this spot than to surrender it.—PRESIDENT-ELECT ABRAHAM LINCOLN
DURINGA SPEECH ON FEBRUARY 22, 1861, TEN DAYSBEFORE TAKING THE OATH OF
OFFICE AS THESIXTEENTH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATESThis man’s appearance,
his pedigree, his coarse jokes and anecdotes, his vulgar similes, and his policy are a disgrace to
the seat he holds … he is … the tool of the North, to crush out, or try to crush out slavery, by
robbery, rapine, slaughter and bought armies … a false president yearning for a kingly
succession …—JOHN WILKES BOOTH TO HIS SISTER AT A PRIVATEHOME SHORTLY
BEFORE PRESIDENT LINCOLN’SREELECTION IN NOVEMBER 1864ContentsList of
IllustrationsPrologueChapter One - “I Had This Strange Dream Again Last Night”Chapter Two - “I
Have Done It”Chapter Three - “His Sacred Blood”Chapter Four - “We Have Assassinated the
President”Chapter Five - “Find the Murderers”Chapter Six - “That Vile Rabble of Human
Bloodhounds”Chapter Seven - “Hunted Like a Dog”Chapter Eight - “I Have Some Little
Pride”Chapter Nine - “Useless, Useless”Chapter Ten - “So Runs the World
Away”EpilogueBibliographyNotesIndexacknowledgmentsP. S. Insights, Interviews & More …
About the AuthorMeet James L. SwansonAbout the bookThe Chase: A TimelineA Conversation
with James L. SwansonJohn Wilkes Booth’s DiaryPhotographs and IllustrationsRead (and
listen) onJames L. Swanson on His Next BookDiscussing ManhuntHave You Read? More by
James L. SwansonHave You Heard?About the AuthorA Note to the Reader“I CHALLENGE
ANYONE TO BEGIN THE CHASE AND NOT BECOME COMPLETELY
ENGROSSED.”CopyrightAbout the PublisherList of Illustrations1. Map of Booth’s Escape
Route2. Lincoln’s Second Inaugural, March 4, 18653. John Wilkes Booth4. The assassination of
President Lincoln5. Lewis Powell6. Map of downtown Washington, D.C.7. Fanny and William H.
Seward8. Edwin McMasters Stanton9. Lincoln’s deathbed10. “The Assassin’s Vision”11. Booth
portrait used in the manhunt12. Luther and Lafayette Baker and Everton Conger13. Garrett’s
Farm, April 26, 186514. The Life, Crime, and Capture of John Wilkes Booth15. Boston
Corbett16. Corbett’s reward17. Secretary Seward, 187118. Touring wax portrait of the
assassinationPrologueIT LOOKED LIKE A BAD DAY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS. TERRIFIC
winds and thunderstorms had swept through Washington early that morning, dissolving the dirt
streets into a sticky muck of soil, garbage, and horse droppings. Women, for their own safety,
were advised to stay indoors. The ugly gray sky of the morning of March 4, 1865, threatened to
spoil the great day. One block east of the Capitol Building, a patent lawyer and part-time



photographer named William M. Smith set up his camera and pointed its lens at the temporary
wood platform that had been hastily erected over the East Front steps. His job was to make a
historic photograph—the first image ever taken during a presidential inauguration of the recently
completed great dome. Smith adjusted his apparatus until his lens framed the panoramic,
vertical view, from the low-lying plinth of Horatio Greenough’s marble statue of George
Washington on the lawn to the tip top of the dome, crowned by Thomas Crawford’s bronze
statue of “Freedom.” Abraham Lincoln had ordered that work on the dome continue during the
war as a sign that the Union would go on.Closer to the Capitol, and standing on another
platform, Alexander Gardner set up his camera to photograph the ceremony. Gardner’s large,
glass-plate negatives captured not only images of the president, vice president, chief justice,
and other dignitaries occupying the stands, but also the anonymous faces of hundreds of
spectators who crowded the East Front scene. One face among them stands out. On a balcony
above the stands, standing near an iron railing, a young, black-mustachioed man wearing a top
hat gazes down on the president. It is the celebrated actor John Wilkes Booth.Abraham Lincoln
rose from his chair and advanced toward the podium. He was now at the height of his power,
with the Civil War nearly won. In one hand he held a single sheet of paper, typeset and printed in
double columns. The foreboding clouds threatened another downpour. Then, reported Noah
Brooks, journalist and friend of the president, the strangest thing happened: “Just at that moment
the sun, which had been obscured all day, burst forth in its unclouded meridian splendor, and
flooded the spectacle with glory and light. Every heart beat quicker at the unexpected omen …
so might the darkness which had obscured the past four years be now dissipated.” The
president’s text was brief—just 701 words.“Fondly do we hope—fervently do we pray—that this
mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away…. With malice toward none; with charity for all;
with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we
are in; to bind up the nation’s wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his
widow, and his orphan—to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace,
among ourselves, and with all nations.”Subsequent events would soon change how witnesses
recalled Lincoln’s greatest day. To Noah Brooks, “Chiefly memorable in the mind of those who
saw that second inauguration must still remain the tall, pathetic, melancholy figure of the man
who … illuminated by the deceptive brilliance of a March sunburst, was already standing in the
shadow of death.”On April 3, 1865, Richmond, Virginia, capital city of the Confederate States of
America, fell to Union forces. It was only a matter of time now before the war would finally be
over. The rebellion had been crushed, and the North held a jubilee. Children ran through the
streets waving little paper flags that read “Richmond Has Fallen,” “We Celebrate the Fall of
Richmond,” or “Victory Will Lead to Peace: The Right Stripe.” Across the country, people built
bonfires, organized parades, fired guns, shot cannons, and sang patriotic songs. Four days later,
John Wilkes Booth was drinking with a friend, the actor Samuel Knapp Chester, at the House of
Lords saloon, on Houston Street in New York City. Booth struck the bar table with his fist and
regretted a lost opportunity. “What an excellent chance I had, if I wished, to kill the President on



Inauguration day! I was on the stand, as close to him nearly as I am to you.”William M. Smith’s
historic photograph of Lincoln’s second inaugural.IN RESPONSE TO A THRONG OF
SERENADERS WHO MARCHED onto the White House grounds and begged him to address
them, Abraham Lincoln appeared at a second-floor window below the North Portico on April 10
to greet this crowd of citizens celebrating General Grant’s victory at Appomattox the previous
day. Lincoln did not have a prepared text, and he was unwilling to speak on a subject of any
consequence, including his postwar policy for the South. He resorted to his favorite oratorical
device to distract and disarm an audience—humor.“I see that you have a band of music with
you…. I have always thought ‘Dixie’ one of the best tunes I have ever heard. Our adversaries
over the way attempted to appropriate it, but I insisted yesterday we fairly captured it. I presented
this question to the Attorney General, and he gave it as his legal opinion that it is our lawful prize.
I now request the band to favor me with its performance.”CRUSHED BY THE FALL OF
RICHMOND, AND BY THE FIRE THAT consumed much of the rebel capital, John Wilkes Booth
had left New York City on April 8 and returned to Washington. The news there was worse. On
April 9, Lee and the Army of Northern Virginia surrendered to Grant at Appomattox. The cause
was lost. Booth wandered the streets in despair until he encountered Henry B. Phillips, who
invited him to walk to Birch’s saloon and share a drink. Inconsolable, Booth accepted.“Yes,
anything to drive away the blues.” Lee’s surrender, Booth says, “was enough to give anyone the
blues.”ON THE NIGHT OF APRIL 11, A TORCHLIGHT PARADE OF A FEW thousand citizens,
with bands and banners, assembled on the semicircular driveway in front of the Executive
Mansion. Journalist Noah Brooks, a favorite of Lincoln’s, was with the president and watched the
throng from a window below the North Portico: “After repeated calls, loud and enthusiastic, the
president appeared at the window, which was a signal for a great outburst. There was something
terrible in the enthusiasm with which the beloved Chief Magistrate was received.” Elizabeth
Keckley, Mary Lincoln’s black dressmaker and confidante, felt the mood too. “Close to the house
the faces were plainly discernible, but they faded into mere ghostly outlines on the outskirts of
the assembly; and what added to the weird, spectral beauty of the scene, was the confused hum
of voices that rose above the sea of forms, sounding like the subdued, sullen roar of an ocean
storm.”This time Lincoln was ready. He had written a long text, short on exultation and designed
to prepare the people for reconstruction. When someone in the crowd shouted that he couldn’t
see the President—“A light! A light!”—Tad Lincoln volunteered to illuminate his father: “Let me
hold the light, Papa!” Lincoln dropped each page of his manuscript to the floor when he finished
reading it, and Tad scooped them up.“We meet this evening, not in sorrow, but in gladness of
heart. The evacuation of Petersburg and Richmond, and the surrender of the principal insurgent
army, give hope of a righteous and speedy peace whose joyous expression can not be
restrained. In the midst of this, however, He from Whom all blessings flow, must not be forgotten
… no part of the honor … is mine. To General Grant, his skilful officers, and brave men, all
belongs.” Lincoln then discussed the newly organized state government of Louisiana: “It is also
unsatisfactory to some that the elective franchise is not given to the colored man. I would myself



prefer that it were now conferred on the very intelligent, and on those who serve our cause as
soldiers.”As Lincoln spoke, Elizabeth Keckley, standing a few steps from him, observed that the
lamplight made him “stand out boldly in the darkness.” She feared he was the perfect target.
“What an easy matter would it be to kill the President, as he stands there! He could be shot
down from the crowd,” she whispered, “and no one would be able to tell who fired the shot.”In
that crowd, standing amidst the throng below Lincoln’s window, was John Wilkes Booth. He
turned to his companion, David Herold, and denounced the speech.“That means nigger
citizenship,” he said, “now, by God, I’ll put him through.”As Booth left the White House grounds
and walked toward Lafayette Square, he spoke to another companion, Lewis Powell: “That is the
last speech he will ever give.”ON THE EVENING OF APRIL 13, THE CITY CELEBRATED THE
END of the war with a grand illumination. Public buildings and private homes glowed from
candles, torches, gaslights, and fireworks. It was the most beautiful night in the history of the
capital. The next Evening Star newspaper reported the wondrous display:Last night Washington
was all ablaze with glory. The very heavens seemed to have come down, and the stars twinkled
in a sort of faded way, as if the solar system was out of order and the earth had become the
great luminary…. Far as the vision extended were brilliant lights, the rows of illuminated windows
at a distance blending into one, and presenting an unbroken wall of flame … high above all
towered the Capitol, glowing as if on fire and seeming to stud the city below with gems of
reflected glory as stars light upon the sea. Away to the right a halo hung over the roofs, rockets
flashed to and fro in fiery lines, and the banners waved above the tumultuous throng, where
shouts and cheers rolled up in a dense volume from the city, and with the incense of the grand
conflagration, drifted away to the darkness of the surrounding hills.John Wilkes Booth had seen
all of this—the grand illumination, the crowds delirious with joy, the taunting insults to the fallen
Confederacy and her leaders. He returned to his room at the National Hotel after midnight. He
could not sleep. He reached for pen and paper and wrote a melancholy letter to his mother,
Mary Ann Holmes Booth. It was early in the morning of April 14.Dearest Mother:I know you
expect a letter from me, and am sure you will hardly forgive me. But indeed I have nothing to
write about. Everything is dull; that is, has been till last night. (The illumination.)Everything was
bright and splendid. More so in my eyes if it had been a display in a nobler cause. But so goes
the world. Might makes right. I only drop you these few lines to let you know I am well, and to say
I have not heard from you. Excuse brevity; am in haste. Had one from Rose. With best love to you
all, I am your affectionate son ever,JohnChapter One“I Had This Strange Dream Again Last
Night”JOHN WILKES BOOTH AWOKE GOOD FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 14, 1865, hungover
and depressed. The Confederacy was dead. His cause was lost and his dreams of glory over.
He did not know that this day, after enduring more than a week of bad news and bitter
disappointments, he would enjoy a stunning reversal of fortune. No, all he knew this morning
when he crawled out of bed in room 228 at the National Hotel, one of Washington’s finest and
naturally his favorite, was that he could not stand another day of Union victory
celebrations.Booth assumed that April 14 would unfold as the latest in a blur of eleven bad days



that began on April 3 when Richmond, the Confederacy’s citadel, fell to the Union. The very next
day the tyrant, Abraham Lincoln, visited his captive prize and had the audacity to sit behind the
desk occupied by the first and last president of the Confederate States of America, Jefferson
Davis. Then, on April 9, at Appomattox Court House, Robert E. Lee and his glorious Army of
Northern Virginia surrendered. Two days later Lincoln made a speech proposing to give blacks
the right to vote, and last night, April 13, all of Washington celebrated with a grand illumination of
the city. And today, in Charleston harbor, the Union planned to stage a gala celebration to mark
the retaking of Fort Sumter, where the war began four years ago. These past eleven days had
been the worst of Booth’s young life.He was the son of the legendary actor and tragedian Junius
Brutus Booth, and brother to Edwin Booth, one of the finest actors of his generation. Twenty-six
years old, impossibly vain, preening, emotionally flamboyant, possessed of raw talent and
splendid élan, and a star member of this celebrated theatrical family—the Barrymores of their
day—John Wilkes Booth’s day began in the dining room of the National, where he was seen
eating breakfast with Miss Carrie Bean. Nothing unusual about that—Booth, a voluptuous
connoisseur of young women, never had trouble finding female company. Around noon he
walked over to Ford’s Theatre on Tenth Street between E and F, a block above Pennsylvania
Avenue, to pick up his mail. Accepting correspondence on behalf of itinerant actors was a
customary privilege Ford’s offered to friends of the house. Earlier that morning Henry Clay Ford,
one of the three brothers who ran the theatre, ate breakfast and then walked to the big marble
post office at Seventh and F and picked up the mail. There was a letter for Booth.That morning
another letter arrived at the theatre. There had been no time to mail it, so its sender, Mary
Lincoln, used the president’s messenger to bypass the post office and hand-deliver it. The Fords
did not even have to read the note to know the good news it contained. The mere arrival of the
White House messenger told them that the president was coming tonight! It was a coup against
their chief rival, Grover’s Theatre, which was offering a more exciting entertainment: Aladdin! Or
His Wonderful Lamp. Master Tad Lincoln and chaperone would represent the family there. The
letter, once opened, announced even greater news. Yes, the president and Mrs. Lincoln would
attend this evening’s performance of Tom Taylor’s popular if tired comedy Our American Cousin.
But the big news was that General Ulysses S. Grant was coming with them. The Lincolns’ timing
delighted the Fords. Good Friday was traditionally a slow night, and news that not only the
president—after four years a familiar sight to Washingtonians—but also General Grant, a rare
visitor to town and fresh from his victory at Appomattox, would attend, was sure to spur ticket
sales. This would please Laura Keene, who was making her one thousandth performance in the
play; tonight’s show was a customary “benefit,” awarding her a rich share of the proceeds. The
Lincolns had given the Fords the courtesy of notification early enough in the day for the brothers
to promote their appearance and to decorate and join together the two boxes—seven and eight
—that, by removal of a simple partition, formed the president’s box.“The most beautiful black
eyes in the world.”John Wilkes Booth at the height of his fame.By the time Booth arrived at
Ford’s, the president’s messenger had come and gone. Sometime between noon and 12:30 P.M.



as he sat outside on the top step in front of the main entrance to Ford’s reading his letter, Booth
heard the galvanizing news. In just eight hours the subject of all of his brooding, hating, and
plotting would stand on the very stone steps where he now sat. This was the catalyst Booth
needed to prompt him to action. Here. Of all places, Lincoln was coming here. Booth knew the
layout of Ford’s intimately: the exact spot on Tenth Street where Lincoln would step out of his
carriage; the place the president sat every time he came to the theatre; the route through the
theatre that Lincoln would walk and the staircase he would ascend to the box; the dark,
subterranean passageway beneath the stage; the narrow hallway behind the stage that led to
the back door that opened to Baptist Alley; and how the president’s box hung directly above the
stage. Booth had played here before, most recently in a March 18 performance as Pescara in
The Apostate.And Booth, although he had never acted in it, also knew Our American Cousin—
its duration, its scenes, its players, and, most important, as it would turn out, the number of
actors onstage at any given moment during the performance. It was perfect. He would not have
to hunt Lincoln. The president was coming to him. But was there enough time to make all the
arrangements? The checklist was substantial: horses; weapons; supplies; alerting his fellow
conspirators; casing the theatre; so many other things. He had only eight hours. But it was
possible. If luck was on his side, there was just enough time. Whoever told Booth about the
president’s theatre party had unknowingly activated in his mind an imaginary clock that, even as
he sat on the front step of Ford’s, chuckling aloud as he read his letter, began ticking down,
minute by minute. He would have a busy afternoon.aT THE EXECUTIVE MANSION, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN ATE breakfast with his family and planned his day. The president’s eldest son, Robert,
a junior officer on General Grant’s staff, was home from the war. Robert had been at
Appomattox, and his father was eager to hear details of Lee’s surrender. Lincoln had scheduled
a meeting with Grant at 9:00 A.M. at the White House. He wanted to talk more with Robert, so he
postponed the meeting and sent a messenger over to the Willard Hotel with a handwritten note
for his special guest: “General Grant, Please call at 11. A.M. to-day instead of 9. as agreed last
evening. Yours truly, A. Lincoln.” The president decided that Grant should join the cabinet
meeting set for that later hour.At the cabinet meeting Lincoln was jubilant—everyone in
attendance, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles, and the
secretaries of the Treasury, the Interior, and the Post Office and the attorney general—noticed
Lincoln’s good mood. Welles, a faithful diarist, preserved an account of the gathering. Lincoln
expected more good news from other battle fronts.“The President remarked that it would, he had
no doubt, come soon, and come favorable, for he had last night the usual dream which he had
preceding nearly every great and important event of the War. Generally the news has been
favorable which succeeded this dream, and the dream itself was always the same. I inquired
what this remarkable dream could be. He said it related to your (my) element, the water; that he
seemed to be in some singular, indescribable vessel, and that was moving with great rapidity
towards an indefinite shore. That he had this dream preceding Sumter, Bull Run, Antietam,
Gettysburg, Stone River, Vicksburg, Wilmington, etc.”General Grant interrupted Lincoln and



joked that Stone River was no victory, and that “a few such fights would have ruined us.”“I had,”
the president continued, “this strange dream again last night, and we shall, judging from the
past, have great news very soon. I think it must be from Sherman. My thoughts are in that
direction, as are most of yours.”Lincoln had always believed in, and sometimes feared, the
power of dreams. On June 9, 1863, while he was visiting Philadelphia, he sent an urgent
telegram to Mary Lincoln at the White House, warning of danger to their youngest son: “Think
you better put ‘Tad’s’ pistol away. I had an ugly dream about him.” And in April 1848, when he
was a congressman in Washington, he wrote to Mary about their oldest son, Robert: “I did not
get rid of the impression of that foolish dream about dear Bobby till I got your letter.”After the
meeting adjourned, the president followed his usual routine: receiving a variety of friends,
supplicants, and favor seekers; reading his mail; and catching up on correspondence and
paperwork. He was eager to wind up business by 3:00 P.M. for an appointment he had with his
wife, Mary. There was something he wanted to tell her.aT THE THEATRE, HENRY CLAY FORD
WROTE OUT AN ADVERtisement to place in the evening papers, which would start coming off
the press at around 2:00 P.M. He delivered the notice to the Evening Star personally and sent
another via messenger to at least two of the other papers. That afternoon an advertisement
appeared in the Evening Star: “LIEUT. GENERAL GRANT, PRESIDENT and Mrs. Lincoln have
secured the State Box at Ford’s Theatre TO NIGHT, to witness Miss Laura Keene’s American
Cousin.” Around 1:00 P.M., Ford walked next door and delivered notice in person to his neighbor
James P. Ferguson at his restaurant at 452 Tenth Street, one door north of the theatre.“Your
favorite, General Grant, is going to be in the theatre tonight; and if you want to see him,” Ford
cautioned, “you had better to go get a seat.”Ferguson took advantage of the tip: “I went and
secured a seat directly opposite the President’s box, in the front of the dress circle.” Ferguson
booked seats 58 and 59 at the front corner of the house near stage right. The restaurateur didn’t
want the best view of the play, but the best view of Lincoln and Grant.James Ford walked to the
Treasury Department a few blocks away to borrow several flags to decorate the president’s box.
Returning to the theatre, his arms wrapped around a bundle of brightly colored cotton and silk
bunting, he bumped into Booth, who had just left Ford’s, at the corner of Tenth and
Pennsylvania, where they exchanged pleasantries. Booth saw the red, white, and blue flags,
confirmation of the president’s visit tonight.A few blocks away, on D Street near Seventh, at J. H.
Polkinhorn and Son, Printers, pressmen began setting the type for the playbill that would
advertise tonight’s performance. Once newsboys hit the streets with the afternoon and evening
papers, the ad for Our American Cousin caught the eye of many Washingtonians eager to see
General Grant.Dr. Charles A. Leale, a twenty-three-year-old U.S. Army surgeon on duty at the
wounded commissioned officers’ ward at the Armory Square Hospital in Washington, heard that
President Lincoln and General Grant would be attending the play. He decided to attend. Three
days prior, on the night of April 11, Leale, while taking a walk on Pennsylvania Avenue,
encountered crowds of people walking toward the White House. He followed them there and
arrived just as Lincoln commenced his remarks. Leale was moved: “I could distinctly hear every



word he uttered, and I was profoundly impressed with his divine appearance as he stood in the
rays of light which penetrated the windows.” The news that Lincoln was coming to Ford’s Theatre
gave the surgeon “an intense desire again to behold his face and study the characteristics of the
‘Savior of his Country.’”Lincoln’s box at Ford’s was festooned with flags and a framed engraving
of George Washington. The box office manager prepared for a run on tickets when he went on
duty at 6:30 P.M.Later, witnesses remembered seeing Booth at several places in the city that
day, but none of his movements created suspicion. Why should they? Nothing Booth did
seemed out of the ordinary that afternoon. He talked to people in the street. He arranged to pick
up his rented horse. Between 2:00 and 4:00 P.M., Booth rode up to Ferguson’s restaurant,
stopping just below the front door. Ferguson stepped outside onto his front porch and found his
friend sitting on a small, bay mare. James L. Maddox, property man at Ford’s, stood beside the
horse, one hand on its mane, talking to Booth. “See what a nice horse I have got!” boasted the
actor. Ferguson stepped forward for a closer look. “Now, watch,” said Booth, “he can run just like
a cat!” At that, Ferguson observed, Booth “struck his spurs into the horse, and off he went down
the street.”At about 4:00 P.M., Booth returned to the National Hotel, walked to the front desk, and
spoke to clerks George W. Bunker and Henry Merrick. Three days later a New York Tribune
reporter described the encounter:[He] made his appearance at the counter … and with a
nervous air called for a sheet of paper and an envelope. He was about to write when the thought
seemed to strike him that someone around him might overlook his letter, and, approaching the
door of the office, he requested admittance. On reaching the inside of the office, he immediately
commenced his letter. He had written but a few words when he said earnestly, “Merrick, is the
year 1864 or ‘65?” “You are surely joking, John,” replied Mr. Merrick, “you certainly know what
year it is.” “Sincerely, I am not,” he rejoined, and on being told, resumed writing. It was then that
Mr. Merrick noticed something troubled and agitated in Booth’s appearance, which was entirely
at variance with his usual quiet deportment. Sealing the letter, he placed it in his pocket and left
the hotel.On his way out of the National, Booth asked George Bunker if he was planning on
seeing Our American Cousin at Ford’s, and urged Bunker to attend: “There is going to be some
splendid acting tonight.”Around 4:00 P.M., the actor John Matthews, who would be playing the
part of Mr. Coyle in tonight’s performance, met Booth on horseback on Pennsylvania Avenue, at
the triangular enclosure between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets, not far from the Willard
Hotel. “We met,” recalled Matthews, “shook hands, and passed the compliments of the day.” A
column of Confederate prisoners of war had just marched past, stirring up a dust cloud in their
wake.“John, have you seen the prisoners?” Matthews asked. “Have you seen Lee’s officers, just
brought in?”“Yes, Johnny, I have.” Booth raised one hand to his forehead in disbelief and then
exclaimed, “Great God, I have no longer a country!”Matthews, observing Booth’s “paleness,
nervousness, and agitation,” asked, “John, how nervous you are, what is the matter?”“Oh no, it is
nothing. Johnny, I have a little favor to ask of you, will you grant it?”“Why certainly,” Matthews
replied. “What is it?”“Perhaps I may have to leave town tonight, and I have a letter here which I
desire to be published in the National Intelligencer; please attend to it for me, unless I see you



before ten o’clock tomorrow; in that case I will see to it myself.” Matthews accepted the sealed
envelope and slipped it into a coat pocket.As Booth and Matthews talked, Matthews spotted
General Grant riding past them in an open carriage with his baggage. He appeared to be leaving
town.“There goes Grant. I thought he was to be coming to the theatre this evening with the
President.”“Where?” Booth exclaimed.Matthews recalled: “I pointed to the carriage; he looked
toward it, grasped my hand tightly, and galloped down the avenue after the carriage.”When
Booth caught up to the Grants and rode past their carriage, Julia Grant thought of something
that had happened earlier in the day. She was at lunch at the Willard Hotel with General Rawlins
—one of Grant’s top aides—Mrs. Rawlins, and the Rawlinses’ daughter, when four men entered
the dining room and occupied a nearby table. One of the men would not stop staring at her, and
Julia and Mrs. Rawlins both found the whole group “peculiar.” Now, a few hours later, Booth
reminded her of the unpleasant incident when he caught up to their carriage. “As General Grant
and I rode to the depot, this same dark, pale man rode past us at a sweeping gallop on a dark
horse…. He rode twenty yards ahead of us, wheeled and returned, and as he passed us both
going and returning, he thrust his face quite near the General’s and glared in a disagreeable
manner.” She was sure that it was the same man from Willard’s.The sight of the Grants must
have disappointed Booth. Their carriage, loaded with baggage, was heading toward the train
station. They were leaving town. They must have canceled their engagement at Ford’s Theatre. If
General Grant was not attending Our American Cousin tonight, did that mean the Lincolns had
canceled, too? Curtain call, approximately 8:30 P.M., was in less than five hours, and John
Wilkes Booth did not know whether the Lincolns still planned to attend the play or who might be
in the box with them.Booth rode over to the Kirkwood House, where he accomplished his
strangest errand of the day. The Kirkwood was the residence of the new vice president, Andrew
Johnson, former military governor of Tennessee. Johnson did not own a house in Washington,
and the job did not include official quarters, so he lodged at a hotel. Johnson’s room was
unguarded, and, if Booth had wanted to, he could have walked upstairs and knocked on the
door. But he did not want to see the vice president. He just wanted to leave him a note. Booth
approached the front desk and requested a small, blank calling card. He wrote a brief note and
handed it to the desk clerk, who placed it in Johnson’s mail slot. The mysterious message, which
soon became the object of intense speculation, read: “Don’t wish to disturb you. Are you at
home? J. Wilkes Booth.”He visited a boardinghouse at 541 H Street, a few blocks from Ford’s
Theatre, to pay what looked like an innocent social call on the proprietor, Mary E. Surratt, a forty-
two-year-old Maryland widow and the mother of his friend John Harrison Surratt Jr., a
Confederate courier. Over the last several months, Booth had become a frequent caller at Mrs.
Surratt’s town house. Her son John wasn’t home—he was out of the city on rebel business—and
would not be back tonight. Mary told Booth that she was riding out that afternoon to her country
tavern in Surrattsville, Maryland, several miles south of Washington, and Booth asked if she
would mind delivering a small package wrapped in newspaper to her destination. Conveniently,
Booth had the package with him.There was one more thing. Booth informed Mary that he would



be riding out of Washington this evening. Sometime that night, he said, he would stop at her
tavern to pick up not only this package, but also the guns, ammunition, and other supplies that
her son John had secreted there for him. Booth asked Mary to tell the tavern keeper John Lloyd
—a heavy-drinking former Washington policeman to whom she had rented her country place—
to get everything ready for the actor’s visit this evening. She agreed, and soon she and one of
her boarders, Louis Weichmann, an old school chum of John Surratt’s, drove down to
Surrattsville by carriage.Booth returned to Ford’s Theatre around 5:00 or 6:00 P.M., where
Edman “Ned” Spangler, a scene shifter and stagehand—“stage carpenter,” he called himself—
saw the actor come up behind the theatre through Baptist Alley, named for the church that once
occupied the site. Spangler had known Booth and his family for about a dozen years and had
done odd jobs for them, most recently helping the actor outfit a small, private stable in the alley
behind Ford’s, about fifty yards from the back door. Spangler had seen Booth use a variety of
horses: tonight he rode what Ned described as “a little bay mare.” Booth and Spangler walked to
the stable, where the actor removed the saddle and the yellow-trimmed saddlecloth. He didn’t
like the look of the cloth, he told Ned, and said he might use his shawl instead. Booth asked Ned
not to remove the mare’s bridle. “She is a bad little bitch,” Booth said, and she should remain
bridled. Booth locked the stable door, took the key, and went for a drink.At some point, most
likely by late afternoon or early evening, Booth must have secluded himself, probably in room
228 at the National, and made his final preparations. There were two elements, practical and
psychological. First, the weapons. Booth chose as his primary weapon a .44-caliber, single-shot,
muzzle-loading percussion cap pistol manufactured by Henry Deringer of Philadelphia. It was a
small, short-barreled, pocket-size handgun designed for stealth and concealment, not combat,
and favored by gamblers and other unsavory types. Unlike military pistols such as the .44-caliber
Colt or Remington Army revolvers, or the lighter-weight .36-caliber Colt Navy revolver, all of
which could fire up to six rounds before reloading, the Deringer could be fired just once.
Reloading was a laborious process that called for two hands and twenty to forty seconds. Booth
knew that his first shot would be his last. If he missed, he wouldn’t have time to reload. Because
the Deringer fired a round ball and not a rifled conical bullet, it was most effective at short range.
Its big .44-caliber ball, weighing in at nearly an ounce, was a solid, deadly round.If Booth
missed, or failed to inflict a fatal wound with the pistol, he would turn to his secondary, backup
weapon, a “Rio Grande Camp Knife,” a handsome and extremely sharp type of Bowie knife.
Booth left behind no explanation for why he chose the Deringer over a revolver. Pistols misfire
occasionally. Either the copper percussion cap might fail to spark, or the black powder in the
barrel might be spoiled from dampness and fail to ignite. Three decades earlier, on January 30,
1835, Richard Lawrence, a crazed, unemployed British house painter who fancied himself of
royal blood, failed to assassinate Andrew Jackson on the East Front of the U.S. Capitol when not
one, but both, of his single-shot, black powder, percussion cap pistols misfired. And even if
Booth’s pistol worked, how certain was he that he could kill Lincoln with one shot? Plenty of
veteran combat soldiers who had survived multiple gunshot wounds were getting drunk in the



saloons of Washington that night. Booth couldn’t have chosen the Deringer because he could
not obtain a revolver. He had already purchased at least four, and if he did not have any in his
hotel room within easy reach, he could have gone out and bought another one. In the war capital
of the Union, thousands of guns, including small, lightweight pocket-sized revolvers, were for
sale in the shops of Washington.Booth was a thrill seeker, and perhaps he wanted to enhance
his excitement by risking the use of a single-shot pistol. Or did he believe it more heroic,
honorable—even gentlemanly—to take his prey with a single bullet? Perhaps he preferred a
stylish coup de grâce to blazing away at Lincoln with a six-shooter.Given Washington’s damp
spring air and Booth’s knowledge that he would have just one shot, he probably did not arm the
pistol with a fresh copper cap and black powder charge until late in the afternoon. Better to be
sure than rely on a stale load that might have been languishing in the barrel for weeks. Before
wrapping the bullet with a small swatch of cloth wadding and ramming the round down the
barrel, did he roll the ball between his fingertips, scrutinizing it for flaws in the casting and
perhaps contemplating how this little round, dull gray one-ounce piece of metal would soon
change history?Before leaving the National, Booth slid the knife and pistol into his pockets and
gathered the rest of his belongings. He planned to travel light tonight, without baggage. In
addition to the weapons and his garments—a black felt slouch hat, black wool frock coat, black
pants, big, knee-high black leather riding boots with spurs—he took only a velvet-cased
compass, keys, a whistle, a datebook, a pencil, some money, a bank draft or bill of exchange, a
small switchblade, and a few other small items including carte-de-visite photographs of five of
his favorite girlfriends. His valise and big traveling trunk would have to stay behind; he would not
be coming back. About 7:00 P.M., room clerk George Bunker saw Booth leave the National for
the last time that day:“He spoke to me and went off.”WHEN MARY SURRATT AND LOUIS
WEICHMANN ARRIVED IN Surrattsville, John Lloyd wasn’t there. He had gone to pick up some
foodstuffs. Mary waited for him. She could not leave without delivering Booth’s message. When
Lloyd returned he parked his wagon near the wood yard, climbed down, and began unloading
his cargo of fish and oysters. Mary walked over to him.“Talk about the devil, and his imps will
appear,” she teased her tenant.“I was not aware that I was a devil before.”“Well, Mr. Lloyd,” Mary
went on once she was sure that she was out of Weichmann’s earshot, “I want you to have those
shooting-irons ready; there will be parties here to-night who will call for them.”She handed him
the package wrapped in newspaper. The evening callers will want this too, she explained. And,
she added, give them a couple bottles of whiskey. Her mission accomplished, Mary prepared to
drive back to Washington. But the front spring bolts of her buggy had broken, and the spring had
become detached from the axle. Lloyd tied them tightly with cord—the best he could do without
proper spare parts. After Mrs. Surratt departed, Lloyd followed her instructions. He carried the
package upstairs, unwrapped it, and discovered Booth’s field glasses. Then he went to the
unfinished room where, several weeks ago, John Surratt had shown him how to conceal two
Spencer carbines under the joists. Lloyd retrieved them and placed them in his bedchamber. He
had been drinking, and he was tired. Indeed, he confessed, “I was right smart in liquer that



afternoon, and after night I got more so. I went to bed between 8 and 9 o’clock, and slept very
soundly until 12 o’clock.”aT THE HERNDON HOUSE AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF
Ninth and F streets, around the corner from Ford’s, at around 8:00 P.M. Booth presided over a
conclave of some of the coconspirators he had assembled over the previous months to strike
against President Lincoln. He must have hoped that this would be their last meeting before a
great success. They had failed at least once before and then dispersed amid suspicion and fear.
Tonight they needed to get ready for action in less than two hours. It was not the first time they
had assembled to move against the president. Beginning in 1864, the last full year of the Civil
War, the young stage star had marshaled his cash, celebrity, and connections in service of a
bold plan. He hatched a harebrained scheme to kidnap President Lincoln, spirit him to
Richmond, hold him as a hostage for the Confederacy, and turn the tide of the war. The origins of
the plot remain murky. From the time of Lincoln’s election in 1860, there arose several
conspiracies to kidnap or murder him. Secessionist hotheads began posting numerous death
threats to Springfield before Lincoln took office on March 4, 1861, and some even sent him jars
of poisoned fruit. In the notorious Baltimore plot of 1861, local rebels schemed to assassinate
the president-elect when his railroad train passed through the city en route to Washington for his
inauguration. But Detective Allan Pinkerton thwarted the scheme by persuading Lincoln to pass
through Baltimore incognito hours ahead of schedule. Other Lincoln haters threatened to
assassinate him on the East Front of the Capitol the moment he commenced reading his
inaugural address. During the war, several Southern military officers, as well as a handful of
officials in the Confederate Secret Service, considered various actions against Lincoln. At some
point, John Wilkes Booth came into contact with these circles and operatives, in Canada, New
York City, Washington, D.C., Maryland, and Virginia.In late 1864 and early 1865 Booth organized
his own little band of conspirators, loyal to him and not Richmond, to plot against the president.
He recruited a gang who, after he clothed and fed them, plied them with drink, and allowed them
to bask in his fame and favor, would, he hoped, follow him anywhere—even into a plot to kidnap
the president of the United States. But big talk was cheap in wartime Washington and as late as
January 1865, with the Confederacy in danger of imminent collapse, not one of the several
overlapping conspiracies had ever attempted decisive action against Abraham Lincoln.Booth
and his gang of acolytes—Lewis Powell, David Herold, John H. Surratt Jr., Samuel Arnold,
Michael O’Laughlen, and George Atzerodt, plus others lost to history who drifted in and out of
his orbit—would change that by kidnapping the president.O’Laughlen, born in 1834, had known
Booth since 1845, when their families lived across the street from each other in Baltimore. In
1861, the first year of the war, Michael enlisted in the First Maryland Infantry, but soon illness
ended his military service. Restless, and looking for excitement, he signed on to the plot. Samuel
Arnold, who was thirty-one, met Booth in 1848 when they were students at St. Timothy’s Hall, a
boys’ school near Baltimore. He joined the First Maryland too in April 1861, but after the first
battle of Bull Run in July 1861 he was, like O’Laughlen, discharged. Arnold’s family operated a
prominent Baltimore bakery at the corner of Fayette and Liberty streets. In August 1864, Booth



wrote to Sam, suggesting they meet. They hadn’t seen each other since 1852, thirteen years
ago. Arnold visited Booth’s room at Barnum’s Hotel in Baltimore, where the actor offered him
cigars and wine, and introduced him to O’Laughlen. Arnold joined the conspiracy. But Booth
needed to recruit more men than these two boyhood chums, who possessed scant military
experience. An introduction to John Harrison Surratt Jr., a wily, twenty-year-old courier for the
Confederate Secret Service who lived in Washington at his mother’s boardinghouse, gave Booth
the men he needed. Surratt had traveled the rebel underground’s secret routes to the South,
essential knowledge if they were going to transport Lincoln across Union lines. Surratt brought
George Atzerodt into the plot. George, a hard-drinking, twenty-nine-year-old Prussian immigrant
who worked as a carriage painter in Port Tobacco, Maryland, knew boats and the waters of
Charles County. David Herold, a twenty-two-year-old pharmacist’s assistant who lived with his
mother near the Washington Navy Yard, joined the conspiracy. He was an avid hunter and
outdoorsman who knew the country through which they would have to carry the president. Lewis
Powell, twenty-one-year-old son of a Baptist minister, enlisted in May 1861 as a private in the
Second Florida Infantry. An attractive, well-muscled six-footer, Powell exemplified the best that
the Confederate army could muster. A loyal, obedient, and hard-fighting soldier, he saw plenty of
action until he was wounded and taken prisoner at Gettysburg in July 1863. Paroled, he made
his way to Baltimore and fell into the orbit of Surratt and Booth. Powell had the size and strength
necessary to physically subdue Abraham Lincoln.On March 17, 1865, Booth and his
coconspirators planned to, like eighteenth-century British highwaymen, ambush Lincoln’s
carriage on a deserted road as he rode back to the Executive Mansion after attending a
performance of the play Still Waters Run Deep at Campbell Military Hospital. They would seize
the president at gunpoint and make him their hostage. Booth’s intelligence sources proved faulty,
however, and Lincoln did not attend. Instead, unbelievably, while Booth and his gang lurked on
the Seventh Street road on the outskirts of the city, several miles from downtown Washington,
Lincoln was giving a speech at Booth’s own hotel, the National. What a chance that would have
presented, the actor mourned. If only the kidnapping plot had worked. Then there would be no
torchlight parades, thunderous cannonades, mobs serenading Lincoln at the Executive
Mansion, citywide illuminations, or children scampering through the streets holding colorful little
paper flags decorated with red, white, and blue stars and stripes and elephants and imprinted
with slogans like “Richmond Has Fallen” and “We Celebrate the Fall of Richmond.” He could—
should—have prevented all of this, he admonished himself.Although his panicked followers
scattered after that ludicrous failure, Booth hoped to try again, but events overtook him just
eighteen days later when Richmond fell, and six days after that when Lee surrendered.
Dejected, Booth remonstrated himself for not acting more boldly, even fantasizing aloud that he
should have shot the president at the Capitol on inauguration day, March 4, 1865, an event he
attended with his fiancée, Lucy Hale, daughter of U.S. Senator John Parker Hale. “What an
excellent chance I had, if I wished, to kill the President on Inauguration day!” he boasted later to
a friend.Lincoln’s April 11 speech provoked more violent talk. The president’s proposal for a



limited black suffrage had enraged the actor, a passionate devotee of white supremacy. But
Booth did nothing. If he was serious about assassinating Lincoln, all he had to do was stroll over
to the Executive Mansion, announce that the famous and talented thespian John Wilkes Booth
wished to see the president, await his turn—which nearly always resulted in a private talk with
Lincoln—and then shoot him at his desk. Incredibly, presidential security was lax in that era,
even during the Civil War, and almost anyone could walk into the Executive Mansion without
being searched and request a brief audience with the president. It was a miracle that no one had
yet tried to murder Lincoln in his own office.There can be no doubt that Booth had been
fantasizing about killing Abraham Lincoln. But was he serious, or was it merely extravagant but
harmless bravado? Booth had never killed a man. Was he capable of doing it? On April 13, on
the afternoon of illumination day, Booth took what might have been his first step toward
answering that question. He visited Grower’s Theatre, along with Ford’s one of the two most
popular establishments in the city. He asked the manager, C. Dwight Hess, if he had invited the
president to attend a performance of Aladdin!, the current production. No, he had forgotten,
Hess replied, but he would attend to it now. Lincoln did not come to Grover’s. That night, Booth,
as he had on countless previous nights, drank away the blues, watched the illumination, and
before collapsing in his bed, wrote his mother a letter.Booth’s gang was not at full strength on
April 14. Rebel courier John Surratt was in Elmira, New York, and it was impossible to command
his return on a few hours’ notice. Surratt had been away since March 25, the day he left for
Richmond. The Confederacy’s days were numbered, but Secretary of State Judah Benjamin had
a final mission for the courier: Go North once more, pass undetected through Union territory,
cross the border into Canada, and deliver dispatches to General Edwin Gray Lee, a cousin of
Robert E. Lee, and head of Confederate Secret Service operations in Montreal. Surratt left
Richmond on March 31 and on April 6 checked in at St. Lawrence Hall, unofficial headquarters
of the South’s covert operations there. Lee gave Surratt another mission: Go to New York to spy
on the Union’s prisoner-of-war camp at Elmira, in preparation for a raid to break out the
Confederate soldiers languishing there. Surratt arrived in Elmira on April 13 and devoted the next
two days to spying and shopping. He drew detailed sketches of the prison, counted the guards,
tallied their small arms and cannon, and estimated the number of prisoners. He also made time
for a personal mission. Surratt, a fastidious dresser—although not in the same league as Booth
—visited clothiers in search of suits and shirts. On April 14, while Booth was planning the
assassination, Surratt’s most pressing concern was finding some fresh, white shirts to spruce up
his wardrobe.Booth’s boyhood chums, Samuel Arnold and Michael O’Laughlen, were not on
hand to help with the assassination either. Arnold was back home in Baltimore. O’Laughlen was
somewhere in Washington but not under Booth’s command. O’Laughlen had taken in the
illumination with friends and then gone on a drinking spree. Later, evidence suggested that he
might have met secretly with Booth in the actor’s hotel room sometime on the thirteenth or
fourteenth.Present at the Herndon House were Lewis Powell, David Herold, and George
Atzerodt. Booth had put Powell up at the Herndon, and he sent Herold over to the Kirkwood



House, Atzerodt’s hotel, to summon him to the meeting. Before returning to the Herndon, Herold
went up to Atzerodt’s room and placed a revolver, knife, and a coat there. Then both men
rendezvoused with Booth and Powell. Booth spoke in a confidential tone barely above a whisper.
No one in the halls or in an adjoining room must overhear what he was about to say. The cause
was almost lost, stated Booth. Capturing the president would no longer be enough to turn the
tide of the war. It would take something bolder, something so daring and shocking that he had
never even thought of it before. They would target not only President Lincoln, but also Vice
President Andrew Johnson and Secretary of State William H. Seward. The secretary of state
was not, after the vice president, next in line for the presidency. But Seward, a longtime
abolitionist, was viewed as a forceful advocate of Lincoln’s policies, including the suppression of
dissent, the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, and the imprisonment without trial of
several thousand citizens suspected of disloyalty. Booth had had his eye on General Grant, too,
but unfortunately Grant broke his engagement with the president. Booth probably told his gang
that he had spotted the Grants in their carriage earlier that afternoon, heading toward the train
station. Perhaps it was for the best. The commanding general might have been accompanied by
an entourage of staff officers, messengers, and other factotums. No, Booth explained, they
would not kidnap Lincoln, Johnson, and Seward. How could a skeleton crew of only four
conspirators possibly kidnap three men in different parts of the city?But Booth did have just
enough men to accomplish another mission. “Booth proposed,” Atzerodt recalled, “that we
should kill the president.” It would, said Booth, “be the greatest thing in the world.” Tonight, at
exactly 10:00 P.M., they would strike simultaneously and murder Lincoln, Johnson, and Seward.
Armed with a revolver and a knife, George Atzerodt’s assignment was to assassinate the vice
president in his residence at the Kirkwood House. “You must kill Johnson,” Booth told him.
Powell, also armed with a revolver and a knife, would murder the secretary of state in his bed at
his mansion. David Herold would accompany Powell, direct him to Seward’s home, and then
guide the assassin, unfamiliar with the capital’s streets, out of the city. Booth claimed the
greatest prize for himself. He would slip into Ford’s Theatre and assassinate the president in the
middle of the play. Powell and Herold, Booth’s two most loyal servants, agreed to the plan.
Atzerodt noticed that Powell “had a wild look in his eyes.” Atzerodt balked at his assignment. He
would not do it, he said. “Then we will do it,” Booth said, “but what will become of you?”
Kidnapping was one thing, but murder? Booth threatened him, implying that he might as well do
it because if he didn’t, Booth would implicate him anyway and get him hanged. The actor
promised him “if I did not I would suffer for it,” and said he would blow Atzerodt’s brains out. The
German did not know it, but Booth had implicated all of them several hours ago when he
entrusted that sealed envelope to John Matthews. In his letter to the National Intelligencer, not
only did Booth justify the triple assassination, he signed his cocon-spirators’ names to the
document:For a long time I have devoted my energies, my time and money, to the
accomplishment of a certain end. I have been disappointed. The moment has arrived when I
must change my plans. Many will blame me for what I am about to do, but posterity, I am sure,



will justify me. Men who love their country better than gold and life.John W. Booth, Payne,
Herold, Atzerodt.Atzerodt’s reluctance jeopardized the entire enterprise. If he left that meeting
and went to the authorities, Booth, Powell, and Herold would be finished. Guards would rush to
protect those marked for death, and the conspirators would be hunted down. “You had better
come along and get your horse,” Booth suggested. Booth adjourned the meeting.aT THE
EXECUTIVE MANSION, THE LINCOLNS WERE BEHIND schedule. It was past 8:00 P.M. and
they still had not gotten into their carriage. As the curtain rose at Ford’s, coachman Francis
Burke and valet Charles Forbes were waiting atop the carriage box. The Lincolns’ private,
afternoon carriage ride and absence from the mansion had frustrated several politicians who
wanted to see the president, and they would not be denied.Earlier that afternoon, Lincoln was
happy to be free of them and all the burdens of his office. It was one of the happiest days of his
life. At breakfast his eldest son, Robert, regaled his parents with his personal observations of
Lee’s surrender. For once, the cabinet meeting was free of crises, battle news, casualty figures,
and innumerable problems requiring the president’s immediate attention. Victory had elated him,
and ever since Lee’s surrender Lincoln had been more buoyant than at any other time during his
presidency. He expected more good news from General Sherman about the expected surrender
of Confederate General Joe Johnston’s army.But first he wanted to ride with Mary. He had made
the appointment two days ago when he sent her a note, “written from his office … a few lines,
playfully and tenderly worded, notifying, the hour, of the day, he would drive with me!” The war
had increased their estrangement. Official Washington, under a heavy Southern influence, had
snubbed her as a gatecrasher and a western parvenu from the start, despite her aristocratic
Kentucky slaveholding origins. She had been emotionally distraught since the death of their
favorite son, eleven-year-old William Wallace Lincoln—“Willie”—in February 1862, and she had
fallen under the spell of mediums and spiritualists at White House séances. The president, who
scorned her infatuation with the spirit world, once attended one of her supernatural events. It
was enough to entice a music publisher to issue a sheet-music parody, “The Dark Séance
Polka,” the cover art depicting a wild Executive Mansion séance with objects flying through the
air. Mary was at heart a kind woman, but her critics preferred to criticize her personal
eccentricities—her expensive shopping habits both for the White House and for herself, and her
raging, jealous temper—rather than to praise her good works for soldiers or her absolute loyalty
to husband, liberty, and Union. And the demands of the war had been so great that the president
spent less and less time with her.Lincoln knew he had to change that now. He wanted to talk to
Mary about their future. He escorted her to the open carriage, and before the coachman drove
on she asked him if anyone should accompany them on their ride.“No,” he replied, “I prefer to
ride by ourselves today.”Lincoln’s joy was irrepressible. Mary Lincoln had noticed it on their
recent river cruise: “Down the Potomac, he was almost boyish, in his mirth and reminded me, of
his original nature, what I have always remembered of him, in our own home—free from care,
surrounded by those he loved so well and by whom, he was so idolized.”Now, during their
afternoon carriage ride, Mary spoke to him about his happy mood.“Dear husband, you almost



startle me by your great cheerfulness.”“And well I may feel so, Mary,” the president replied. “I
consider this day, the war has come to a close.”“We must both, be more cheerful in the future—
between the war and the loss of our darling Willie—we have both, been very miserable.”During
their leisurely ride, which took them, among other places, down to the Navy Yard near Capitol
Hill, where they inspected an ironclad naval vessel, the monitor Montauk, the president told his
wife that they must try to be happy again. That he would like to see the Pacific Ocean. That
perhaps at the end of his second term in office, they would move to Chicago and he would
practice his trade again. Freed from the vexations of war and death—he would send no more
armies of young men to die—Lincoln dreamed of the future. Yes, they would be happy again.
Later, Mary remembered that on “The Friday, I never saw him so supremely cheerful—his
manner was even playful.”aT LAFAYETTE PARK NEAR THE WHITE HOUSE, MAJOR HENRY
Rathbone and his fiancée, Clara Harris, awaited their hosts at the residence of Senator Harris, at
Fifteenth and H streets. The Lincolns had promised to pick them up on the way to the theatre,
but they were almost twenty minutes late. The major and Miss Harris hoped that the president
had not forgotten them. Then, about 8:20 P.M., the carriage appeared. The popular young
couple, although known to the Lincolns, was not their first choice. After the Grants changed their
plans, the Lincolns invited several people to join them, but all declined. Finally they settled on
Rathbone and Harris who, ignorant of how many others had declined before them, were
delighted to accept. There was happy talk during the ten-minute ride to the theatre, Miss Harris
remembered, reflecting the spirit of a week of joy and celebration: “They drove to our door in the
gayest spirits; chatting on our way.” At Ford’s the management decided not to hold the curtain for
the presidential party, and the play began without them.Dr. Charles Leale was behind schedule,
too. “After the completion of my daily hospital duties, I told my ward master that I would be
absent for a short time…. I changed to civilian’s dress and hurried to Ford’s Theatre.” Leale
hoped there was still time to purchase a good seat. “I arrived late at the theatre, at 8.15 P.M., and
requested a seat in the orchestra, whence I could view the occupants of the President’s box….
As the building was crowded, the last place vacant was in the dress circle. I was greatly
disappointed, but accepted this seat, which was near the front on the same side and about forty
feet from the President’s box.”Finally the lookout at Ford’s spotted the big black carriage turning
down Tenth Street. It slowed to a halt beside the elevated wood platform in front of the theatre,
constructed especially to assist carriage riders in getting out of their vehicles and avoiding the
muddy street. The Lincolns, Rathbone, and Harris disembarked, and the chief usher escorted
them through the lobby, up the winding staircase, and across the dress circle—the first balcony—
to their box. Abraham Lincoln’s entry to Ford’s Theatre at 8:30 P.M. on April 14, 1865, was
majestic in its simplicity. He arrived with no entourage, no armed guards, and no announcement
to the crowd.Before the presidential party reached the box, the actors, musicians, and patrons
became aware that the Lincolns had arrived. The audience shouted and cheered. The actors
onstage stopped performing. Orchestra conductor William Withers was looking forward to
leading his players in a special patriotic song, “Honor to Our Soldiers,” that he had composed



just for the occasion. That would come later. Now, he led his orchestra in a stirring rendition of
“Hail to the Chief.” The audience went wild.Charles Leale had arrived in time to witness it all:
“Many in the audience rose to their feet in enthusiasm and vociferously cheered while looking
around.” Leale looked around, too, and saw Abraham Lincoln standing nearby. “Turning, I saw in
the aisle a few feet behind me, President Lincoln, Mrs. Lincoln, Major Rathbone, and Miss
Harris. Mrs. Lincoln smiled very happily in acknowledgment of the loyal greeting, gracefully
curtsied several times, and seemed to be overflowing with good cheer and thankfulness.” But it
was the president who Leale desired to behold. “I had the best opportunity to see distinctly the
full face of the President, as the light shone directly upon him. After he had walked a few feet he
stopped for a moment, looked upon the people he loved, and acknowledged their salutations
with a solemn bow.”At the supreme moment of victory they cheered their Father Abraham, the
man who, after a shaky start in office, learned how to command armies, grew in vision and
eloquence, brought down slavery, and who, just six weeks ago, had given the most graceful and
emotionally stunning inaugural address in the history of the American presidency. And as he
promised he would, he had saved the Union. Lincoln stood in the box and bowed to the
audience.The spontaneous homage, the band, the hissing gaslights, the packed house, the
fresh, moist scent of spring in the air, the recent and joyous news from the front—all combined to
create a singular and magical moment. “The President,” remembered Clara Harris, “was
received with the greatest enthusiasm.”James Ferguson was not so impressed. He had seen
Lincoln before. Where was the man who Harry Ford had promised would be there, the one
whom he had come to see? “I supposed that probably Grant had remained outside, so as not to
create any excitement in the theatre, and would come in alone, and come in the box.” Ferguson
was so determined to see the general that, for the next hour and a half, he would spend as much
time staring at the president’s box as he would watching the stage. “I made up my mind that I
would see him … and I watched everyone that passed around on that side of the dress circle
towards the box.” No one, he promised himself, was going to enter that box unobserved.Chapter
Two“I Have Done It”LEGEND HAS IT THAT JOHN WILKES BOOTH WAS HIDING OUTside in
the shadows near the front door of Ford’s as the presidential carriage rocked down the uneven
dirt street and slowed to a stop, but no one really knows where he was at that precise moment.
On April 29, 1865, Clara Harris wrote in a letter, “They say we were watched by the assassins;
ay, as we alighted from the carriage … and when I think of that fiend barring himself in with us,
my blood runs cold.” Wherever Booth was it is almost certain that somehow he verified with his
own eyes that the Lincolns were actually inside the theatre. And he probably wondered at the
identity of Lincoln’s guests and gauged whether Major Rathbone looked like the type who could
pose a threat to his plans. It didn’t matter, really; no one was going to stop him from going
through with it.Next door at Peter Taltavul’s bar, the Star Saloon, it was a night like any other
when the lights were on at Ford’s. Some playgoers downed a quick one before the show; others
would come in during intermission to fortify themselves.It was now about 9:00 P.M. Time for
Booth to go inside the theatre for the first time since the Lincolns had arrived. Although the actor,



like the Lincolns, entered Ford’s after Our American Cousin started, he was still on schedule.
The play was like a clock, every word spoken was another tick of the second hand. After hearing
just one snippet of dialogue, Booth would know, to the minute, how much time had elapsed from
curtain raising, and how much time remained in the performance. He knew that he had at least
another hour. He left Ford’sIn a little while, he returned to his alley stable, where he and Spangler
had left the bay mare. Booth unlocked the door, threw his shawl over the horse’s back, and
saddled her. He led his rented horse down Baptist Alley by the reins, up to the back door of
Ford’s. He would have tied the animal to a hitching post behind the theatre, but he remembered
the stable man’s warning that this horse did not like to be tied. She would pull at the post to
break free. And anyway, what if he left the horse unattended and when he came back later
discovered that someone had stolen her? Better to have someone hold the reins until he
returned. He called through the open back door: “Ned. Ned Spangler!” There was no reply.Inside
Ford’s, employee John Debonay tracked down Ned: “Booth is calling you.” Spangler stepped into
the alley.“Hold this mare for ten or fifteen minutes,” Booth instructed him.“I have not time,” Ned
replied. The play was going on. He could not neglect his backstage duties and waste time
holding a horse. He was needed at his post in the wings to shift scenery. He offered to summon
another employee, John Burroughs, nicknamed “John Peanut” by his fellow staff members after
the snack he sold to patrons.Spangler sent for John Peanut. Booth gave Ned the reins,
cautioning him that this horse would not stand tying and that she had to be held. Booth went into
the theatre. When John Peanut came out he demurred, saying he was needed at the front of the
theatre to make sure that people didn’t sneak in without paying. After a minute or two of
bickering, he gave in and accepted the reins from Spangler. Ned went back to work. Mary Jane
Anderson, a black woman who lived in an alley house behind the theatre, watched Booth lead
his horse up the alley, walk past her front door, and call Ned Spangler. Once Booth went inside
Ford’s, she couldn’t see the horse anymore but could hear how restless it was. “It kept up a great
deal of stamping on the stones, and I said ‘I wonder what is the matter with that horse,’ it kept
stamping so.” It was the second time Mrs. Anderson had seen Booth that day. In the afternoon,
between 2:00 and 3:00 P.M., she watched him and a woman standing behind the theatre “for a
considerable while,” having a conversation. Mary Anderson could not take her eyes off the
handsome star: “I stood in my gate, and I looked right wishful at him.”Booth, once inside Ford’s,
wanted to cross behind the stage all the way to the other side of the building, where a small door
led to a narrow passageway that ran west to Tenth Street and the front of the theatre. Booth
asked an employee if he could walk across the stage, hidden behind the scenery. That was
impossible, he was told. The “dairy scene,” a deep scene that required the full stage, was on,
and there was no room to hide from the audience by creeping along behind the scenery. Instead,
Booth would have to cross under the stage through a passageway and emerge on the other
side.Booth lifted the trapdoor and dropped below into darkness. Walking along the hard-packed
dirt floor, he could hear the wooden planks of the stage creaking overhead, and the distant,
muffled voices of the actors and laughter from the audience. He ascended the stairs at the end



of the passageway, nudged open the trapdoor, and entered the passageway that ran lengthwise
between Ford’s and the Star Saloon next door. He walked the length of the building and
emerged on Tenth. Anyone who saw him now would assume he had come down Tenth on foot to
take in the play. No one in the theatre, save a few employees, knew he had a horse waiting out
back. There was time for one last drink.Booth walked into the Star Saloon at around 10:00 P.M.
The cramped, narrow, dimly lit establishment catered to the actors, stagehands, and playgoers
who frequented Ford’s Theatre. Booth was alone. A regular, he nodded to owner Peter Taltavul
and called for his pleasure: whiskey. The bartender poured him a glass and set the bottle on the
counter within Booth’s reach. Water, too, please, Booth reminded him: Taltavul had neglected to
serve the customary companion beverage. Booth’s pale, delicate fingers squeezed the glass,
raised it to his lips, and he downed the drink the way a more temperate, thirsty man might
swallow the glass of water. Booth savored the warming spirits. It might be a while before he could
enjoy another one. Any customers who recognized the handsomest, best-dressed man in
Washington kept it to themselves and did not disturb the famous actor. Booth slapped a few
coins on the bar and left without saying a word. He exited onto Tenth Street, turned to his right,
walked a few paces, and saw the president’s carriage still parked on the near side of Tenth
several yards beyond the main door, the coachman and horse waiting to take Lincoln back
home. Burke had gone for a drink after he dropped off the Lincolns and their guests, and then
returned to the coach.In the alley behind Ford’s, Mary Anderson watched John Peanut walking
Booth’s impatient horse back and forth.This was it. Booth tarried in the lobby, soaking in the
atmosphere and listening to the dialogue. He was still on schedule. No need to rush. Walking to
the lobby’s north end, he ascended the curving staircase to the dress circle, following the same
path the Lincolns took to their box. Booth paused at the head of the stairs to take advantage of
the best view of the president’s box, a vista that caused him to look slightly down, and diagonally
across the width and length of the house. He walked slowly along the west wall. James
Ferguson, still hoping to witness General Grant’s arrival, looked up from his first-floor seat and
saw, on the other side of the theatre, another man—not Grant—approaching the box. He
recognized John Wilkes Booth: “Somewhere near ten o’clock … I saw Booth pass along near
the box, and then stop, and lean against the wall. He stood there a moment.”Booth could see the
door that opened to the vestibule that led directly into the president’s box. What he saw—or
more accurately what he did not see—surprised him. The door was unguarded. He expected to
find an officer, a soldier, or at least a civilian policeman seated there. Instead, seated near but
not blocking the door was Lincoln’s valet, Charles Forbes, who had ridden to Ford’s atop the
coach beside the driver. Booth paused to speak to Forbes, showing him some kind of card or
piece of paper. To this day no one knows what words they exchanged, or what document Booth
displayed. Was it a letter? Or merely the actor’s calling card? A card with Booth’s name on it
would open almost any door in Washington. Forbes did not attempt to stop him. Booth
proceeded to the door, realizing that, unless a hidden guard was perched inside the small
vestibule, no one was going to stop him. He seized the knob, turned it, and pushed open the



door. James Ferguson looked up again and watched Booth enter the box: “I looked back and
saw him step down one step, put his hands to the door, and his knee against it, and push the
door open. I did not see any more of him.” Yellow gaslight from the dress circle illuminated the
dark vestibule. Booth peered inside. Empty. There was no guard. No one stood between him and
the president of the United States.Inside the box, the Lincolns were enjoying themselves, not
because of the play but simply from being together, out of the White House, during their
happiest week in Washington. At one point the president stood up to put on his coat—the cool
night air had chilled him. Back in his rocking chair, perhaps thinking of their carriage ride that
afternoon, Lincoln reached out and held Mary’s hand. In mock embarrassment she chided her
husband for his boldness: “What will Miss Harris think of my hanging on to you so?” Lincoln
replied to the last words he would ever hear his wife speak: “She won’t think anything about it,”
and he smiled affectionately at her. Booth closed the outer vestibule door behind him so quietly
that the occupants of the box heard nothing. He had been prepared to cut his way in with the
knife if necessary. Instead, he had strolled in unmolested, as though he had reserved the box
this night, as he often had on prior occasions. Bending down, he felt along the edge of the carpet
near the wall for the pine bar—part of a music stand—he had hidden there that afternoon. When
no one was watching he had returned to Ford’s that day, slipped unseen into the vestibule and
box, and made his preparations. Hoping that no one had discovered it and tossed it into the
trash as an odd piece of leftover lumber, he ran his fingers across the carpet. It was still there. He
lifted the bar, first inserting one end into the awaiting mortise he had incised in the plaster wall
and concealed behind a flap of wallpaper. He lowered the other end to nearly a parallel position,
until it made contact with the door. He was careful not to hammer the bar into place by pounding
it with the bottoms of two clenched fists. The noise might alert the theatre party sitting just a few
yards away. Instead, he grasped the bar with both hands, using his weight to apply gradual,
increasing downward pressure until the fit was tight. It took only a few seconds, just as he had
planned. Now no one could follow him into the vestibule and prevent him from entering the
president’s box.Booth turned to face the two paneled wood doors—one to his left and the other
directly in front of him—that opened into boxes seven and eight, now combined into one box for
the Lincolns.The actor’s black pupils flared wide, adjusting to the darkness, while also fixing on
the only available light in the dim, claustrophobic chamber—a faint pinpoint emanating from the
peephole that somebody, probably Booth, had bored through a right-hand panel of the door to
box number seven. A cylindrical beam shone through from the illuminated box on the other side
of the door, but it was so weak that it failed to span the narrow vestibule and put a small spot of
light on the opposite wall. Instead the ray faltered in midair, diffused into the absorbing
darkness.Booth peeked through the dot of light on the door, giving himself a partial view of the
interior of the box. He saw what he was looking for—a high-backed, upholstered rocking chair,
just a few feet away on the other side of the door.The seating arrangement in the box was
perfect for an assassin. Lincoln sat at the far left, his rocker wedged nearly against the wall of the
box. At this angle the president’s left side faced the audience, his right the interior of the box,



and, to his front, the stage below. Lincoln was close to the door through which Booth would
spring. Mary Lincoln sat to the president’s right, perched on a wood, caned-bottom chair. Next to
her right was Clara Harris on another chair, and at the far right was Major Rathbone on a sofa.
Booth could enter the box and move on Lincoln without having to get past the major.Onstage, it
was the beginning of act 3, scene 2. There were four scenes left before the end of the play. Mrs.
Mountchessington and her daughter Augusta, a pair of English gold diggers, were conniving
about how to marry off the girl to Asa Trenchard, a rich American bumpkin played by the
celebrated comic actor Harry Hawk.” Yes, my child, while Mr. De Boots and Mr. Trenchard are
both here, you must ask yourself seriously, as to the state of your affections. Remember, your
happiness for life will depend on the choice you make.”“What would you advise, Mamma? You
know I am always advised by you.”“Dear, obedient child. De Boots has excellent expectations,
but they are only expectations after all. This American is rich, and on the whole I think a well
regulated affection ought to incline to Asa Trenchard”It was approximately 10:11 P.M. Booth
plunged both hands into the deep, copious pockets of his black frock coat and withdrew his
weapons. In his right hand was the .44-caliber single-shot Deringer pistol, in his left the shiny
and sharp Rio Grande Camp Knife. He steadied himself. Harry Hawk entered the scene from
stage left. No, not yet. Too many characters—Mrs. Mountchessington, Augusta, and Asa
Trenchard—were still onstage. Booth listened keenly to the dialogue of the play for his cue, the
actors’ voices rising to the president’s box and echoing through the doors and into the vestibule
where he remained hidden. Booth heard Asa Trenchard confess to Mrs. Mountchessington that
he is not rich.“Not heir to the fortune, Mr. Trenchard.”“Oh, no.”After a few more lines, Harry Hawk
would hold the stage alone and would speak a line guaranteed to produce such uproarious
laughter that it would smother the sound of just about anything including, Booth hoped, the
report of a pistol.Booth’s thumb pulled back the hammer of the Deringer until he heard it cock
into firing position. His hand dropped to the porcelain doorknob.“Mr. Trenchard, you will please
recollect you are addressing my daughter, and in my presence!”“Yes, I’m offering her my heart
and hand just as she wants them, with nothing in ‘em.”“Augusta, dear, to your room.”“Yes, Ma,
the nasty beast.”Now, Booth knew, only two actors remained onstage.The tension was
unbearable. The syllables being spoken onstage sounded no longer like words but like the last
ticks of a dying clock winding down. It was 10:13 P.M.“I am aware, Mr. Trenchard, you are not
used to the manners of good society, and that, alone, will excuse the impertinence of which you
have been guilty.” Mrs. Mountchessington exited in a huff.Harry Hawk was alone onstage
now.Booth opened the door and stepped into the president’s box. Hawk began reciting the last
sentence Lincoln would ever hear, a corny broadside of comic insults that delighted the
audience.“Don’t know the manners of good society, eh? Wal, I guess I know enough to turn you
inside out, old gal…”Lincoln was so near. If Booth desired, he could reach out and tap him on
the shoulder with the Deringer’s muzzle. No one in the box had seen or heard him enter. The
Lincolns, Harris, and Rathbone all continued watching the action onstage. Booth began the
performance he had rehearsed in his mind again and again since that afternoon. He stepped



toward Lincoln who was stationary—not rolling back and forth on the rockers of his chair. Booth
focused his eyes on the back of the president’s head. He raised his right arm to shoulder height
and extended it forward, aiming the pistol at Lincoln’s head. He didn’t even really have to aim—
aiming suggests a marksman’s skill—he was so close to the president now that all he had to do
was point the Deringer.The factory had not set the pistol with a hair trigger, so until Booth
increased his finger pressure to a few pounds the Deringer would not fire. He squeezed
harder.“…you sockdologizing old mantrap…”As the audience exploded in laughter, at that
instant, at the last possible moment before the pistol discharged, Abraham Lincoln jerked his
head away from Booth, low and to the left, as though trying to evade the shot. The black powder
charge exploded and spit the bullet toward Lincoln’s head. James Ferguson saw Lincoln move
just before he saw the muzzle flash illuminate the box momentarily like a miniature lightning bolt.
The president’s movement and the shot were simultaneous. Had Booth missed?If he had, the
assassin was suddenly at great risk because he didn’t have the twenty to forty seconds needed
to reload—and, anyway, he hadn’t even bothered to carry more gunpowder and bullets in his
coat. Now he was trapped between Lincoln and Rathbone, armed with nothing but the knife. If
Lincoln’s peripheral vision had alerted him to the presence of an intruder creeping stealthily
toward him, or if he had caught the blur of Booth’s arm moving into firing position, the president
might have ducked the shot, or at worst suffered a nonfatal grazing head, neck, or shoulder
wound. If only that had happened, then Lincoln, even at fifty-six years old, would have been a
formidable opponent. The idea of venerable Father Abraham fighting back against the
gymnastic, leaping, and sword-fighting stage star is not as farfetched as it sounds.It was widely
held in 1865, and certainly today, that the toil of the Civil War had transformed Lincoln into a
ruined old man. Lincoln’s beard, his slow, ambling gait, and his careworn face, captured so
movingly in the last photographs by Alexander Gardner in February 1865 and by Henry Warren
in March 1865, gave credence to the myth of Father Abraham, the ancient, Moses-like figure
leading his people. But there was another Abraham Lincoln that no one in Washington had ever
seen: the vigorous, muscular Rail-splitter of the West. That image was more than a brilliant
slogan from the presidential campaign of 1860. Lincoln had really been a rail-splitter, and a man
hardened by years of brutal physical toil. With his creased apple doll-like head sitting atop a thin,
six-foot-four-inch frame, President Lincoln might have looked old and weak. The wartime
demands of the presidency had taken their toll, and Lincoln had lost twenty or thirty pounds
during four years in office. But beneath that ever-present baggy frock coat and ill-fitting trousers,
there remained a lean and formidable physique. Too soon doctors would discover and marvel at
the age difference between his face and his body.Had Booth missed, Lincoln could have risen
from his chair to confront his assassin. At that moment the president, cornered, with not only his
own life in danger but also Mary’s, would almost certainly have fought back. If he did, Booth
would have found himself outmatched facing not kindly Father Abraham, but the aroused fury of
the Mississippi River flatboatman who fought off a gang of murderous river pirates in the dead of
night, the champion wrestler who, years before, humbled the Clary’s Grove boys in New Salem



in a still legendary match, or even the fifty-six-year-old president who could still pick up a long,
splitting-axe by his fingertips, raise it, extend his arm out parallel with the ground, and suspend
the axe in midair. Lincoln could have choked the life out of the five-foot-eight-inch, 150-pound
thespian, or wrestled him over the side of the box, launching Booth on a crippling dive to the
stage almost twelve feet below.But Lincoln had not seen Booth coming. He had not moved to
avoid being shot. Instead, just as Booth was about to fire, Lincoln leaned forward and to the left
to look down into the audience on the main floor. James Ferguson saw it all: “The President, at
the time he was shot, was sitting in this position: he was leaning his hand on the rail, and was
looking down at a person in the [theatre],—not looking on the stage. He had the flag that
decorated the box pulled around, and he was looking between the post and the flag.”The pistol,
a fine, expensive weapon, had functioned perfectly. The trigger freed the cocked hammer from
its tension spring. The hammer snapped forward, striking the copper percussion cap resting
over the hollow steel nipple mounted on the barrel. The resulting spark flashed into the chamber,
igniting the load of black powder. The explosion propelled the .44-caliber ball at a muzzle
velocity slow by modern standards, but fast enough. Still, Booth had almost missed. If the
president had leaned forward a little more, the bullet might have whistled just over his
head.Instead it struck him in the head, on the lower left side, a little below the ear. The ball
ripped through his chestnut-colored hair, cut the skin, perforated the skull, and, because of the
angle of Lincoln’s head at the moment of impact, drove a diagonal tunnel through Lincoln’s brain
from left to right. The wet brain matter slowed the ball’s velocity, absorbing enough of its energy
to prevent it from penetrating the other side of the skull and exiting through the president’s face.
The ball came to rest in Lincoln’s brain, lodged behind his right eye.Lincoln never knew what
happened to him. His head dropped forward until his chin hit his chest, and his body lost all
muscular control and sagged against the richly upholstered rocking chair. He did not fall to the
floor. He looked as though he was bored with the play and had fallen asleep. It happened so fast
that Lincoln lost consciousness before he heard the report of the pistol, smelled the burnt
gunpowder, or was enveloped by the voluminous cloud of blue-gray smoke, the signature of all
black-powder weapons. The sound of the pistol, more like the hollow “poof” of fireworks than the
hard cracking of a modern firearm—another characteristic of nineteenth-century black-powder
weapons with low muzzle velocities—echoed and hung in the box for several seconds. Then it
traveled to the ceiling and the stage below and reverberated throughout the theatre.Nobody
moved. The president, Mary Lincoln, Clara Harris, Major Rathbone, and Booth remained
perfectly still, as though posed in the studio for one of Alexander Gardner’s wet-plate albumen
photographs that required a motionless exposure of several seconds. Time stopped.The pistol’s
report did startle a number of people in the audience. Some thought it was part of the play;
others, an unscripted surprise in honor of the president’s visit. Some people didn’t hear it at
all.Rathbone, an experienced army officer who had heard gunfire before, was the first to realize
that something was amiss. He turned to his left. The smoke, now tinted red from the gaslights,
and the crimson upholstery and wallpaper that combined to give the box a fiery, devilish glow,



partly obscured his vision. Rathbone rose from his seat, stepping in the direction of the
president. At that instant he saw a wild-eyed man, his face ghostly against his black clothes, hair,
and moustache. Like a demon, Booth emerged from the black-powder haze and sprang at him.
Simultaneously Rathbone lunged for Booth, grabbing him by the coat. The assassin broke free,
shouting but one word, “Freedom!” and thrust his right arm up, as high as he could reach.
Rathbone’s eyes were drawn up by the gesture, and he saw what Booth clenched in his fist: a
big, shiny knife, its menacing blade pointed directly down at him. Booth moved too quickly for
Rathbone to read the patriotic slogans acid-etched into the blade: “Land of the Free/Home of the
Brave”; “Liberty/Independence.” Booth was not going to try to fend off Rathbone with a few, puny
forward jabs of the knife. Instead, he sought the death blow. He was going to deliver an arcing,
theatrical swing pivoting from his shoulder that would drive the blade through Rathbone’s ribs
and into his heart. Booth’s arm was already in motion, and at the last moment Rathbone raised
his arm to parry Booth’s strike. The major grunted in pain. His reflexive, lightning-fast defensive
maneuver saved his life, but the assassin’s blade sliced through his coat sleeve and into his
upper arm. Blood gushed from the long, deep wound.Booth had no more time to waste on
finishing off Rathbone. The clock in his head was still ticking down. If he was going to escape the
theatre, he had to get out of the box at once. He turned to the balustrade and swung one leg
over the side. By now some members of the audience had looked up. Was that a man climbing
out of the president’s box, preparing to leap to the stage? As Booth positioned for his leap,
Rathbone came at him again, grabbing at his coattail. Distracted, Booth got tangled in the
framed portrait of George Washington hanging from the front of the box, and one of his riding
spurs snagged one of the flags that just a few hours before Harry Clay Ford had cradled in his
arms when he ran into Booth on the street. It was the revenge of “Old Glory,” soon went the
popular myth. Still he managed to free himself and imperfectly leapt forward to the stage. Booth
hit the stage unevenly but still on his feet. He knew something was wrong. He could feel it in his
left leg, near the ankle, but there was nothing he could do about it now.Booth clambered to
center stage, turned to the audience, and rose erect to his full height. His splendid chest had
always made him appear taller than he was. Every second was precious to his escape, but he
had rehearsed this part too well to forsake it now. He knew that this was his last performance on
the American stage, and for this he would be remembered for eternity. He must not blow his
lines. All eyes were upon him. He stood motionless, paused momentarily for dramatic effect, and
thrust his bloody dagger triumphantly into the air. The gas footlights danced on the shiny blade
now speckled with red and exaggerated his wild countenance. “Sic semper tyrannis,” he
thundered. It was the state motto of Virginia—“Thus always to tyrants.” Then Booth shouted,
“The South is avenged.”The great crime. A fanciful print published shortly after the
assassination.DR. CHARLES LEALE HAD WITNESSED THE LEAP: “I SAW A MAN with dark
hair and bright black eyes, leap from the box to the stage below … and [he] raised his shining
dagger in the air, which reflected the light as though it had been a diamond.”Harry Hawk, the
only actor onstage when Booth made the leap, could not understand what was happening.



Hawk, more than anyone else in the theatre, was in the best position to hear the shot, see the
smoky cloud, and observe a familiar-looking figure climb onto the balustrade. Why, if he didn’t
know better, he would swear that the man who landed hard on the stage, gathered himself, and
was now approaching him rapidly with an unsheathed dagger looked an awful lot like John
Wilkes Booth. Hawk had known Booth for a year and wasn’t likely to make a false identification.
Hawk lingered indecisively, standing directly in Booth’s escape path. When Booth was nearly
upon him, Hawk fled: “[H]e was rushing towards me with a dagger and I turned and run.” As
Booth moved across the stage heading for the wings, James Ferguson, sitting just a few feet
away, heard him exult to himself—“I have done it!”Booth fled into the wings off stage right,
slashing his dagger wildly at anyone—actor, orchestra conductor, or employee—who got in his
way. William Withers said he felt Booth’s hot breath as the assassin pushed past him and struck
at him with the knife. The conductor did not try to stop him. No one in the cast did. Booth had
taken all the actors backstage by surprise and rushed past them.Then a voice cried out from the
president’s box. “Stop that man!” From the time Booth shot Lincoln, wounded Rathbone, fought
his way out of the box, leapt to the stage, claimed center stage, uttered his cry of vengeance,
and vanished into the wings, no one in the audience had done a thing. It was just as Booth had
planned. Some in the audience gasped with fright and delight—they still thought it was part of
the play. Others, including the actors near the stage and in the wings, were too shocked to
obstruct or pursue Booth.“Will no one stop that man?” an anguished Rathbone again pleaded to
the crowd below. Clara Harris echoed his cry.“He has shot the President!”LESS THAN A MILE
AWAY, ON MADISON PLACE, NEAR THE WHITE House on the east side of Lafayette Park, all
was quiet at the home of Secretary of State William H. Seward. Bedridden since a terrible
carriage accident on April 5, Seward drifted in and out of consciousness. Nine days before,
when out riding with his daughter, Frances “Fanny” Adeline Seward; his son Frederick; and a
family friend, the coachman, Henry Key, dismounted to fix a stubborn door that wouldn’t stay
shut. The horses bolted, running madly through the city with the unmanned reins swinging wildly
in the air. The secretary of state sprang from the moving carriage to try for the reins or horses,
but he caught his shoe on the way out, tore off the heel, and was spun facedown into the street.
The fall almost killed him, but he survived with a concussion, his jaw broken in two places, right
arm broken between the shoulder and elbow, and deep bruises too numerous to count. Fanny
rushed to his crumpled body, fearing he was dead.That night Seward’s disfigured face swelled
so badly that his own children could barely recognize him, and the blood pouring through his
nose almost suffocated him. Seward’s personal physician, Dr. T. S. Verdi; Dr. Basil Norris, an
army medical officer; and Surgeon General Joseph K. Barnes attended him and cautioned the
family to keep their patient under constant watch.On April 9, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton
visited Seward three times. The diplomat liked Lincoln’s fierce, iron-willed war leader.“God bless
you Stanton—I can never tell you half …”Stanton hushed him: “Don’t try to speak.”Early that
evening Abraham Lincoln rushed to Seward’s big brick mansion, known as the “Clubhouse”
among Washington insiders. The accident worried Lincoln. Carriage accidents were not trifling



affairs in wartime Washington and could prove deadly. Mary Lincoln had nearly been killed when
her carriage broke down and flung her headlong into the street. She hit her head hard on the
ground and was lucky to survive. The sight of Seward, alive if not well, relieved Lincoln
tremendously. They were great rivals once, when in 1860 the emerging rail-splitter from the west
challenged Seward, the odds-on favorite for the Republican nomination, and later, when Seward
tried to usurp him early in his presidency. But they made peace, and Seward evolved into a
trusted adviser and confidant. Just back from Grant’s headquarters at City Point, Virginia, the
president reclined on the foot of Seward’s bed and regaled him with the news—his remarkable
visit to Richmond, and how he had gone to a military hospital and shook the hands of thousands
of wounded soldiers. Then the president confided the best news of all. According to Grant, Lee’s
surrender was imminent. After chatting quietly with Seward for nearly an hour, Abraham Lincoln
departed. They never saw each other again. Lincoln’s prophecy proved true when a little later,
Secretary Stanton visited the Clubhouse so he could tell Seward the news in person. Lee had
surrendered. The war was over.Now, on the fourteenth, Fanny watched over her father and
listened to the sights and sounds of the never-ending celebrations in the streets. A torchlight
procession marched to the White House. A band played “Rally Round the Flag.” Fanny was a
tall, slender, brown-haired girl precociously conversant in literature and politics, and, at twenty,
her father’s prize. With her mother Frances often away at their Auburn, New York, homestead,
Fanny grew up in a world of political receptions, dinners, and historical personages and events.
An avid and talented writer with an eye for detail, her secret diary that she began at age fourteen
brimmed with subtle observations and trenchant character sketches of her encounters with the
political, military, and diplomatic elites.Around 10:00 P.M. she put down her book, Legends of
Charlemagne, turned down the gaslights, and, along with Sergeant George Robinson, a
wounded veteran now serving as an army nurse, kept watch over her recovering father.Outside
in the shadows, Lewis Powell and David Herold were keeping the Clubhouse under surveillance.
The street was quiet. They saw no guards at the front door, or anywhere on Madison Place. Two
hours ago, when they’d met with Booth at the Herndon House, their leader assured them that
they would find their target at home. The newspapers reported the carriage accident days ago,
and the extent of Seward’s serious injuries, and noted that he was recuperating at home,
bedridden. That made Seward, of all of Lincoln’s cabinet officers, Booth’s most attractive target
tonight. The others might prove difficult to track, and could be anywhere—dinner parties,
entertainments, or traveling. Seward, alone, helplessly anchored to his bed, was sure to be
home at 10:00 this evening. The actor issued simple instructions: invade the house, locate the
secretary of state’s bedroom, and kill the defenseless victim with pistol fire and, if required, the
knife. This was a difficult mission even for a man like Powell, a battle-hardened and extremely
strong ex-Confederate soldier. Powell had three problems. First, how could he get inside
Seward’s house? He couldn’t just walk in unannounced. By 10:00 P.M. the front door would
certainly be locked. He would have to ring the bell. When—if—someone answered, he could not
just shoot or slash his way through the threshold. That might attract the attention of passersby or



rouse the occupants from their beds to defend themselves.Cunning deception, not brute force,
was the key. Booth concocted, probably with David Herold’s help, a brilliant plan. He told Powell
to impersonate a messenger delivering important medicine from Seward’s physician, Dr. Verdi.
To add the final touch of verisimilitude to the ruse, Powell would actually carry a small package
wrapped in butcher’s paper and tied with string. Herold, the former pharmacist’s assistant
experienced in making similar deliveries, probably tutored Booth and Powell in the appearance
of such packages and then wrapped an empty box to mimic an authentic delivery from Dr.
Verdi.But then what? Once inside it was Powell’s job to track down Secretary Seward in the
sprawling, three-story mansion. Booth did not provide him with a floor plan. He could rule out the
first floor. But Seward might lie in one of a number of upper rooms. Powell faced a third
challenge: he did not know how many occupants—family members, State Department
messengers, nurses, doctors, servants, maids, and guards—were on the premises. Certainly
several, but perhaps up to a dozen. A more cautious man might have told Booth he was mad.
But Powell, a slavishly loyal one who called his hero “captain,” agreed. Anything for his master.
David Herold also complied, as long as he did not have to bloody his hands by killing somebody
and could wait for Powell outside, holding their horses.From the shadows, Powell and Herold
had watched Dr. Verdi leave around 9:30 P.M. After him had come Dr. Norris, who visited briefly
and departed around 10:00 P.M.—just in time, according to Booth’s preset timetable. The house
was quiet now. They watched the gaslights go dim in several rooms, a signal that the occupants
were settling in for the night. A short while later Powell handed his horse to Herold and strode
across the street to the secretary of state’s front door. He rang the bell. Herold’s dull, hooded
eyes warily scanned up and down the block as he stood watch, safeguarding their
mounts.Upstairs, on the third floor, Fanny Seward was watching over her sleeping father, and did
not hear the bell. She did not know that outside a man waited to, like Macbeth, murder
sleep.Down on the first floor, William Bell, a nineteen-year-old black servant, hurried to answer
the door. Late-night callers were not unusual at the Seward home. At moments of crisis State
Department messengers bearing telegraph dispatches might arrive at any hour of the day or
night. And ever since the carriage accident, members of the cabinet, military officers, and three
different doctors called frequently. There was no reason at all why William Bell should not open
that door.Before him stood a tall, attractive, solidly built man, well dressed in fine leather boots,
black pants, a straw-colored duster, and a felt-brimmed hat; he was holding a small package in
his hands. The masquerade worked. Nothing about Powell’s conventional appearance raised
Bell’s suspicions. Bell greeted Powell and asked politely, as Seward had trained him, how he
could help the visitor. Powell explained his mission: he was a messenger with medicine from Dr.
Verdi. That sounded satisfactory to Bell. Dr. Verdi had left his patient within the hour and lived
only two blocks from the Sewards. Obviously, Bell reasoned, the doctor must have prescribed
some medicine but did not have it with him in his well-worn doctor’s bag. When Verdi got home
he probably summoned a messenger to deliver the healing product. Up to this moment Powell
did nothing to call undue attention to himself. He even pronounced Dr. Verdi’s name correctly,



with the proper Italian accent. Powell stepped into the hall and closed the door behind him. Bell
reached out to accept the delivery. No, Powell said, he could not give it to a servant. The doctor
said he had to deliver it personally to the secretary of state and instruct him how to take the
medicine. Bell countered that he was qualified to receive deliveries on Seward’s behalf. Powell
was adamant. “I must go up.” He must see the secretary personally—those were his instructions.
For five minutes, the assassin and the servant bickered about whether Powell would leave the
medicine with Bell. “I must go up,” he repeated like a mantra. “I must go
up.”MANHUNTTheTWELVE-DAY CHASEforLINCOLN’S KILLERJames L.
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LOOKED LIKE A BAD DAY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS. TERRIFIC winds and thunderstorms had
swept through Washington early that morning, dissolving the dirt streets into a sticky muck of
soil, garbage, and horse droppings. Women, for their own safety, were advised to stay indoors.
The ugly gray sky of the morning of March 4, 1865, threatened to spoil the great day. One block
east of the Capitol Building, a patent lawyer and part-time photographer named William M.
Smith set up his camera and pointed its lens at the temporary wood platform that had been
hastily erected over the East Front steps. His job was to make a historic photograph—the first
image ever taken during a presidential inauguration of the recently completed great dome. Smith



adjusted his apparatus until his lens framed the panoramic, vertical view, from the low-lying
plinth of Horatio Greenough’s marble statue of George Washington on the lawn to the tip top of
the dome, crowned by Thomas Crawford’s bronze statue of “Freedom.” Abraham Lincoln had
ordered that work on the dome continue during the war as a sign that the Union would go
on.Closer to the Capitol, and standing on another platform, Alexander Gardner set up his
camera to photograph the ceremony. Gardner’s large, glass-plate negatives captured not only
images of the president, vice president, chief justice, and other dignitaries occupying the stands,
but also the anonymous faces of hundreds of spectators who crowded the East Front scene.
One face among them stands out. On a balcony above the stands, standing near an iron railing,
a young, black-mustachioed man wearing a top hat gazes down on the president. It is the
celebrated actor John Wilkes Booth.Abraham Lincoln rose from his chair and advanced toward
the podium. He was now at the height of his power, with the Civil War nearly won. In one hand he
held a single sheet of paper, typeset and printed in double columns. The foreboding clouds
threatened another downpour. Then, reported Noah Brooks, journalist and friend of the
president, the strangest thing happened: “Just at that moment the sun, which had been
obscured all day, burst forth in its unclouded meridian splendor, and flooded the spectacle with
glory and light. Every heart beat quicker at the unexpected omen … so might the darkness
which had obscured the past four years be now dissipated.” The president’s text was brief—just
701 words.“Fondly do we hope—fervently do we pray—that this mighty scourge of war may
speedily pass away…. With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as
God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation’s
wounds; to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan—to
do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace, among ourselves, and with all
nations.”Subsequent events would soon change how witnesses recalled Lincoln’s greatest day.
To Noah Brooks, “Chiefly memorable in the mind of those who saw that second inauguration
must still remain the tall, pathetic, melancholy figure of the man who … illuminated by the
deceptive brilliance of a March sunburst, was already standing in the shadow of death.”On April
3, 1865, Richmond, Virginia, capital city of the Confederate States of America, fell to Union
forces. It was only a matter of time now before the war would finally be over. The rebellion had
been crushed, and the North held a jubilee. Children ran through the streets waving little paper
flags that read “Richmond Has Fallen,” “We Celebrate the Fall of Richmond,” or “Victory Will
Lead to Peace: The Right Stripe.” Across the country, people built bonfires, organized parades,
fired guns, shot cannons, and sang patriotic songs. Four days later, John Wilkes Booth was
drinking with a friend, the actor Samuel Knapp Chester, at the House of Lords saloon, on
Houston Street in New York City. Booth struck the bar table with his fist and regretted a lost
opportunity. “What an excellent chance I had, if I wished, to kill the President on Inauguration
day! I was on the stand, as close to him nearly as I am to you.”William M. Smith’s historic
photograph of Lincoln’s second inaugural.IN RESPONSE TO A THRONG OF SERENADERS
WHO MARCHED onto the White House grounds and begged him to address them, Abraham



Lincoln appeared at a second-floor window below the North Portico on April 10 to greet this
crowd of citizens celebrating General Grant’s victory at Appomattox the previous day. Lincoln did
not have a prepared text, and he was unwilling to speak on a subject of any consequence,
including his postwar policy for the South. He resorted to his favorite oratorical device to distract
and disarm an audience—humor.“I see that you have a band of music with you…. I have always
thought ‘Dixie’ one of the best tunes I have ever heard. Our adversaries over the way attempted
to appropriate it, but I insisted yesterday we fairly captured it. I presented this question to the
Attorney General, and he gave it as his legal opinion that it is our lawful prize. I now request the
band to favor me with its performance.”CRUSHED BY THE FALL OF RICHMOND, AND BY THE
FIRE THAT consumed much of the rebel capital, John Wilkes Booth had left New York City on
April 8 and returned to Washington. The news there was worse. On April 9, Lee and the Army of
Northern Virginia surrendered to Grant at Appomattox. The cause was lost. Booth wandered the
streets in despair until he encountered Henry B. Phillips, who invited him to walk to Birch’s
saloon and share a drink. Inconsolable, Booth accepted.“Yes, anything to drive away the blues.”
Lee’s surrender, Booth says, “was enough to give anyone the blues.”ON THE NIGHT OF APRIL
11, A TORCHLIGHT PARADE OF A FEW thousand citizens, with bands and banners,
assembled on the semicircular driveway in front of the Executive Mansion. Journalist Noah
Brooks, a favorite of Lincoln’s, was with the president and watched the throng from a window
below the North Portico: “After repeated calls, loud and enthusiastic, the president appeared at
the window, which was a signal for a great outburst. There was something terrible in the
enthusiasm with which the beloved Chief Magistrate was received.” Elizabeth Keckley, Mary
Lincoln’s black dressmaker and confidante, felt the mood too. “Close to the house the faces
were plainly discernible, but they faded into mere ghostly outlines on the outskirts of the
assembly; and what added to the weird, spectral beauty of the scene, was the confused hum of
voices that rose above the sea of forms, sounding like the subdued, sullen roar of an ocean
storm.”This time Lincoln was ready. He had written a long text, short on exultation and designed
to prepare the people for reconstruction. When someone in the crowd shouted that he couldn’t
see the President—“A light! A light!”—Tad Lincoln volunteered to illuminate his father: “Let me
hold the light, Papa!” Lincoln dropped each page of his manuscript to the floor when he finished
reading it, and Tad scooped them up.“We meet this evening, not in sorrow, but in gladness of
heart. The evacuation of Petersburg and Richmond, and the surrender of the principal insurgent
army, give hope of a righteous and speedy peace whose joyous expression can not be
restrained. In the midst of this, however, He from Whom all blessings flow, must not be forgotten
… no part of the honor … is mine. To General Grant, his skilful officers, and brave men, all
belongs.” Lincoln then discussed the newly organized state government of Louisiana: “It is also
unsatisfactory to some that the elective franchise is not given to the colored man. I would myself
prefer that it were now conferred on the very intelligent, and on those who serve our cause as
soldiers.”As Lincoln spoke, Elizabeth Keckley, standing a few steps from him, observed that the
lamplight made him “stand out boldly in the darkness.” She feared he was the perfect target.



“What an easy matter would it be to kill the President, as he stands there! He could be shot
down from the crowd,” she whispered, “and no one would be able to tell who fired the shot.”In
that crowd, standing amidst the throng below Lincoln’s window, was John Wilkes Booth. He
turned to his companion, David Herold, and denounced the speech.“That means nigger
citizenship,” he said, “now, by God, I’ll put him through.”As Booth left the White House grounds
and walked toward Lafayette Square, he spoke to another companion, Lewis Powell: “That is the
last speech he will ever give.”ON THE EVENING OF APRIL 13, THE CITY CELEBRATED THE
END of the war with a grand illumination. Public buildings and private homes glowed from
candles, torches, gaslights, and fireworks. It was the most beautiful night in the history of the
capital. The next Evening Star newspaper reported the wondrous display:Last night Washington
was all ablaze with glory. The very heavens seemed to have come down, and the stars twinkled
in a sort of faded way, as if the solar system was out of order and the earth had become the
great luminary…. Far as the vision extended were brilliant lights, the rows of illuminated windows
at a distance blending into one, and presenting an unbroken wall of flame … high above all
towered the Capitol, glowing as if on fire and seeming to stud the city below with gems of
reflected glory as stars light upon the sea. Away to the right a halo hung over the roofs, rockets
flashed to and fro in fiery lines, and the banners waved above the tumultuous throng, where
shouts and cheers rolled up in a dense volume from the city, and with the incense of the grand
conflagration, drifted away to the darkness of the surrounding hills.John Wilkes Booth had seen
all of this—the grand illumination, the crowds delirious with joy, the taunting insults to the fallen
Confederacy and her leaders. He returned to his room at the National Hotel after midnight. He
could not sleep. He reached for pen and paper and wrote a melancholy letter to his mother,
Mary Ann Holmes Booth. It was early in the morning of April 14.Dearest Mother:I know you
expect a letter from me, and am sure you will hardly forgive me. But indeed I have nothing to
write about. Everything is dull; that is, has been till last night. (The illumination.)Everything was
bright and splendid. More so in my eyes if it had been a display in a nobler cause. But so goes
the world. Might makes right. I only drop you these few lines to let you know I am well, and to say
I have not heard from you. Excuse brevity; am in haste. Had one from Rose. With best love to you
all, I am your affectionate son ever,JohnPrologueIT LOOKED LIKE A BAD DAY FOR
PHOTOGRAPHERS. TERRIFIC winds and thunderstorms had swept through Washington early
that morning, dissolving the dirt streets into a sticky muck of soil, garbage, and horse droppings.
Women, for their own safety, were advised to stay indoors. The ugly gray sky of the morning of
March 4, 1865, threatened to spoil the great day. One block east of the Capitol Building, a patent
lawyer and part-time photographer named William M. Smith set up his camera and pointed its
lens at the temporary wood platform that had been hastily erected over the East Front steps. His
job was to make a historic photograph—the first image ever taken during a presidential
inauguration of the recently completed great dome. Smith adjusted his apparatus until his lens
framed the panoramic, vertical view, from the low-lying plinth of Horatio Greenough’s marble
statue of George Washington on the lawn to the tip top of the dome, crowned by Thomas



Crawford’s bronze statue of “Freedom.” Abraham Lincoln had ordered that work on the dome
continue during the war as a sign that the Union would go on.Closer to the Capitol, and standing
on another platform, Alexander Gardner set up his camera to photograph the ceremony.
Gardner’s large, glass-plate negatives captured not only images of the president, vice president,
chief justice, and other dignitaries occupying the stands, but also the anonymous faces of
hundreds of spectators who crowded the East Front scene. One face among them stands out.
On a balcony above the stands, standing near an iron railing, a young, black-mustachioed man
wearing a top hat gazes down on the president. It is the celebrated actor John Wilkes
Booth.Abraham Lincoln rose from his chair and advanced toward the podium. He was now at the
height of his power, with the Civil War nearly won. In one hand he held a single sheet of paper,
typeset and printed in double columns. The foreboding clouds threatened another downpour.
Then, reported Noah Brooks, journalist and friend of the president, the strangest thing
happened: “Just at that moment the sun, which had been obscured all day, burst forth in its
unclouded meridian splendor, and flooded the spectacle with glory and light. Every heart beat
quicker at the unexpected omen … so might the darkness which had obscured the past four
years be now dissipated.” The president’s text was brief—just 701 words.“Fondly do we hope—
fervently do we pray—that this mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away…. With malice
toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us
strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation’s wounds; to care for him who shall
have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan—to do all which may achieve and
cherish a just and lasting peace, among ourselves, and with all nations.”Subsequent events
would soon change how witnesses recalled Lincoln’s greatest day. To Noah Brooks, “Chiefly
memorable in the mind of those who saw that second inauguration must still remain the tall,
pathetic, melancholy figure of the man who … illuminated by the deceptive brilliance of a March
sunburst, was already standing in the shadow of death.”On April 3, 1865, Richmond, Virginia,
capital city of the Confederate States of America, fell to Union forces. It was only a matter of time
now before the war would finally be over. The rebellion had been crushed, and the North held a
jubilee. Children ran through the streets waving little paper flags that read “Richmond Has
Fallen,” “We Celebrate the Fall of Richmond,” or “Victory Will Lead to Peace: The Right Stripe.”
Across the country, people built bonfires, organized parades, fired guns, shot cannons, and
sang patriotic songs. Four days later, John Wilkes Booth was drinking with a friend, the actor
Samuel Knapp Chester, at the House of Lords saloon, on Houston Street in New York City.
Booth struck the bar table with his fist and regretted a lost opportunity. “What an excellent
chance I had, if I wished, to kill the President on Inauguration day! I was on the stand, as close to
him nearly as I am to you.”William M. Smith’s historic photograph of Lincoln’s second
inaugural.IN RESPONSE TO A THRONG OF SERENADERS WHO MARCHED onto the White
House grounds and begged him to address them, Abraham Lincoln appeared at a second-floor
window below the North Portico on April 10 to greet this crowd of citizens celebrating General
Grant’s victory at Appomattox the previous day. Lincoln did not have a prepared text, and he was



unwilling to speak on a subject of any consequence, including his postwar policy for the South.
He resorted to his favorite oratorical device to distract and disarm an audience—humor.“I see
that you have a band of music with you…. I have always thought ‘Dixie’ one of the best tunes I
have ever heard. Our adversaries over the way attempted to appropriate it, but I insisted
yesterday we fairly captured it. I presented this question to the Attorney General, and he gave it
as his legal opinion that it is our lawful prize. I now request the band to favor me with its
performance.”CRUSHED BY THE FALL OF RICHMOND, AND BY THE FIRE THAT consumed
much of the rebel capital, John Wilkes Booth had left New York City on April 8 and returned to
Washington. The news there was worse. On April 9, Lee and the Army of Northern Virginia
surrendered to Grant at Appomattox. The cause was lost. Booth wandered the streets in despair
until he encountered Henry B. Phillips, who invited him to walk to Birch’s saloon and share a
drink. Inconsolable, Booth accepted.“Yes, anything to drive away the blues.” Lee’s surrender,
Booth says, “was enough to give anyone the blues.”ON THE NIGHT OF APRIL 11, A
TORCHLIGHT PARADE OF A FEW thousand citizens, with bands and banners, assembled on
the semicircular driveway in front of the Executive Mansion. Journalist Noah Brooks, a favorite of
Lincoln’s, was with the president and watched the throng from a window below the North Portico:
“After repeated calls, loud and enthusiastic, the president appeared at the window, which was a
signal for a great outburst. There was something terrible in the enthusiasm with which the
beloved Chief Magistrate was received.” Elizabeth Keckley, Mary Lincoln’s black dressmaker
and confidante, felt the mood too. “Close to the house the faces were plainly discernible, but
they faded into mere ghostly outlines on the outskirts of the assembly; and what added to the
weird, spectral beauty of the scene, was the confused hum of voices that rose above the sea of
forms, sounding like the subdued, sullen roar of an ocean storm.”This time Lincoln was ready. He
had written a long text, short on exultation and designed to prepare the people for
reconstruction. When someone in the crowd shouted that he couldn’t see the President—“A
light! A light!”—Tad Lincoln volunteered to illuminate his father: “Let me hold the light, Papa!”
Lincoln dropped each page of his manuscript to the floor when he finished reading it, and Tad
scooped them up.“We meet this evening, not in sorrow, but in gladness of heart. The evacuation
of Petersburg and Richmond, and the surrender of the principal insurgent army, give hope of a
righteous and speedy peace whose joyous expression can not be restrained. In the midst of this,
however, He from Whom all blessings flow, must not be forgotten … no part of the honor … is
mine. To General Grant, his skilful officers, and brave men, all belongs.” Lincoln then discussed
the newly organized state government of Louisiana: “It is also unsatisfactory to some that the
elective franchise is not given to the colored man. I would myself prefer that it were now
conferred on the very intelligent, and on those who serve our cause as soldiers.”As Lincoln
spoke, Elizabeth Keckley, standing a few steps from him, observed that the lamplight made him
“stand out boldly in the darkness.” She feared he was the perfect target. “What an easy matter
would it be to kill the President, as he stands there! He could be shot down from the crowd,” she
whispered, “and no one would be able to tell who fired the shot.”In that crowd, standing amidst



the throng below Lincoln’s window, was John Wilkes Booth. He turned to his companion, David
Herold, and denounced the speech.“That means nigger citizenship,” he said, “now, by God, I’ll
put him through.”As Booth left the White House grounds and walked toward Lafayette Square,
he spoke to another companion, Lewis Powell: “That is the last speech he will ever give.”ON
THE EVENING OF APRIL 13, THE CITY CELEBRATED THE END of the war with a grand
illumination. Public buildings and private homes glowed from candles, torches, gaslights, and
fireworks. It was the most beautiful night in the history of the capital. The next Evening Star
newspaper reported the wondrous display:Last night Washington was all ablaze with glory. The
very heavens seemed to have come down, and the stars twinkled in a sort of faded way, as if the
solar system was out of order and the earth had become the great luminary…. Far as the vision
extended were brilliant lights, the rows of illuminated windows at a distance blending into one,
and presenting an unbroken wall of flame … high above all towered the Capitol, glowing as if on
fire and seeming to stud the city below with gems of reflected glory as stars light upon the sea.
Away to the right a halo hung over the roofs, rockets flashed to and fro in fiery lines, and the
banners waved above the tumultuous throng, where shouts and cheers rolled up in a dense
volume from the city, and with the incense of the grand conflagration, drifted away to the
darkness of the surrounding hills.John Wilkes Booth had seen all of this—the grand illumination,
the crowds delirious with joy, the taunting insults to the fallen Confederacy and her leaders. He
returned to his room at the National Hotel after midnight. He could not sleep. He reached for pen
and paper and wrote a melancholy letter to his mother, Mary Ann Holmes Booth. It was early in
the morning of April 14.Dearest Mother:I know you expect a letter from me, and am sure you will
hardly forgive me. But indeed I have nothing to write about. Everything is dull; that is, has been till
last night. (The illumination.)Everything was bright and splendid. More so in my eyes if it had
been a display in a nobler cause. But so goes the world. Might makes right. I only drop you these
few lines to let you know I am well, and to say I have not heard from you. Excuse brevity; am in
haste. Had one from Rose. With best love to you all, I am your affectionate son
ever,JohnChapter One“I Had This Strange Dream Again Last Night”JOHN WILKES BOOTH
AWOKE GOOD FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 14, 1865, hungover and depressed. The
Confederacy was dead. His cause was lost and his dreams of glory over. He did not know that
this day, after enduring more than a week of bad news and bitter disappointments, he would
enjoy a stunning reversal of fortune. No, all he knew this morning when he crawled out of bed in
room 228 at the National Hotel, one of Washington’s finest and naturally his favorite, was that he
could not stand another day of Union victory celebrations.Booth assumed that April 14 would
unfold as the latest in a blur of eleven bad days that began on April 3 when Richmond, the
Confederacy’s citadel, fell to the Union. The very next day the tyrant, Abraham Lincoln, visited
his captive prize and had the audacity to sit behind the desk occupied by the first and last
president of the Confederate States of America, Jefferson Davis. Then, on April 9, at
Appomattox Court House, Robert E. Lee and his glorious Army of Northern Virginia surrendered.
Two days later Lincoln made a speech proposing to give blacks the right to vote, and last night,



April 13, all of Washington celebrated with a grand illumination of the city. And today, in
Charleston harbor, the Union planned to stage a gala celebration to mark the retaking of Fort
Sumter, where the war began four years ago. These past eleven days had been the worst of
Booth’s young life.He was the son of the legendary actor and tragedian Junius Brutus Booth,
and brother to Edwin Booth, one of the finest actors of his generation. Twenty-six years old,
impossibly vain, preening, emotionally flamboyant, possessed of raw talent and splendid élan,
and a star member of this celebrated theatrical family—the Barrymores of their day—John
Wilkes Booth’s day began in the dining room of the National, where he was seen eating
breakfast with Miss Carrie Bean. Nothing unusual about that—Booth, a voluptuous connoisseur
of young women, never had trouble finding female company. Around noon he walked over to
Ford’s Theatre on Tenth Street between E and F, a block above Pennsylvania Avenue, to pick up
his mail. Accepting correspondence on behalf of itinerant actors was a customary privilege
Ford’s offered to friends of the house. Earlier that morning Henry Clay Ford, one of the three
brothers who ran the theatre, ate breakfast and then walked to the big marble post office at
Seventh and F and picked up the mail. There was a letter for Booth.That morning another letter
arrived at the theatre. There had been no time to mail it, so its sender, Mary Lincoln, used the
president’s messenger to bypass the post office and hand-deliver it. The Fords did not even
have to read the note to know the good news it contained. The mere arrival of the White House
messenger told them that the president was coming tonight! It was a coup against their chief
rival, Grover’s Theatre, which was offering a more exciting entertainment: Aladdin! Or His
Wonderful Lamp. Master Tad Lincoln and chaperone would represent the family there. The letter,
once opened, announced even greater news. Yes, the president and Mrs. Lincoln would attend
this evening’s performance of Tom Taylor’s popular if tired comedy Our American Cousin. But the
big news was that General Ulysses S. Grant was coming with them. The Lincolns’ timing
delighted the Fords. Good Friday was traditionally a slow night, and news that not only the
president—after four years a familiar sight to Washingtonians—but also General Grant, a rare
visitor to town and fresh from his victory at Appomattox, would attend, was sure to spur ticket
sales. This would please Laura Keene, who was making her one thousandth performance in the
play; tonight’s show was a customary “benefit,” awarding her a rich share of the proceeds. The
Lincolns had given the Fords the courtesy of notification early enough in the day for the brothers
to promote their appearance and to decorate and join together the two boxes—seven and eight
—that, by removal of a simple partition, formed the president’s box.“The most beautiful black
eyes in the world.”John Wilkes Booth at the height of his fame.By the time Booth arrived at
Ford’s, the president’s messenger had come and gone. Sometime between noon and 12:30 P.M.
as he sat outside on the top step in front of the main entrance to Ford’s reading his letter, Booth
heard the galvanizing news. In just eight hours the subject of all of his brooding, hating, and
plotting would stand on the very stone steps where he now sat. This was the catalyst Booth
needed to prompt him to action. Here. Of all places, Lincoln was coming here. Booth knew the
layout of Ford’s intimately: the exact spot on Tenth Street where Lincoln would step out of his



carriage; the place the president sat every time he came to the theatre; the route through the
theatre that Lincoln would walk and the staircase he would ascend to the box; the dark,
subterranean passageway beneath the stage; the narrow hallway behind the stage that led to
the back door that opened to Baptist Alley; and how the president’s box hung directly above the
stage. Booth had played here before, most recently in a March 18 performance as Pescara in
The Apostate.And Booth, although he had never acted in it, also knew Our American Cousin—
its duration, its scenes, its players, and, most important, as it would turn out, the number of
actors onstage at any given moment during the performance. It was perfect. He would not have
to hunt Lincoln. The president was coming to him. But was there enough time to make all the
arrangements? The checklist was substantial: horses; weapons; supplies; alerting his fellow
conspirators; casing the theatre; so many other things. He had only eight hours. But it was
possible. If luck was on his side, there was just enough time. Whoever told Booth about the
president’s theatre party had unknowingly activated in his mind an imaginary clock that, even as
he sat on the front step of Ford’s, chuckling aloud as he read his letter, began ticking down,
minute by minute. He would have a busy afternoon.aT THE EXECUTIVE MANSION, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN ATE breakfast with his family and planned his day. The president’s eldest son, Robert,
a junior officer on General Grant’s staff, was home from the war. Robert had been at
Appomattox, and his father was eager to hear details of Lee’s surrender. Lincoln had scheduled
a meeting with Grant at 9:00 A.M. at the White House. He wanted to talk more with Robert, so he
postponed the meeting and sent a messenger over to the Willard Hotel with a handwritten note
for his special guest: “General Grant, Please call at 11. A.M. to-day instead of 9. as agreed last
evening. Yours truly, A. Lincoln.” The president decided that Grant should join the cabinet
meeting set for that later hour.At the cabinet meeting Lincoln was jubilant—everyone in
attendance, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles, and the
secretaries of the Treasury, the Interior, and the Post Office and the attorney general—noticed
Lincoln’s good mood. Welles, a faithful diarist, preserved an account of the gathering. Lincoln
expected more good news from other battle fronts.“The President remarked that it would, he had
no doubt, come soon, and come favorable, for he had last night the usual dream which he had
preceding nearly every great and important event of the War. Generally the news has been
favorable which succeeded this dream, and the dream itself was always the same. I inquired
what this remarkable dream could be. He said it related to your (my) element, the water; that he
seemed to be in some singular, indescribable vessel, and that was moving with great rapidity
towards an indefinite shore. That he had this dream preceding Sumter, Bull Run, Antietam,
Gettysburg, Stone River, Vicksburg, Wilmington, etc.”General Grant interrupted Lincoln and
joked that Stone River was no victory, and that “a few such fights would have ruined us.”“I had,”
the president continued, “this strange dream again last night, and we shall, judging from the
past, have great news very soon. I think it must be from Sherman. My thoughts are in that
direction, as are most of yours.”Lincoln had always believed in, and sometimes feared, the
power of dreams. On June 9, 1863, while he was visiting Philadelphia, he sent an urgent



telegram to Mary Lincoln at the White House, warning of danger to their youngest son: “Think
you better put ‘Tad’s’ pistol away. I had an ugly dream about him.” And in April 1848, when he
was a congressman in Washington, he wrote to Mary about their oldest son, Robert: “I did not
get rid of the impression of that foolish dream about dear Bobby till I got your letter.”After the
meeting adjourned, the president followed his usual routine: receiving a variety of friends,
supplicants, and favor seekers; reading his mail; and catching up on correspondence and
paperwork. He was eager to wind up business by 3:00 P.M. for an appointment he had with his
wife, Mary. There was something he wanted to tell her.aT THE THEATRE, HENRY CLAY FORD
WROTE OUT AN ADVERtisement to place in the evening papers, which would start coming off
the press at around 2:00 P.M. He delivered the notice to the Evening Star personally and sent
another via messenger to at least two of the other papers. That afternoon an advertisement
appeared in the Evening Star: “LIEUT. GENERAL GRANT, PRESIDENT and Mrs. Lincoln have
secured the State Box at Ford’s Theatre TO NIGHT, to witness Miss Laura Keene’s American
Cousin.” Around 1:00 P.M., Ford walked next door and delivered notice in person to his neighbor
James P. Ferguson at his restaurant at 452 Tenth Street, one door north of the theatre.“Your
favorite, General Grant, is going to be in the theatre tonight; and if you want to see him,” Ford
cautioned, “you had better to go get a seat.”Ferguson took advantage of the tip: “I went and
secured a seat directly opposite the President’s box, in the front of the dress circle.” Ferguson
booked seats 58 and 59 at the front corner of the house near stage right. The restaurateur didn’t
want the best view of the play, but the best view of Lincoln and Grant.James Ford walked to the
Treasury Department a few blocks away to borrow several flags to decorate the president’s box.
Returning to the theatre, his arms wrapped around a bundle of brightly colored cotton and silk
bunting, he bumped into Booth, who had just left Ford’s, at the corner of Tenth and
Pennsylvania, where they exchanged pleasantries. Booth saw the red, white, and blue flags,
confirmation of the president’s visit tonight.A few blocks away, on D Street near Seventh, at J. H.
Polkinhorn and Son, Printers, pressmen began setting the type for the playbill that would
advertise tonight’s performance. Once newsboys hit the streets with the afternoon and evening
papers, the ad for Our American Cousin caught the eye of many Washingtonians eager to see
General Grant.Dr. Charles A. Leale, a twenty-three-year-old U.S. Army surgeon on duty at the
wounded commissioned officers’ ward at the Armory Square Hospital in Washington, heard that
President Lincoln and General Grant would be attending the play. He decided to attend. Three
days prior, on the night of April 11, Leale, while taking a walk on Pennsylvania Avenue,
encountered crowds of people walking toward the White House. He followed them there and
arrived just as Lincoln commenced his remarks. Leale was moved: “I could distinctly hear every
word he uttered, and I was profoundly impressed with his divine appearance as he stood in the
rays of light which penetrated the windows.” The news that Lincoln was coming to Ford’s Theatre
gave the surgeon “an intense desire again to behold his face and study the characteristics of the
‘Savior of his Country.’”Lincoln’s box at Ford’s was festooned with flags and a framed engraving
of George Washington. The box office manager prepared for a run on tickets when he went on



duty at 6:30 P.M.Later, witnesses remembered seeing Booth at several places in the city that
day, but none of his movements created suspicion. Why should they? Nothing Booth did
seemed out of the ordinary that afternoon. He talked to people in the street. He arranged to pick
up his rented horse. Between 2:00 and 4:00 P.M., Booth rode up to Ferguson’s restaurant,
stopping just below the front door. Ferguson stepped outside onto his front porch and found his
friend sitting on a small, bay mare. James L. Maddox, property man at Ford’s, stood beside the
horse, one hand on its mane, talking to Booth. “See what a nice horse I have got!” boasted the
actor. Ferguson stepped forward for a closer look. “Now, watch,” said Booth, “he can run just like
a cat!” At that, Ferguson observed, Booth “struck his spurs into the horse, and off he went down
the street.”At about 4:00 P.M., Booth returned to the National Hotel, walked to the front desk, and
spoke to clerks George W. Bunker and Henry Merrick. Three days later a New York Tribune
reporter described the encounter:[He] made his appearance at the counter … and with a
nervous air called for a sheet of paper and an envelope. He was about to write when the thought
seemed to strike him that someone around him might overlook his letter, and, approaching the
door of the office, he requested admittance. On reaching the inside of the office, he immediately
commenced his letter. He had written but a few words when he said earnestly, “Merrick, is the
year 1864 or ‘65?” “You are surely joking, John,” replied Mr. Merrick, “you certainly know what
year it is.” “Sincerely, I am not,” he rejoined, and on being told, resumed writing. It was then that
Mr. Merrick noticed something troubled and agitated in Booth’s appearance, which was entirely
at variance with his usual quiet deportment. Sealing the letter, he placed it in his pocket and left
the hotel.On his way out of the National, Booth asked George Bunker if he was planning on
seeing Our American Cousin at Ford’s, and urged Bunker to attend: “There is going to be some
splendid acting tonight.”Around 4:00 P.M., the actor John Matthews, who would be playing the
part of Mr. Coyle in tonight’s performance, met Booth on horseback on Pennsylvania Avenue, at
the triangular enclosure between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets, not far from the Willard
Hotel. “We met,” recalled Matthews, “shook hands, and passed the compliments of the day.” A
column of Confederate prisoners of war had just marched past, stirring up a dust cloud in their
wake.“John, have you seen the prisoners?” Matthews asked. “Have you seen Lee’s officers, just
brought in?”“Yes, Johnny, I have.” Booth raised one hand to his forehead in disbelief and then
exclaimed, “Great God, I have no longer a country!”Matthews, observing Booth’s “paleness,
nervousness, and agitation,” asked, “John, how nervous you are, what is the matter?”“Oh no, it is
nothing. Johnny, I have a little favor to ask of you, will you grant it?”“Why certainly,” Matthews
replied. “What is it?”“Perhaps I may have to leave town tonight, and I have a letter here which I
desire to be published in the National Intelligencer; please attend to it for me, unless I see you
before ten o’clock tomorrow; in that case I will see to it myself.” Matthews accepted the sealed
envelope and slipped it into a coat pocket.As Booth and Matthews talked, Matthews spotted
General Grant riding past them in an open carriage with his baggage. He appeared to be leaving
town.“There goes Grant. I thought he was to be coming to the theatre this evening with the
President.”“Where?” Booth exclaimed.Matthews recalled: “I pointed to the carriage; he looked



toward it, grasped my hand tightly, and galloped down the avenue after the carriage.”When
Booth caught up to the Grants and rode past their carriage, Julia Grant thought of something
that had happened earlier in the day. She was at lunch at the Willard Hotel with General Rawlins
—one of Grant’s top aides—Mrs. Rawlins, and the Rawlinses’ daughter, when four men entered
the dining room and occupied a nearby table. One of the men would not stop staring at her, and
Julia and Mrs. Rawlins both found the whole group “peculiar.” Now, a few hours later, Booth
reminded her of the unpleasant incident when he caught up to their carriage. “As General Grant
and I rode to the depot, this same dark, pale man rode past us at a sweeping gallop on a dark
horse…. He rode twenty yards ahead of us, wheeled and returned, and as he passed us both
going and returning, he thrust his face quite near the General’s and glared in a disagreeable
manner.” She was sure that it was the same man from Willard’s.The sight of the Grants must
have disappointed Booth. Their carriage, loaded with baggage, was heading toward the train
station. They were leaving town. They must have canceled their engagement at Ford’s Theatre. If
General Grant was not attending Our American Cousin tonight, did that mean the Lincolns had
canceled, too? Curtain call, approximately 8:30 P.M., was in less than five hours, and John
Wilkes Booth did not know whether the Lincolns still planned to attend the play or who might be
in the box with them.Booth rode over to the Kirkwood House, where he accomplished his
strangest errand of the day. The Kirkwood was the residence of the new vice president, Andrew
Johnson, former military governor of Tennessee. Johnson did not own a house in Washington,
and the job did not include official quarters, so he lodged at a hotel. Johnson’s room was
unguarded, and, if Booth had wanted to, he could have walked upstairs and knocked on the
door. But he did not want to see the vice president. He just wanted to leave him a note. Booth
approached the front desk and requested a small, blank calling card. He wrote a brief note and
handed it to the desk clerk, who placed it in Johnson’s mail slot. The mysterious message, which
soon became the object of intense speculation, read: “Don’t wish to disturb you. Are you at
home? J. Wilkes Booth.”He visited a boardinghouse at 541 H Street, a few blocks from Ford’s
Theatre, to pay what looked like an innocent social call on the proprietor, Mary E. Surratt, a forty-
two-year-old Maryland widow and the mother of his friend John Harrison Surratt Jr., a
Confederate courier. Over the last several months, Booth had become a frequent caller at Mrs.
Surratt’s town house. Her son John wasn’t home—he was out of the city on rebel business—and
would not be back tonight. Mary told Booth that she was riding out that afternoon to her country
tavern in Surrattsville, Maryland, several miles south of Washington, and Booth asked if she
would mind delivering a small package wrapped in newspaper to her destination. Conveniently,
Booth had the package with him.There was one more thing. Booth informed Mary that he would
be riding out of Washington this evening. Sometime that night, he said, he would stop at her
tavern to pick up not only this package, but also the guns, ammunition, and other supplies that
her son John had secreted there for him. Booth asked Mary to tell the tavern keeper John Lloyd
—a heavy-drinking former Washington policeman to whom she had rented her country place—
to get everything ready for the actor’s visit this evening. She agreed, and soon she and one of



her boarders, Louis Weichmann, an old school chum of John Surratt’s, drove down to
Surrattsville by carriage.Booth returned to Ford’s Theatre around 5:00 or 6:00 P.M., where
Edman “Ned” Spangler, a scene shifter and stagehand—“stage carpenter,” he called himself—
saw the actor come up behind the theatre through Baptist Alley, named for the church that once
occupied the site. Spangler had known Booth and his family for about a dozen years and had
done odd jobs for them, most recently helping the actor outfit a small, private stable in the alley
behind Ford’s, about fifty yards from the back door. Spangler had seen Booth use a variety of
horses: tonight he rode what Ned described as “a little bay mare.” Booth and Spangler walked to
the stable, where the actor removed the saddle and the yellow-trimmed saddlecloth. He didn’t
like the look of the cloth, he told Ned, and said he might use his shawl instead. Booth asked Ned
not to remove the mare’s bridle. “She is a bad little bitch,” Booth said, and she should remain
bridled. Booth locked the stable door, took the key, and went for a drink.At some point, most
likely by late afternoon or early evening, Booth must have secluded himself, probably in room
228 at the National, and made his final preparations. There were two elements, practical and
psychological. First, the weapons. Booth chose as his primary weapon a .44-caliber, single-shot,
muzzle-loading percussion cap pistol manufactured by Henry Deringer of Philadelphia. It was a
small, short-barreled, pocket-size handgun designed for stealth and concealment, not combat,
and favored by gamblers and other unsavory types. Unlike military pistols such as the .44-caliber
Colt or Remington Army revolvers, or the lighter-weight .36-caliber Colt Navy revolver, all of
which could fire up to six rounds before reloading, the Deringer could be fired just once.
Reloading was a laborious process that called for two hands and twenty to forty seconds. Booth
knew that his first shot would be his last. If he missed, he wouldn’t have time to reload. Because
the Deringer fired a round ball and not a rifled conical bullet, it was most effective at short range.
Its big .44-caliber ball, weighing in at nearly an ounce, was a solid, deadly round.If Booth
missed, or failed to inflict a fatal wound with the pistol, he would turn to his secondary, backup
weapon, a “Rio Grande Camp Knife,” a handsome and extremely sharp type of Bowie knife.
Booth left behind no explanation for why he chose the Deringer over a revolver. Pistols misfire
occasionally. Either the copper percussion cap might fail to spark, or the black powder in the
barrel might be spoiled from dampness and fail to ignite. Three decades earlier, on January 30,
1835, Richard Lawrence, a crazed, unemployed British house painter who fancied himself of
royal blood, failed to assassinate Andrew Jackson on the East Front of the U.S. Capitol when not
one, but both, of his single-shot, black powder, percussion cap pistols misfired. And even if
Booth’s pistol worked, how certain was he that he could kill Lincoln with one shot? Plenty of
veteran combat soldiers who had survived multiple gunshot wounds were getting drunk in the
saloons of Washington that night. Booth couldn’t have chosen the Deringer because he could
not obtain a revolver. He had already purchased at least four, and if he did not have any in his
hotel room within easy reach, he could have gone out and bought another one. In the war capital
of the Union, thousands of guns, including small, lightweight pocket-sized revolvers, were for
sale in the shops of Washington.Booth was a thrill seeker, and perhaps he wanted to enhance



his excitement by risking the use of a single-shot pistol. Or did he believe it more heroic,
honorable—even gentlemanly—to take his prey with a single bullet? Perhaps he preferred a
stylish coup de grâce to blazing away at Lincoln with a six-shooter.Given Washington’s damp
spring air and Booth’s knowledge that he would have just one shot, he probably did not arm the
pistol with a fresh copper cap and black powder charge until late in the afternoon. Better to be
sure than rely on a stale load that might have been languishing in the barrel for weeks. Before
wrapping the bullet with a small swatch of cloth wadding and ramming the round down the
barrel, did he roll the ball between his fingertips, scrutinizing it for flaws in the casting and
perhaps contemplating how this little round, dull gray one-ounce piece of metal would soon
change history?Before leaving the National, Booth slid the knife and pistol into his pockets and
gathered the rest of his belongings. He planned to travel light tonight, without baggage. In
addition to the weapons and his garments—a black felt slouch hat, black wool frock coat, black
pants, big, knee-high black leather riding boots with spurs—he took only a velvet-cased
compass, keys, a whistle, a datebook, a pencil, some money, a bank draft or bill of exchange, a
small switchblade, and a few other small items including carte-de-visite photographs of five of
his favorite girlfriends. His valise and big traveling trunk would have to stay behind; he would not
be coming back. About 7:00 P.M., room clerk George Bunker saw Booth leave the National for
the last time that day:“He spoke to me and went off.”WHEN MARY SURRATT AND LOUIS
WEICHMANN ARRIVED IN Surrattsville, John Lloyd wasn’t there. He had gone to pick up some
foodstuffs. Mary waited for him. She could not leave without delivering Booth’s message. When
Lloyd returned he parked his wagon near the wood yard, climbed down, and began unloading
his cargo of fish and oysters. Mary walked over to him.“Talk about the devil, and his imps will
appear,” she teased her tenant.“I was not aware that I was a devil before.”“Well, Mr. Lloyd,” Mary
went on once she was sure that she was out of Weichmann’s earshot, “I want you to have those
shooting-irons ready; there will be parties here to-night who will call for them.”She handed him
the package wrapped in newspaper. The evening callers will want this too, she explained. And,
she added, give them a couple bottles of whiskey. Her mission accomplished, Mary prepared to
drive back to Washington. But the front spring bolts of her buggy had broken, and the spring had
become detached from the axle. Lloyd tied them tightly with cord—the best he could do without
proper spare parts. After Mrs. Surratt departed, Lloyd followed her instructions. He carried the
package upstairs, unwrapped it, and discovered Booth’s field glasses. Then he went to the
unfinished room where, several weeks ago, John Surratt had shown him how to conceal two
Spencer carbines under the joists. Lloyd retrieved them and placed them in his bedchamber. He
had been drinking, and he was tired. Indeed, he confessed, “I was right smart in liquer that
afternoon, and after night I got more so. I went to bed between 8 and 9 o’clock, and slept very
soundly until 12 o’clock.”aT THE HERNDON HOUSE AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF
Ninth and F streets, around the corner from Ford’s, at around 8:00 P.M. Booth presided over a
conclave of some of the coconspirators he had assembled over the previous months to strike
against President Lincoln. He must have hoped that this would be their last meeting before a



great success. They had failed at least once before and then dispersed amid suspicion and fear.
Tonight they needed to get ready for action in less than two hours. It was not the first time they
had assembled to move against the president. Beginning in 1864, the last full year of the Civil
War, the young stage star had marshaled his cash, celebrity, and connections in service of a
bold plan. He hatched a harebrained scheme to kidnap President Lincoln, spirit him to
Richmond, hold him as a hostage for the Confederacy, and turn the tide of the war. The origins of
the plot remain murky. From the time of Lincoln’s election in 1860, there arose several
conspiracies to kidnap or murder him. Secessionist hotheads began posting numerous death
threats to Springfield before Lincoln took office on March 4, 1861, and some even sent him jars
of poisoned fruit. In the notorious Baltimore plot of 1861, local rebels schemed to assassinate
the president-elect when his railroad train passed through the city en route to Washington for his
inauguration. But Detective Allan Pinkerton thwarted the scheme by persuading Lincoln to pass
through Baltimore incognito hours ahead of schedule. Other Lincoln haters threatened to
assassinate him on the East Front of the Capitol the moment he commenced reading his
inaugural address. During the war, several Southern military officers, as well as a handful of
officials in the Confederate Secret Service, considered various actions against Lincoln. At some
point, John Wilkes Booth came into contact with these circles and operatives, in Canada, New
York City, Washington, D.C., Maryland, and Virginia.In late 1864 and early 1865 Booth organized
his own little band of conspirators, loyal to him and not Richmond, to plot against the president.
He recruited a gang who, after he clothed and fed them, plied them with drink, and allowed them
to bask in his fame and favor, would, he hoped, follow him anywhere—even into a plot to kidnap
the president of the United States. But big talk was cheap in wartime Washington and as late as
January 1865, with the Confederacy in danger of imminent collapse, not one of the several
overlapping conspiracies had ever attempted decisive action against Abraham Lincoln.Booth
and his gang of acolytes—Lewis Powell, David Herold, John H. Surratt Jr., Samuel Arnold,
Michael O’Laughlen, and George Atzerodt, plus others lost to history who drifted in and out of
his orbit—would change that by kidnapping the president.O’Laughlen, born in 1834, had known
Booth since 1845, when their families lived across the street from each other in Baltimore. In
1861, the first year of the war, Michael enlisted in the First Maryland Infantry, but soon illness
ended his military service. Restless, and looking for excitement, he signed on to the plot. Samuel
Arnold, who was thirty-one, met Booth in 1848 when they were students at St. Timothy’s Hall, a
boys’ school near Baltimore. He joined the First Maryland too in April 1861, but after the first
battle of Bull Run in July 1861 he was, like O’Laughlen, discharged. Arnold’s family operated a
prominent Baltimore bakery at the corner of Fayette and Liberty streets. In August 1864, Booth
wrote to Sam, suggesting they meet. They hadn’t seen each other since 1852, thirteen years
ago. Arnold visited Booth’s room at Barnum’s Hotel in Baltimore, where the actor offered him
cigars and wine, and introduced him to O’Laughlen. Arnold joined the conspiracy. But Booth
needed to recruit more men than these two boyhood chums, who possessed scant military
experience. An introduction to John Harrison Surratt Jr., a wily, twenty-year-old courier for the



Confederate Secret Service who lived in Washington at his mother’s boardinghouse, gave Booth
the men he needed. Surratt had traveled the rebel underground’s secret routes to the South,
essential knowledge if they were going to transport Lincoln across Union lines. Surratt brought
George Atzerodt into the plot. George, a hard-drinking, twenty-nine-year-old Prussian immigrant
who worked as a carriage painter in Port Tobacco, Maryland, knew boats and the waters of
Charles County. David Herold, a twenty-two-year-old pharmacist’s assistant who lived with his
mother near the Washington Navy Yard, joined the conspiracy. He was an avid hunter and
outdoorsman who knew the country through which they would have to carry the president. Lewis
Powell, twenty-one-year-old son of a Baptist minister, enlisted in May 1861 as a private in the
Second Florida Infantry. An attractive, well-muscled six-footer, Powell exemplified the best that
the Confederate army could muster. A loyal, obedient, and hard-fighting soldier, he saw plenty of
action until he was wounded and taken prisoner at Gettysburg in July 1863. Paroled, he made
his way to Baltimore and fell into the orbit of Surratt and Booth. Powell had the size and strength
necessary to physically subdue Abraham Lincoln.On March 17, 1865, Booth and his
coconspirators planned to, like eighteenth-century British highwaymen, ambush Lincoln’s
carriage on a deserted road as he rode back to the Executive Mansion after attending a
performance of the play Still Waters Run Deep at Campbell Military Hospital. They would seize
the president at gunpoint and make him their hostage. Booth’s intelligence sources proved faulty,
however, and Lincoln did not attend. Instead, unbelievably, while Booth and his gang lurked on
the Seventh Street road on the outskirts of the city, several miles from downtown Washington,
Lincoln was giving a speech at Booth’s own hotel, the National. What a chance that would have
presented, the actor mourned. If only the kidnapping plot had worked. Then there would be no
torchlight parades, thunderous cannonades, mobs serenading Lincoln at the Executive
Mansion, citywide illuminations, or children scampering through the streets holding colorful little
paper flags decorated with red, white, and blue stars and stripes and elephants and imprinted
with slogans like “Richmond Has Fallen” and “We Celebrate the Fall of Richmond.” He could—
should—have prevented all of this, he admonished himself.Although his panicked followers
scattered after that ludicrous failure, Booth hoped to try again, but events overtook him just
eighteen days later when Richmond fell, and six days after that when Lee surrendered.
Dejected, Booth remonstrated himself for not acting more boldly, even fantasizing aloud that he
should have shot the president at the Capitol on inauguration day, March 4, 1865, an event he
attended with his fiancée, Lucy Hale, daughter of U.S. Senator John Parker Hale. “What an
excellent chance I had, if I wished, to kill the President on Inauguration day!” he boasted later to
a friend.Lincoln’s April 11 speech provoked more violent talk. The president’s proposal for a
limited black suffrage had enraged the actor, a passionate devotee of white supremacy. But
Booth did nothing. If he was serious about assassinating Lincoln, all he had to do was stroll over
to the Executive Mansion, announce that the famous and talented thespian John Wilkes Booth
wished to see the president, await his turn—which nearly always resulted in a private talk with
Lincoln—and then shoot him at his desk. Incredibly, presidential security was lax in that era,



even during the Civil War, and almost anyone could walk into the Executive Mansion without
being searched and request a brief audience with the president. It was a miracle that no one had
yet tried to murder Lincoln in his own office.There can be no doubt that Booth had been
fantasizing about killing Abraham Lincoln. But was he serious, or was it merely extravagant but
harmless bravado? Booth had never killed a man. Was he capable of doing it? On April 13, on
the afternoon of illumination day, Booth took what might have been his first step toward
answering that question. He visited Grower’s Theatre, along with Ford’s one of the two most
popular establishments in the city. He asked the manager, C. Dwight Hess, if he had invited the
president to attend a performance of Aladdin!, the current production. No, he had forgotten,
Hess replied, but he would attend to it now. Lincoln did not come to Grover’s. That night, Booth,
as he had on countless previous nights, drank away the blues, watched the illumination, and
before collapsing in his bed, wrote his mother a letter.Booth’s gang was not at full strength on
April 14. Rebel courier John Surratt was in Elmira, New York, and it was impossible to command
his return on a few hours’ notice. Surratt had been away since March 25, the day he left for
Richmond. The Confederacy’s days were numbered, but Secretary of State Judah Benjamin had
a final mission for the courier: Go North once more, pass undetected through Union territory,
cross the border into Canada, and deliver dispatches to General Edwin Gray Lee, a cousin of
Robert E. Lee, and head of Confederate Secret Service operations in Montreal. Surratt left
Richmond on March 31 and on April 6 checked in at St. Lawrence Hall, unofficial headquarters
of the South’s covert operations there. Lee gave Surratt another mission: Go to New York to spy
on the Union’s prisoner-of-war camp at Elmira, in preparation for a raid to break out the
Confederate soldiers languishing there. Surratt arrived in Elmira on April 13 and devoted the next
two days to spying and shopping. He drew detailed sketches of the prison, counted the guards,
tallied their small arms and cannon, and estimated the number of prisoners. He also made time
for a personal mission. Surratt, a fastidious dresser—although not in the same league as Booth
—visited clothiers in search of suits and shirts. On April 14, while Booth was planning the
assassination, Surratt’s most pressing concern was finding some fresh, white shirts to spruce up
his wardrobe.Booth’s boyhood chums, Samuel Arnold and Michael O’Laughlen, were not on
hand to help with the assassination either. Arnold was back home in Baltimore. O’Laughlen was
somewhere in Washington but not under Booth’s command. O’Laughlen had taken in the
illumination with friends and then gone on a drinking spree. Later, evidence suggested that he
might have met secretly with Booth in the actor’s hotel room sometime on the thirteenth or
fourteenth.Present at the Herndon House were Lewis Powell, David Herold, and George
Atzerodt. Booth had put Powell up at the Herndon, and he sent Herold over to the Kirkwood
House, Atzerodt’s hotel, to summon him to the meeting. Before returning to the Herndon, Herold
went up to Atzerodt’s room and placed a revolver, knife, and a coat there. Then both men
rendezvoused with Booth and Powell. Booth spoke in a confidential tone barely above a whisper.
No one in the halls or in an adjoining room must overhear what he was about to say. The cause
was almost lost, stated Booth. Capturing the president would no longer be enough to turn the



tide of the war. It would take something bolder, something so daring and shocking that he had
never even thought of it before. They would target not only President Lincoln, but also Vice
President Andrew Johnson and Secretary of State William H. Seward. The secretary of state
was not, after the vice president, next in line for the presidency. But Seward, a longtime
abolitionist, was viewed as a forceful advocate of Lincoln’s policies, including the suppression of
dissent, the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, and the imprisonment without trial of
several thousand citizens suspected of disloyalty. Booth had had his eye on General Grant, too,
but unfortunately Grant broke his engagement with the president. Booth probably told his gang
that he had spotted the Grants in their carriage earlier that afternoon, heading toward the train
station. Perhaps it was for the best. The commanding general might have been accompanied by
an entourage of staff officers, messengers, and other factotums. No, Booth explained, they
would not kidnap Lincoln, Johnson, and Seward. How could a skeleton crew of only four
conspirators possibly kidnap three men in different parts of the city?But Booth did have just
enough men to accomplish another mission. “Booth proposed,” Atzerodt recalled, “that we
should kill the president.” It would, said Booth, “be the greatest thing in the world.” Tonight, at
exactly 10:00 P.M., they would strike simultaneously and murder Lincoln, Johnson, and Seward.
Armed with a revolver and a knife, George Atzerodt’s assignment was to assassinate the vice
president in his residence at the Kirkwood House. “You must kill Johnson,” Booth told him.
Powell, also armed with a revolver and a knife, would murder the secretary of state in his bed at
his mansion. David Herold would accompany Powell, direct him to Seward’s home, and then
guide the assassin, unfamiliar with the capital’s streets, out of the city. Booth claimed the
greatest prize for himself. He would slip into Ford’s Theatre and assassinate the president in the
middle of the play. Powell and Herold, Booth’s two most loyal servants, agreed to the plan.
Atzerodt noticed that Powell “had a wild look in his eyes.” Atzerodt balked at his assignment. He
would not do it, he said. “Then we will do it,” Booth said, “but what will become of you?”
Kidnapping was one thing, but murder? Booth threatened him, implying that he might as well do
it because if he didn’t, Booth would implicate him anyway and get him hanged. The actor
promised him “if I did not I would suffer for it,” and said he would blow Atzerodt’s brains out. The
German did not know it, but Booth had implicated all of them several hours ago when he
entrusted that sealed envelope to John Matthews. In his letter to the National Intelligencer, not
only did Booth justify the triple assassination, he signed his cocon-spirators’ names to the
document:For a long time I have devoted my energies, my time and money, to the
accomplishment of a certain end. I have been disappointed. The moment has arrived when I
must change my plans. Many will blame me for what I am about to do, but posterity, I am sure,
will justify me. Men who love their country better than gold and life.John W. Booth, Payne,
Herold, Atzerodt.Atzerodt’s reluctance jeopardized the entire enterprise. If he left that meeting
and went to the authorities, Booth, Powell, and Herold would be finished. Guards would rush to
protect those marked for death, and the conspirators would be hunted down. “You had better
come along and get your horse,” Booth suggested. Booth adjourned the meeting.aT THE



EXECUTIVE MANSION, THE LINCOLNS WERE BEHIND schedule. It was past 8:00 P.M. and
they still had not gotten into their carriage. As the curtain rose at Ford’s, coachman Francis
Burke and valet Charles Forbes were waiting atop the carriage box. The Lincolns’ private,
afternoon carriage ride and absence from the mansion had frustrated several politicians who
wanted to see the president, and they would not be denied.Earlier that afternoon, Lincoln was
happy to be free of them and all the burdens of his office. It was one of the happiest days of his
life. At breakfast his eldest son, Robert, regaled his parents with his personal observations of
Lee’s surrender. For once, the cabinet meeting was free of crises, battle news, casualty figures,
and innumerable problems requiring the president’s immediate attention. Victory had elated him,
and ever since Lee’s surrender Lincoln had been more buoyant than at any other time during his
presidency. He expected more good news from General Sherman about the expected surrender
of Confederate General Joe Johnston’s army.But first he wanted to ride with Mary. He had made
the appointment two days ago when he sent her a note, “written from his office … a few lines,
playfully and tenderly worded, notifying, the hour, of the day, he would drive with me!” The war
had increased their estrangement. Official Washington, under a heavy Southern influence, had
snubbed her as a gatecrasher and a western parvenu from the start, despite her aristocratic
Kentucky slaveholding origins. She had been emotionally distraught since the death of their
favorite son, eleven-year-old William Wallace Lincoln—“Willie”—in February 1862, and she had
fallen under the spell of mediums and spiritualists at White House séances. The president, who
scorned her infatuation with the spirit world, once attended one of her supernatural events. It
was enough to entice a music publisher to issue a sheet-music parody, “The Dark Séance
Polka,” the cover art depicting a wild Executive Mansion séance with objects flying through the
air. Mary was at heart a kind woman, but her critics preferred to criticize her personal
eccentricities—her expensive shopping habits both for the White House and for herself, and her
raging, jealous temper—rather than to praise her good works for soldiers or her absolute loyalty
to husband, liberty, and Union. And the demands of the war had been so great that the president
spent less and less time with her.Lincoln knew he had to change that now. He wanted to talk to
Mary about their future. He escorted her to the open carriage, and before the coachman drove
on she asked him if anyone should accompany them on their ride.“No,” he replied, “I prefer to
ride by ourselves today.”Lincoln’s joy was irrepressible. Mary Lincoln had noticed it on their
recent river cruise: “Down the Potomac, he was almost boyish, in his mirth and reminded me, of
his original nature, what I have always remembered of him, in our own home—free from care,
surrounded by those he loved so well and by whom, he was so idolized.”Now, during their
afternoon carriage ride, Mary spoke to him about his happy mood.“Dear husband, you almost
startle me by your great cheerfulness.”“And well I may feel so, Mary,” the president replied. “I
consider this day, the war has come to a close.”“We must both, be more cheerful in the future—
between the war and the loss of our darling Willie—we have both, been very miserable.”During
their leisurely ride, which took them, among other places, down to the Navy Yard near Capitol
Hill, where they inspected an ironclad naval vessel, the monitor Montauk, the president told his



wife that they must try to be happy again. That he would like to see the Pacific Ocean. That
perhaps at the end of his second term in office, they would move to Chicago and he would
practice his trade again. Freed from the vexations of war and death—he would send no more
armies of young men to die—Lincoln dreamed of the future. Yes, they would be happy again.
Later, Mary remembered that on “The Friday, I never saw him so supremely cheerful—his
manner was even playful.”aT LAFAYETTE PARK NEAR THE WHITE HOUSE, MAJOR HENRY
Rathbone and his fiancée, Clara Harris, awaited their hosts at the residence of Senator Harris, at
Fifteenth and H streets. The Lincolns had promised to pick them up on the way to the theatre,
but they were almost twenty minutes late. The major and Miss Harris hoped that the president
had not forgotten them. Then, about 8:20 P.M., the carriage appeared. The popular young
couple, although known to the Lincolns, was not their first choice. After the Grants changed their
plans, the Lincolns invited several people to join them, but all declined. Finally they settled on
Rathbone and Harris who, ignorant of how many others had declined before them, were
delighted to accept. There was happy talk during the ten-minute ride to the theatre, Miss Harris
remembered, reflecting the spirit of a week of joy and celebration: “They drove to our door in the
gayest spirits; chatting on our way.” At Ford’s the management decided not to hold the curtain for
the presidential party, and the play began without them.Dr. Charles Leale was behind schedule,
too. “After the completion of my daily hospital duties, I told my ward master that I would be
absent for a short time…. I changed to civilian’s dress and hurried to Ford’s Theatre.” Leale
hoped there was still time to purchase a good seat. “I arrived late at the theatre, at 8.15 P.M., and
requested a seat in the orchestra, whence I could view the occupants of the President’s box….
As the building was crowded, the last place vacant was in the dress circle. I was greatly
disappointed, but accepted this seat, which was near the front on the same side and about forty
feet from the President’s box.”Finally the lookout at Ford’s spotted the big black carriage turning
down Tenth Street. It slowed to a halt beside the elevated wood platform in front of the theatre,
constructed especially to assist carriage riders in getting out of their vehicles and avoiding the
muddy street. The Lincolns, Rathbone, and Harris disembarked, and the chief usher escorted
them through the lobby, up the winding staircase, and across the dress circle—the first balcony—
to their box. Abraham Lincoln’s entry to Ford’s Theatre at 8:30 P.M. on April 14, 1865, was
majestic in its simplicity. He arrived with no entourage, no armed guards, and no announcement
to the crowd.Before the presidential party reached the box, the actors, musicians, and patrons
became aware that the Lincolns had arrived. The audience shouted and cheered. The actors
onstage stopped performing. Orchestra conductor William Withers was looking forward to
leading his players in a special patriotic song, “Honor to Our Soldiers,” that he had composed
just for the occasion. That would come later. Now, he led his orchestra in a stirring rendition of
“Hail to the Chief.” The audience went wild.Charles Leale had arrived in time to witness it all:
“Many in the audience rose to their feet in enthusiasm and vociferously cheered while looking
around.” Leale looked around, too, and saw Abraham Lincoln standing nearby. “Turning, I saw in
the aisle a few feet behind me, President Lincoln, Mrs. Lincoln, Major Rathbone, and Miss



Harris. Mrs. Lincoln smiled very happily in acknowledgment of the loyal greeting, gracefully
curtsied several times, and seemed to be overflowing with good cheer and thankfulness.” But it
was the president who Leale desired to behold. “I had the best opportunity to see distinctly the
full face of the President, as the light shone directly upon him. After he had walked a few feet he
stopped for a moment, looked upon the people he loved, and acknowledged their salutations
with a solemn bow.”At the supreme moment of victory they cheered their Father Abraham, the
man who, after a shaky start in office, learned how to command armies, grew in vision and
eloquence, brought down slavery, and who, just six weeks ago, had given the most graceful and
emotionally stunning inaugural address in the history of the American presidency. And as he
promised he would, he had saved the Union. Lincoln stood in the box and bowed to the
audience.The spontaneous homage, the band, the hissing gaslights, the packed house, the
fresh, moist scent of spring in the air, the recent and joyous news from the front—all combined to
create a singular and magical moment. “The President,” remembered Clara Harris, “was
received with the greatest enthusiasm.”James Ferguson was not so impressed. He had seen
Lincoln before. Where was the man who Harry Ford had promised would be there, the one
whom he had come to see? “I supposed that probably Grant had remained outside, so as not to
create any excitement in the theatre, and would come in alone, and come in the box.” Ferguson
was so determined to see the general that, for the next hour and a half, he would spend as much
time staring at the president’s box as he would watching the stage. “I made up my mind that I
would see him … and I watched everyone that passed around on that side of the dress circle
towards the box.” No one, he promised himself, was going to enter that box unobserved.Chapter
One“I Had This Strange Dream Again Last Night”JOHN WILKES BOOTH AWOKE GOOD
FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 14, 1865, hungover and depressed. The Confederacy was dead. His
cause was lost and his dreams of glory over. He did not know that this day, after enduring more
than a week of bad news and bitter disappointments, he would enjoy a stunning reversal of
fortune. No, all he knew this morning when he crawled out of bed in room 228 at the National
Hotel, one of Washington’s finest and naturally his favorite, was that he could not stand another
day of Union victory celebrations.Booth assumed that April 14 would unfold as the latest in a blur
of eleven bad days that began on April 3 when Richmond, the Confederacy’s citadel, fell to the
Union. The very next day the tyrant, Abraham Lincoln, visited his captive prize and had the
audacity to sit behind the desk occupied by the first and last president of the Confederate States
of America, Jefferson Davis. Then, on April 9, at Appomattox Court House, Robert E. Lee and
his glorious Army of Northern Virginia surrendered. Two days later Lincoln made a speech
proposing to give blacks the right to vote, and last night, April 13, all of Washington celebrated
with a grand illumination of the city. And today, in Charleston harbor, the Union planned to stage
a gala celebration to mark the retaking of Fort Sumter, where the war began four years ago.
These past eleven days had been the worst of Booth’s young life.He was the son of the
legendary actor and tragedian Junius Brutus Booth, and brother to Edwin Booth, one of the
finest actors of his generation. Twenty-six years old, impossibly vain, preening, emotionally



flamboyant, possessed of raw talent and splendid élan, and a star member of this celebrated
theatrical family—the Barrymores of their day—John Wilkes Booth’s day began in the dining
room of the National, where he was seen eating breakfast with Miss Carrie Bean. Nothing
unusual about that—Booth, a voluptuous connoisseur of young women, never had trouble
finding female company. Around noon he walked over to Ford’s Theatre on Tenth Street between
E and F, a block above Pennsylvania Avenue, to pick up his mail. Accepting correspondence on
behalf of itinerant actors was a customary privilege Ford’s offered to friends of the house. Earlier
that morning Henry Clay Ford, one of the three brothers who ran the theatre, ate breakfast and
then walked to the big marble post office at Seventh and F and picked up the mail. There was a
letter for Booth.That morning another letter arrived at the theatre. There had been no time to mail
it, so its sender, Mary Lincoln, used the president’s messenger to bypass the post office and
hand-deliver it. The Fords did not even have to read the note to know the good news it
contained. The mere arrival of the White House messenger told them that the president was
coming tonight! It was a coup against their chief rival, Grover’s Theatre, which was offering a
more exciting entertainment: Aladdin! Or His Wonderful Lamp. Master Tad Lincoln and
chaperone would represent the family there. The letter, once opened, announced even greater
news. Yes, the president and Mrs. Lincoln would attend this evening’s performance of Tom
Taylor’s popular if tired comedy Our American Cousin. But the big news was that General
Ulysses S. Grant was coming with them. The Lincolns’ timing delighted the Fords. Good Friday
was traditionally a slow night, and news that not only the president—after four years a familiar
sight to Washingtonians—but also General Grant, a rare visitor to town and fresh from his victory
at Appomattox, would attend, was sure to spur ticket sales. This would please Laura Keene, who
was making her one thousandth performance in the play; tonight’s show was a customary
“benefit,” awarding her a rich share of the proceeds. The Lincolns had given the Fords the
courtesy of notification early enough in the day for the brothers to promote their appearance and
to decorate and join together the two boxes—seven and eight—that, by removal of a simple
partition, formed the president’s box.“The most beautiful black eyes in the world.”John Wilkes
Booth at the height of his fame.By the time Booth arrived at Ford’s, the president’s messenger
had come and gone. Sometime between noon and 12:30 P.M. as he sat outside on the top step
in front of the main entrance to Ford’s reading his letter, Booth heard the galvanizing news. In
just eight hours the subject of all of his brooding, hating, and plotting would stand on the very
stone steps where he now sat. This was the catalyst Booth needed to prompt him to action.
Here. Of all places, Lincoln was coming here. Booth knew the layout of Ford’s intimately: the
exact spot on Tenth Street where Lincoln would step out of his carriage; the place the president
sat every time he came to the theatre; the route through the theatre that Lincoln would walk and
the staircase he would ascend to the box; the dark, subterranean passageway beneath the
stage; the narrow hallway behind the stage that led to the back door that opened to Baptist Alley;
and how the president’s box hung directly above the stage. Booth had played here before, most
recently in a March 18 performance as Pescara in The Apostate.And Booth, although he had



never acted in it, also knew Our American Cousin—its duration, its scenes, its players, and,
most important, as it would turn out, the number of actors onstage at any given moment during
the performance. It was perfect. He would not have to hunt Lincoln. The president was coming to
him. But was there enough time to make all the arrangements? The checklist was substantial:
horses; weapons; supplies; alerting his fellow conspirators; casing the theatre; so many other
things. He had only eight hours. But it was possible. If luck was on his side, there was just
enough time. Whoever told Booth about the president’s theatre party had unknowingly activated
in his mind an imaginary clock that, even as he sat on the front step of Ford’s, chuckling aloud as
he read his letter, began ticking down, minute by minute. He would have a busy afternoon.aT
THE EXECUTIVE MANSION, ABRAHAM LINCOLN ATE breakfast with his family and planned
his day. The president’s eldest son, Robert, a junior officer on General Grant’s staff, was home
from the war. Robert had been at Appomattox, and his father was eager to hear details of Lee’s
surrender. Lincoln had scheduled a meeting with Grant at 9:00 A.M. at the White House. He
wanted to talk more with Robert, so he postponed the meeting and sent a messenger over to the
Willard Hotel with a handwritten note for his special guest: “General Grant, Please call at 11.
A.M. to-day instead of 9. as agreed last evening. Yours truly, A. Lincoln.” The president decided
that Grant should join the cabinet meeting set for that later hour.At the cabinet meeting Lincoln
was jubilant—everyone in attendance, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of the
Navy Gideon Welles, and the secretaries of the Treasury, the Interior, and the Post Office and
the attorney general—noticed Lincoln’s good mood. Welles, a faithful diarist, preserved an
account of the gathering. Lincoln expected more good news from other battle fronts.“The
President remarked that it would, he had no doubt, come soon, and come favorable, for he had
last night the usual dream which he had preceding nearly every great and important event of the
War. Generally the news has been favorable which succeeded this dream, and the dream itself
was always the same. I inquired what this remarkable dream could be. He said it related to your
(my) element, the water; that he seemed to be in some singular, indescribable vessel, and that
was moving with great rapidity towards an indefinite shore. That he had this dream preceding
Sumter, Bull Run, Antietam, Gettysburg, Stone River, Vicksburg, Wilmington, etc.”General Grant
interrupted Lincoln and joked that Stone River was no victory, and that “a few such fights would
have ruined us.”“I had,” the president continued, “this strange dream again last night, and we
shall, judging from the past, have great news very soon. I think it must be from Sherman. My
thoughts are in that direction, as are most of yours.”Lincoln had always believed in, and
sometimes feared, the power of dreams. On June 9, 1863, while he was visiting Philadelphia, he
sent an urgent telegram to Mary Lincoln at the White House, warning of danger to their youngest
son: “Think you better put ‘Tad’s’ pistol away. I had an ugly dream about him.” And in April 1848,
when he was a congressman in Washington, he wrote to Mary about their oldest son, Robert: “I
did not get rid of the impression of that foolish dream about dear Bobby till I got your letter.”After
the meeting adjourned, the president followed his usual routine: receiving a variety of friends,
supplicants, and favor seekers; reading his mail; and catching up on correspondence and



paperwork. He was eager to wind up business by 3:00 P.M. for an appointment he had with his
wife, Mary. There was something he wanted to tell her.aT THE THEATRE, HENRY CLAY FORD
WROTE OUT AN ADVERtisement to place in the evening papers, which would start coming off
the press at around 2:00 P.M. He delivered the notice to the Evening Star personally and sent
another via messenger to at least two of the other papers. That afternoon an advertisement
appeared in the Evening Star: “LIEUT. GENERAL GRANT, PRESIDENT and Mrs. Lincoln have
secured the State Box at Ford’s Theatre TO NIGHT, to witness Miss Laura Keene’s American
Cousin.” Around 1:00 P.M., Ford walked next door and delivered notice in person to his neighbor
James P. Ferguson at his restaurant at 452 Tenth Street, one door north of the theatre.“Your
favorite, General Grant, is going to be in the theatre tonight; and if you want to see him,” Ford
cautioned, “you had better to go get a seat.”Ferguson took advantage of the tip: “I went and
secured a seat directly opposite the President’s box, in the front of the dress circle.” Ferguson
booked seats 58 and 59 at the front corner of the house near stage right. The restaurateur didn’t
want the best view of the play, but the best view of Lincoln and Grant.James Ford walked to the
Treasury Department a few blocks away to borrow several flags to decorate the president’s box.
Returning to the theatre, his arms wrapped around a bundle of brightly colored cotton and silk
bunting, he bumped into Booth, who had just left Ford’s, at the corner of Tenth and
Pennsylvania, where they exchanged pleasantries. Booth saw the red, white, and blue flags,
confirmation of the president’s visit tonight.A few blocks away, on D Street near Seventh, at J. H.
Polkinhorn and Son, Printers, pressmen began setting the type for the playbill that would
advertise tonight’s performance. Once newsboys hit the streets with the afternoon and evening
papers, the ad for Our American Cousin caught the eye of many Washingtonians eager to see
General Grant.Dr. Charles A. Leale, a twenty-three-year-old U.S. Army surgeon on duty at the
wounded commissioned officers’ ward at the Armory Square Hospital in Washington, heard that
President Lincoln and General Grant would be attending the play. He decided to attend. Three
days prior, on the night of April 11, Leale, while taking a walk on Pennsylvania Avenue,
encountered crowds of people walking toward the White House. He followed them there and
arrived just as Lincoln commenced his remarks. Leale was moved: “I could distinctly hear every
word he uttered, and I was profoundly impressed with his divine appearance as he stood in the
rays of light which penetrated the windows.” The news that Lincoln was coming to Ford’s Theatre
gave the surgeon “an intense desire again to behold his face and study the characteristics of the
‘Savior of his Country.’”Lincoln’s box at Ford’s was festooned with flags and a framed engraving
of George Washington. The box office manager prepared for a run on tickets when he went on
duty at 6:30 P.M.Later, witnesses remembered seeing Booth at several places in the city that
day, but none of his movements created suspicion. Why should they? Nothing Booth did
seemed out of the ordinary that afternoon. He talked to people in the street. He arranged to pick
up his rented horse. Between 2:00 and 4:00 P.M., Booth rode up to Ferguson’s restaurant,
stopping just below the front door. Ferguson stepped outside onto his front porch and found his
friend sitting on a small, bay mare. James L. Maddox, property man at Ford’s, stood beside the



horse, one hand on its mane, talking to Booth. “See what a nice horse I have got!” boasted the
actor. Ferguson stepped forward for a closer look. “Now, watch,” said Booth, “he can run just like
a cat!” At that, Ferguson observed, Booth “struck his spurs into the horse, and off he went down
the street.”At about 4:00 P.M., Booth returned to the National Hotel, walked to the front desk, and
spoke to clerks George W. Bunker and Henry Merrick. Three days later a New York Tribune
reporter described the encounter:[He] made his appearance at the counter … and with a
nervous air called for a sheet of paper and an envelope. He was about to write when the thought
seemed to strike him that someone around him might overlook his letter, and, approaching the
door of the office, he requested admittance. On reaching the inside of the office, he immediately
commenced his letter. He had written but a few words when he said earnestly, “Merrick, is the
year 1864 or ‘65?” “You are surely joking, John,” replied Mr. Merrick, “you certainly know what
year it is.” “Sincerely, I am not,” he rejoined, and on being told, resumed writing. It was then that
Mr. Merrick noticed something troubled and agitated in Booth’s appearance, which was entirely
at variance with his usual quiet deportment. Sealing the letter, he placed it in his pocket and left
the hotel.On his way out of the National, Booth asked George Bunker if he was planning on
seeing Our American Cousin at Ford’s, and urged Bunker to attend: “There is going to be some
splendid acting tonight.”Around 4:00 P.M., the actor John Matthews, who would be playing the
part of Mr. Coyle in tonight’s performance, met Booth on horseback on Pennsylvania Avenue, at
the triangular enclosure between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets, not far from the Willard
Hotel. “We met,” recalled Matthews, “shook hands, and passed the compliments of the day.” A
column of Confederate prisoners of war had just marched past, stirring up a dust cloud in their
wake.“John, have you seen the prisoners?” Matthews asked. “Have you seen Lee’s officers, just
brought in?”“Yes, Johnny, I have.” Booth raised one hand to his forehead in disbelief and then
exclaimed, “Great God, I have no longer a country!”Matthews, observing Booth’s “paleness,
nervousness, and agitation,” asked, “John, how nervous you are, what is the matter?”“Oh no, it is
nothing. Johnny, I have a little favor to ask of you, will you grant it?”“Why certainly,” Matthews
replied. “What is it?”“Perhaps I may have to leave town tonight, and I have a letter here which I
desire to be published in the National Intelligencer; please attend to it for me, unless I see you
before ten o’clock tomorrow; in that case I will see to it myself.” Matthews accepted the sealed
envelope and slipped it into a coat pocket.As Booth and Matthews talked, Matthews spotted
General Grant riding past them in an open carriage with his baggage. He appeared to be leaving
town.“There goes Grant. I thought he was to be coming to the theatre this evening with the
President.”“Where?” Booth exclaimed.Matthews recalled: “I pointed to the carriage; he looked
toward it, grasped my hand tightly, and galloped down the avenue after the carriage.”When
Booth caught up to the Grants and rode past their carriage, Julia Grant thought of something
that had happened earlier in the day. She was at lunch at the Willard Hotel with General Rawlins
—one of Grant’s top aides—Mrs. Rawlins, and the Rawlinses’ daughter, when four men entered
the dining room and occupied a nearby table. One of the men would not stop staring at her, and
Julia and Mrs. Rawlins both found the whole group “peculiar.” Now, a few hours later, Booth



reminded her of the unpleasant incident when he caught up to their carriage. “As General Grant
and I rode to the depot, this same dark, pale man rode past us at a sweeping gallop on a dark
horse…. He rode twenty yards ahead of us, wheeled and returned, and as he passed us both
going and returning, he thrust his face quite near the General’s and glared in a disagreeable
manner.” She was sure that it was the same man from Willard’s.The sight of the Grants must
have disappointed Booth. Their carriage, loaded with baggage, was heading toward the train
station. They were leaving town. They must have canceled their engagement at Ford’s Theatre. If
General Grant was not attending Our American Cousin tonight, did that mean the Lincolns had
canceled, too? Curtain call, approximately 8:30 P.M., was in less than five hours, and John
Wilkes Booth did not know whether the Lincolns still planned to attend the play or who might be
in the box with them.Booth rode over to the Kirkwood House, where he accomplished his
strangest errand of the day. The Kirkwood was the residence of the new vice president, Andrew
Johnson, former military governor of Tennessee. Johnson did not own a house in Washington,
and the job did not include official quarters, so he lodged at a hotel. Johnson’s room was
unguarded, and, if Booth had wanted to, he could have walked upstairs and knocked on the
door. But he did not want to see the vice president. He just wanted to leave him a note. Booth
approached the front desk and requested a small, blank calling card. He wrote a brief note and
handed it to the desk clerk, who placed it in Johnson’s mail slot. The mysterious message, which
soon became the object of intense speculation, read: “Don’t wish to disturb you. Are you at
home? J. Wilkes Booth.”He visited a boardinghouse at 541 H Street, a few blocks from Ford’s
Theatre, to pay what looked like an innocent social call on the proprietor, Mary E. Surratt, a forty-
two-year-old Maryland widow and the mother of his friend John Harrison Surratt Jr., a
Confederate courier. Over the last several months, Booth had become a frequent caller at Mrs.
Surratt’s town house. Her son John wasn’t home—he was out of the city on rebel business—and
would not be back tonight. Mary told Booth that she was riding out that afternoon to her country
tavern in Surrattsville, Maryland, several miles south of Washington, and Booth asked if she
would mind delivering a small package wrapped in newspaper to her destination. Conveniently,
Booth had the package with him.There was one more thing. Booth informed Mary that he would
be riding out of Washington this evening. Sometime that night, he said, he would stop at her
tavern to pick up not only this package, but also the guns, ammunition, and other supplies that
her son John had secreted there for him. Booth asked Mary to tell the tavern keeper John Lloyd
—a heavy-drinking former Washington policeman to whom she had rented her country place—
to get everything ready for the actor’s visit this evening. She agreed, and soon she and one of
her boarders, Louis Weichmann, an old school chum of John Surratt’s, drove down to
Surrattsville by carriage.Booth returned to Ford’s Theatre around 5:00 or 6:00 P.M., where
Edman “Ned” Spangler, a scene shifter and stagehand—“stage carpenter,” he called himself—
saw the actor come up behind the theatre through Baptist Alley, named for the church that once
occupied the site. Spangler had known Booth and his family for about a dozen years and had
done odd jobs for them, most recently helping the actor outfit a small, private stable in the alley



behind Ford’s, about fifty yards from the back door. Spangler had seen Booth use a variety of
horses: tonight he rode what Ned described as “a little bay mare.” Booth and Spangler walked to
the stable, where the actor removed the saddle and the yellow-trimmed saddlecloth. He didn’t
like the look of the cloth, he told Ned, and said he might use his shawl instead. Booth asked Ned
not to remove the mare’s bridle. “She is a bad little bitch,” Booth said, and she should remain
bridled. Booth locked the stable door, took the key, and went for a drink.At some point, most
likely by late afternoon or early evening, Booth must have secluded himself, probably in room
228 at the National, and made his final preparations. There were two elements, practical and
psychological. First, the weapons. Booth chose as his primary weapon a .44-caliber, single-shot,
muzzle-loading percussion cap pistol manufactured by Henry Deringer of Philadelphia. It was a
small, short-barreled, pocket-size handgun designed for stealth and concealment, not combat,
and favored by gamblers and other unsavory types. Unlike military pistols such as the .44-caliber
Colt or Remington Army revolvers, or the lighter-weight .36-caliber Colt Navy revolver, all of
which could fire up to six rounds before reloading, the Deringer could be fired just once.
Reloading was a laborious process that called for two hands and twenty to forty seconds. Booth
knew that his first shot would be his last. If he missed, he wouldn’t have time to reload. Because
the Deringer fired a round ball and not a rifled conical bullet, it was most effective at short range.
Its big .44-caliber ball, weighing in at nearly an ounce, was a solid, deadly round.If Booth
missed, or failed to inflict a fatal wound with the pistol, he would turn to his secondary, backup
weapon, a “Rio Grande Camp Knife,” a handsome and extremely sharp type of Bowie knife.
Booth left behind no explanation for why he chose the Deringer over a revolver. Pistols misfire
occasionally. Either the copper percussion cap might fail to spark, or the black powder in the
barrel might be spoiled from dampness and fail to ignite. Three decades earlier, on January 30,
1835, Richard Lawrence, a crazed, unemployed British house painter who fancied himself of
royal blood, failed to assassinate Andrew Jackson on the East Front of the U.S. Capitol when not
one, but both, of his single-shot, black powder, percussion cap pistols misfired. And even if
Booth’s pistol worked, how certain was he that he could kill Lincoln with one shot? Plenty of
veteran combat soldiers who had survived multiple gunshot wounds were getting drunk in the
saloons of Washington that night. Booth couldn’t have chosen the Deringer because he could
not obtain a revolver. He had already purchased at least four, and if he did not have any in his
hotel room within easy reach, he could have gone out and bought another one. In the war capital
of the Union, thousands of guns, including small, lightweight pocket-sized revolvers, were for
sale in the shops of Washington.Booth was a thrill seeker, and perhaps he wanted to enhance
his excitement by risking the use of a single-shot pistol. Or did he believe it more heroic,
honorable—even gentlemanly—to take his prey with a single bullet? Perhaps he preferred a
stylish coup de grâce to blazing away at Lincoln with a six-shooter.Given Washington’s damp
spring air and Booth’s knowledge that he would have just one shot, he probably did not arm the
pistol with a fresh copper cap and black powder charge until late in the afternoon. Better to be
sure than rely on a stale load that might have been languishing in the barrel for weeks. Before



wrapping the bullet with a small swatch of cloth wadding and ramming the round down the
barrel, did he roll the ball between his fingertips, scrutinizing it for flaws in the casting and
perhaps contemplating how this little round, dull gray one-ounce piece of metal would soon
change history?Before leaving the National, Booth slid the knife and pistol into his pockets and
gathered the rest of his belongings. He planned to travel light tonight, without baggage. In
addition to the weapons and his garments—a black felt slouch hat, black wool frock coat, black
pants, big, knee-high black leather riding boots with spurs—he took only a velvet-cased
compass, keys, a whistle, a datebook, a pencil, some money, a bank draft or bill of exchange, a
small switchblade, and a few other small items including carte-de-visite photographs of five of
his favorite girlfriends. His valise and big traveling trunk would have to stay behind; he would not
be coming back. About 7:00 P.M., room clerk George Bunker saw Booth leave the National for
the last time that day:“He spoke to me and went off.”WHEN MARY SURRATT AND LOUIS
WEICHMANN ARRIVED IN Surrattsville, John Lloyd wasn’t there. He had gone to pick up some
foodstuffs. Mary waited for him. She could not leave without delivering Booth’s message. When
Lloyd returned he parked his wagon near the wood yard, climbed down, and began unloading
his cargo of fish and oysters. Mary walked over to him.“Talk about the devil, and his imps will
appear,” she teased her tenant.“I was not aware that I was a devil before.”“Well, Mr. Lloyd,” Mary
went on once she was sure that she was out of Weichmann’s earshot, “I want you to have those
shooting-irons ready; there will be parties here to-night who will call for them.”She handed him
the package wrapped in newspaper. The evening callers will want this too, she explained. And,
she added, give them a couple bottles of whiskey. Her mission accomplished, Mary prepared to
drive back to Washington. But the front spring bolts of her buggy had broken, and the spring had
become detached from the axle. Lloyd tied them tightly with cord—the best he could do without
proper spare parts. After Mrs. Surratt departed, Lloyd followed her instructions. He carried the
package upstairs, unwrapped it, and discovered Booth’s field glasses. Then he went to the
unfinished room where, several weeks ago, John Surratt had shown him how to conceal two
Spencer carbines under the joists. Lloyd retrieved them and placed them in his bedchamber. He
had been drinking, and he was tired. Indeed, he confessed, “I was right smart in liquer that
afternoon, and after night I got more so. I went to bed between 8 and 9 o’clock, and slept very
soundly until 12 o’clock.”aT THE HERNDON HOUSE AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF
Ninth and F streets, around the corner from Ford’s, at around 8:00 P.M. Booth presided over a
conclave of some of the coconspirators he had assembled over the previous months to strike
against President Lincoln. He must have hoped that this would be their last meeting before a
great success. They had failed at least once before and then dispersed amid suspicion and fear.
Tonight they needed to get ready for action in less than two hours. It was not the first time they
had assembled to move against the president. Beginning in 1864, the last full year of the Civil
War, the young stage star had marshaled his cash, celebrity, and connections in service of a
bold plan. He hatched a harebrained scheme to kidnap President Lincoln, spirit him to
Richmond, hold him as a hostage for the Confederacy, and turn the tide of the war. The origins of



the plot remain murky. From the time of Lincoln’s election in 1860, there arose several
conspiracies to kidnap or murder him. Secessionist hotheads began posting numerous death
threats to Springfield before Lincoln took office on March 4, 1861, and some even sent him jars
of poisoned fruit. In the notorious Baltimore plot of 1861, local rebels schemed to assassinate
the president-elect when his railroad train passed through the city en route to Washington for his
inauguration. But Detective Allan Pinkerton thwarted the scheme by persuading Lincoln to pass
through Baltimore incognito hours ahead of schedule. Other Lincoln haters threatened to
assassinate him on the East Front of the Capitol the moment he commenced reading his
inaugural address. During the war, several Southern military officers, as well as a handful of
officials in the Confederate Secret Service, considered various actions against Lincoln. At some
point, John Wilkes Booth came into contact with these circles and operatives, in Canada, New
York City, Washington, D.C., Maryland, and Virginia.In late 1864 and early 1865 Booth organized
his own little band of conspirators, loyal to him and not Richmond, to plot against the president.
He recruited a gang who, after he clothed and fed them, plied them with drink, and allowed them
to bask in his fame and favor, would, he hoped, follow him anywhere—even into a plot to kidnap
the president of the United States. But big talk was cheap in wartime Washington and as late as
January 1865, with the Confederacy in danger of imminent collapse, not one of the several
overlapping conspiracies had ever attempted decisive action against Abraham Lincoln.Booth
and his gang of acolytes—Lewis Powell, David Herold, John H. Surratt Jr., Samuel Arnold,
Michael O’Laughlen, and George Atzerodt, plus others lost to history who drifted in and out of
his orbit—would change that by kidnapping the president.O’Laughlen, born in 1834, had known
Booth since 1845, when their families lived across the street from each other in Baltimore. In
1861, the first year of the war, Michael enlisted in the First Maryland Infantry, but soon illness
ended his military service. Restless, and looking for excitement, he signed on to the plot. Samuel
Arnold, who was thirty-one, met Booth in 1848 when they were students at St. Timothy’s Hall, a
boys’ school near Baltimore. He joined the First Maryland too in April 1861, but after the first
battle of Bull Run in July 1861 he was, like O’Laughlen, discharged. Arnold’s family operated a
prominent Baltimore bakery at the corner of Fayette and Liberty streets. In August 1864, Booth
wrote to Sam, suggesting they meet. They hadn’t seen each other since 1852, thirteen years
ago. Arnold visited Booth’s room at Barnum’s Hotel in Baltimore, where the actor offered him
cigars and wine, and introduced him to O’Laughlen. Arnold joined the conspiracy. But Booth
needed to recruit more men than these two boyhood chums, who possessed scant military
experience. An introduction to John Harrison Surratt Jr., a wily, twenty-year-old courier for the
Confederate Secret Service who lived in Washington at his mother’s boardinghouse, gave Booth
the men he needed. Surratt had traveled the rebel underground’s secret routes to the South,
essential knowledge if they were going to transport Lincoln across Union lines. Surratt brought
George Atzerodt into the plot. George, a hard-drinking, twenty-nine-year-old Prussian immigrant
who worked as a carriage painter in Port Tobacco, Maryland, knew boats and the waters of
Charles County. David Herold, a twenty-two-year-old pharmacist’s assistant who lived with his



mother near the Washington Navy Yard, joined the conspiracy. He was an avid hunter and
outdoorsman who knew the country through which they would have to carry the president. Lewis
Powell, twenty-one-year-old son of a Baptist minister, enlisted in May 1861 as a private in the
Second Florida Infantry. An attractive, well-muscled six-footer, Powell exemplified the best that
the Confederate army could muster. A loyal, obedient, and hard-fighting soldier, he saw plenty of
action until he was wounded and taken prisoner at Gettysburg in July 1863. Paroled, he made
his way to Baltimore and fell into the orbit of Surratt and Booth. Powell had the size and strength
necessary to physically subdue Abraham Lincoln.On March 17, 1865, Booth and his
coconspirators planned to, like eighteenth-century British highwaymen, ambush Lincoln’s
carriage on a deserted road as he rode back to the Executive Mansion after attending a
performance of the play Still Waters Run Deep at Campbell Military Hospital. They would seize
the president at gunpoint and make him their hostage. Booth’s intelligence sources proved faulty,
however, and Lincoln did not attend. Instead, unbelievably, while Booth and his gang lurked on
the Seventh Street road on the outskirts of the city, several miles from downtown Washington,
Lincoln was giving a speech at Booth’s own hotel, the National. What a chance that would have
presented, the actor mourned. If only the kidnapping plot had worked. Then there would be no
torchlight parades, thunderous cannonades, mobs serenading Lincoln at the Executive
Mansion, citywide illuminations, or children scampering through the streets holding colorful little
paper flags decorated with red, white, and blue stars and stripes and elephants and imprinted
with slogans like “Richmond Has Fallen” and “We Celebrate the Fall of Richmond.” He could—
should—have prevented all of this, he admonished himself.Although his panicked followers
scattered after that ludicrous failure, Booth hoped to try again, but events overtook him just
eighteen days later when Richmond fell, and six days after that when Lee surrendered.
Dejected, Booth remonstrated himself for not acting more boldly, even fantasizing aloud that he
should have shot the president at the Capitol on inauguration day, March 4, 1865, an event he
attended with his fiancée, Lucy Hale, daughter of U.S. Senator John Parker Hale. “What an
excellent chance I had, if I wished, to kill the President on Inauguration day!” he boasted later to
a friend.Lincoln’s April 11 speech provoked more violent talk. The president’s proposal for a
limited black suffrage had enraged the actor, a passionate devotee of white supremacy. But
Booth did nothing. If he was serious about assassinating Lincoln, all he had to do was stroll over
to the Executive Mansion, announce that the famous and talented thespian John Wilkes Booth
wished to see the president, await his turn—which nearly always resulted in a private talk with
Lincoln—and then shoot him at his desk. Incredibly, presidential security was lax in that era,
even during the Civil War, and almost anyone could walk into the Executive Mansion without
being searched and request a brief audience with the president. It was a miracle that no one had
yet tried to murder Lincoln in his own office.There can be no doubt that Booth had been
fantasizing about killing Abraham Lincoln. But was he serious, or was it merely extravagant but
harmless bravado? Booth had never killed a man. Was he capable of doing it? On April 13, on
the afternoon of illumination day, Booth took what might have been his first step toward



answering that question. He visited Grower’s Theatre, along with Ford’s one of the two most
popular establishments in the city. He asked the manager, C. Dwight Hess, if he had invited the
president to attend a performance of Aladdin!, the current production. No, he had forgotten,
Hess replied, but he would attend to it now. Lincoln did not come to Grover’s. That night, Booth,
as he had on countless previous nights, drank away the blues, watched the illumination, and
before collapsing in his bed, wrote his mother a letter.Booth’s gang was not at full strength on
April 14. Rebel courier John Surratt was in Elmira, New York, and it was impossible to command
his return on a few hours’ notice. Surratt had been away since March 25, the day he left for
Richmond. The Confederacy’s days were numbered, but Secretary of State Judah Benjamin had
a final mission for the courier: Go North once more, pass undetected through Union territory,
cross the border into Canada, and deliver dispatches to General Edwin Gray Lee, a cousin of
Robert E. Lee, and head of Confederate Secret Service operations in Montreal. Surratt left
Richmond on March 31 and on April 6 checked in at St. Lawrence Hall, unofficial headquarters
of the South’s covert operations there. Lee gave Surratt another mission: Go to New York to spy
on the Union’s prisoner-of-war camp at Elmira, in preparation for a raid to break out the
Confederate soldiers languishing there. Surratt arrived in Elmira on April 13 and devoted the next
two days to spying and shopping. He drew detailed sketches of the prison, counted the guards,
tallied their small arms and cannon, and estimated the number of prisoners. He also made time
for a personal mission. Surratt, a fastidious dresser—although not in the same league as Booth
—visited clothiers in search of suits and shirts. On April 14, while Booth was planning the
assassination, Surratt’s most pressing concern was finding some fresh, white shirts to spruce up
his wardrobe.Booth’s boyhood chums, Samuel Arnold and Michael O’Laughlen, were not on
hand to help with the assassination either. Arnold was back home in Baltimore. O’Laughlen was
somewhere in Washington but not under Booth’s command. O’Laughlen had taken in the
illumination with friends and then gone on a drinking spree. Later, evidence suggested that he
might have met secretly with Booth in the actor’s hotel room sometime on the thirteenth or
fourteenth.Present at the Herndon House were Lewis Powell, David Herold, and George
Atzerodt. Booth had put Powell up at the Herndon, and he sent Herold over to the Kirkwood
House, Atzerodt’s hotel, to summon him to the meeting. Before returning to the Herndon, Herold
went up to Atzerodt’s room and placed a revolver, knife, and a coat there. Then both men
rendezvoused with Booth and Powell. Booth spoke in a confidential tone barely above a whisper.
No one in the halls or in an adjoining room must overhear what he was about to say. The cause
was almost lost, stated Booth. Capturing the president would no longer be enough to turn the
tide of the war. It would take something bolder, something so daring and shocking that he had
never even thought of it before. They would target not only President Lincoln, but also Vice
President Andrew Johnson and Secretary of State William H. Seward. The secretary of state
was not, after the vice president, next in line for the presidency. But Seward, a longtime
abolitionist, was viewed as a forceful advocate of Lincoln’s policies, including the suppression of
dissent, the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, and the imprisonment without trial of



several thousand citizens suspected of disloyalty. Booth had had his eye on General Grant, too,
but unfortunately Grant broke his engagement with the president. Booth probably told his gang
that he had spotted the Grants in their carriage earlier that afternoon, heading toward the train
station. Perhaps it was for the best. The commanding general might have been accompanied by
an entourage of staff officers, messengers, and other factotums. No, Booth explained, they
would not kidnap Lincoln, Johnson, and Seward. How could a skeleton crew of only four
conspirators possibly kidnap three men in different parts of the city?But Booth did have just
enough men to accomplish another mission. “Booth proposed,” Atzerodt recalled, “that we
should kill the president.” It would, said Booth, “be the greatest thing in the world.” Tonight, at
exactly 10:00 P.M., they would strike simultaneously and murder Lincoln, Johnson, and Seward.
Armed with a revolver and a knife, George Atzerodt’s assignment was to assassinate the vice
president in his residence at the Kirkwood House. “You must kill Johnson,” Booth told him.
Powell, also armed with a revolver and a knife, would murder the secretary of state in his bed at
his mansion. David Herold would accompany Powell, direct him to Seward’s home, and then
guide the assassin, unfamiliar with the capital’s streets, out of the city. Booth claimed the
greatest prize for himself. He would slip into Ford’s Theatre and assassinate the president in the
middle of the play. Powell and Herold, Booth’s two most loyal servants, agreed to the plan.
Atzerodt noticed that Powell “had a wild look in his eyes.” Atzerodt balked at his assignment. He
would not do it, he said. “Then we will do it,” Booth said, “but what will become of you?”
Kidnapping was one thing, but murder? Booth threatened him, implying that he might as well do
it because if he didn’t, Booth would implicate him anyway and get him hanged. The actor
promised him “if I did not I would suffer for it,” and said he would blow Atzerodt’s brains out. The
German did not know it, but Booth had implicated all of them several hours ago when he
entrusted that sealed envelope to John Matthews. In his letter to the National Intelligencer, not
only did Booth justify the triple assassination, he signed his cocon-spirators’ names to the
document:For a long time I have devoted my energies, my time and money, to the
accomplishment of a certain end. I have been disappointed. The moment has arrived when I
must change my plans. Many will blame me for what I am about to do, but posterity, I am sure,
will justify me. Men who love their country better than gold and life.John W. Booth, Payne,
Herold, Atzerodt.Atzerodt’s reluctance jeopardized the entire enterprise. If he left that meeting
and went to the authorities, Booth, Powell, and Herold would be finished. Guards would rush to
protect those marked for death, and the conspirators would be hunted down. “You had better
come along and get your horse,” Booth suggested. Booth adjourned the meeting.aT THE
EXECUTIVE MANSION, THE LINCOLNS WERE BEHIND schedule. It was past 8:00 P.M. and
they still had not gotten into their carriage. As the curtain rose at Ford’s, coachman Francis
Burke and valet Charles Forbes were waiting atop the carriage box. The Lincolns’ private,
afternoon carriage ride and absence from the mansion had frustrated several politicians who
wanted to see the president, and they would not be denied.Earlier that afternoon, Lincoln was
happy to be free of them and all the burdens of his office. It was one of the happiest days of his



life. At breakfast his eldest son, Robert, regaled his parents with his personal observations of
Lee’s surrender. For once, the cabinet meeting was free of crises, battle news, casualty figures,
and innumerable problems requiring the president’s immediate attention. Victory had elated him,
and ever since Lee’s surrender Lincoln had been more buoyant than at any other time during his
presidency. He expected more good news from General Sherman about the expected surrender
of Confederate General Joe Johnston’s army.But first he wanted to ride with Mary. He had made
the appointment two days ago when he sent her a note, “written from his office … a few lines,
playfully and tenderly worded, notifying, the hour, of the day, he would drive with me!” The war
had increased their estrangement. Official Washington, under a heavy Southern influence, had
snubbed her as a gatecrasher and a western parvenu from the start, despite her aristocratic
Kentucky slaveholding origins. She had been emotionally distraught since the death of their
favorite son, eleven-year-old William Wallace Lincoln—“Willie”—in February 1862, and she had
fallen under the spell of mediums and spiritualists at White House séances. The president, who
scorned her infatuation with the spirit world, once attended one of her supernatural events. It
was enough to entice a music publisher to issue a sheet-music parody, “The Dark Séance
Polka,” the cover art depicting a wild Executive Mansion séance with objects flying through the
air. Mary was at heart a kind woman, but her critics preferred to criticize her personal
eccentricities—her expensive shopping habits both for the White House and for herself, and her
raging, jealous temper—rather than to praise her good works for soldiers or her absolute loyalty
to husband, liberty, and Union. And the demands of the war had been so great that the president
spent less and less time with her.Lincoln knew he had to change that now. He wanted to talk to
Mary about their future. He escorted her to the open carriage, and before the coachman drove
on she asked him if anyone should accompany them on their ride.“No,” he replied, “I prefer to
ride by ourselves today.”Lincoln’s joy was irrepressible. Mary Lincoln had noticed it on their
recent river cruise: “Down the Potomac, he was almost boyish, in his mirth and reminded me, of
his original nature, what I have always remembered of him, in our own home—free from care,
surrounded by those he loved so well and by whom, he was so idolized.”Now, during their
afternoon carriage ride, Mary spoke to him about his happy mood.“Dear husband, you almost
startle me by your great cheerfulness.”“And well I may feel so, Mary,” the president replied. “I
consider this day, the war has come to a close.”“We must both, be more cheerful in the future—
between the war and the loss of our darling Willie—we have both, been very miserable.”During
their leisurely ride, which took them, among other places, down to the Navy Yard near Capitol
Hill, where they inspected an ironclad naval vessel, the monitor Montauk, the president told his
wife that they must try to be happy again. That he would like to see the Pacific Ocean. That
perhaps at the end of his second term in office, they would move to Chicago and he would
practice his trade again. Freed from the vexations of war and death—he would send no more
armies of young men to die—Lincoln dreamed of the future. Yes, they would be happy again.
Later, Mary remembered that on “The Friday, I never saw him so supremely cheerful—his
manner was even playful.”aT LAFAYETTE PARK NEAR THE WHITE HOUSE, MAJOR HENRY



Rathbone and his fiancée, Clara Harris, awaited their hosts at the residence of Senator Harris, at
Fifteenth and H streets. The Lincolns had promised to pick them up on the way to the theatre,
but they were almost twenty minutes late. The major and Miss Harris hoped that the president
had not forgotten them. Then, about 8:20 P.M., the carriage appeared. The popular young
couple, although known to the Lincolns, was not their first choice. After the Grants changed their
plans, the Lincolns invited several people to join them, but all declined. Finally they settled on
Rathbone and Harris who, ignorant of how many others had declined before them, were
delighted to accept. There was happy talk during the ten-minute ride to the theatre, Miss Harris
remembered, reflecting the spirit of a week of joy and celebration: “They drove to our door in the
gayest spirits; chatting on our way.” At Ford’s the management decided not to hold the curtain for
the presidential party, and the play began without them.Dr. Charles Leale was behind schedule,
too. “After the completion of my daily hospital duties, I told my ward master that I would be
absent for a short time…. I changed to civilian’s dress and hurried to Ford’s Theatre.” Leale
hoped there was still time to purchase a good seat. “I arrived late at the theatre, at 8.15 P.M., and
requested a seat in the orchestra, whence I could view the occupants of the President’s box….
As the building was crowded, the last place vacant was in the dress circle. I was greatly
disappointed, but accepted this seat, which was near the front on the same side and about forty
feet from the President’s box.”Finally the lookout at Ford’s spotted the big black carriage turning
down Tenth Street. It slowed to a halt beside the elevated wood platform in front of the theatre,
constructed especially to assist carriage riders in getting out of their vehicles and avoiding the
muddy street. The Lincolns, Rathbone, and Harris disembarked, and the chief usher escorted
them through the lobby, up the winding staircase, and across the dress circle—the first balcony—
to their box. Abraham Lincoln’s entry to Ford’s Theatre at 8:30 P.M. on April 14, 1865, was
majestic in its simplicity. He arrived with no entourage, no armed guards, and no announcement
to the crowd.Before the presidential party reached the box, the actors, musicians, and patrons
became aware that the Lincolns had arrived. The audience shouted and cheered. The actors
onstage stopped performing. Orchestra conductor William Withers was looking forward to
leading his players in a special patriotic song, “Honor to Our Soldiers,” that he had composed
just for the occasion. That would come later. Now, he led his orchestra in a stirring rendition of
“Hail to the Chief.” The audience went wild.Charles Leale had arrived in time to witness it all:
“Many in the audience rose to their feet in enthusiasm and vociferously cheered while looking
around.” Leale looked around, too, and saw Abraham Lincoln standing nearby. “Turning, I saw in
the aisle a few feet behind me, President Lincoln, Mrs. Lincoln, Major Rathbone, and Miss
Harris. Mrs. Lincoln smiled very happily in acknowledgment of the loyal greeting, gracefully
curtsied several times, and seemed to be overflowing with good cheer and thankfulness.” But it
was the president who Leale desired to behold. “I had the best opportunity to see distinctly the
full face of the President, as the light shone directly upon him. After he had walked a few feet he
stopped for a moment, looked upon the people he loved, and acknowledged their salutations
with a solemn bow.”At the supreme moment of victory they cheered their Father Abraham, the



man who, after a shaky start in office, learned how to command armies, grew in vision and
eloquence, brought down slavery, and who, just six weeks ago, had given the most graceful and
emotionally stunning inaugural address in the history of the American presidency. And as he
promised he would, he had saved the Union. Lincoln stood in the box and bowed to the
audience.The spontaneous homage, the band, the hissing gaslights, the packed house, the
fresh, moist scent of spring in the air, the recent and joyous news from the front—all combined to
create a singular and magical moment. “The President,” remembered Clara Harris, “was
received with the greatest enthusiasm.”James Ferguson was not so impressed. He had seen
Lincoln before. Where was the man who Harry Ford had promised would be there, the one
whom he had come to see? “I supposed that probably Grant had remained outside, so as not to
create any excitement in the theatre, and would come in alone, and come in the box.” Ferguson
was so determined to see the general that, for the next hour and a half, he would spend as much
time staring at the president’s box as he would watching the stage. “I made up my mind that I
would see him … and I watched everyone that passed around on that side of the dress circle
towards the box.” No one, he promised himself, was going to enter that box unobserved.Chapter
Two“I Have Done It”LEGEND HAS IT THAT JOHN WILKES BOOTH WAS HIDING OUTside in
the shadows near the front door of Ford’s as the presidential carriage rocked down the uneven
dirt street and slowed to a stop, but no one really knows where he was at that precise moment.
On April 29, 1865, Clara Harris wrote in a letter, “They say we were watched by the assassins;
ay, as we alighted from the carriage … and when I think of that fiend barring himself in with us,
my blood runs cold.” Wherever Booth was it is almost certain that somehow he verified with his
own eyes that the Lincolns were actually inside the theatre. And he probably wondered at the
identity of Lincoln’s guests and gauged whether Major Rathbone looked like the type who could
pose a threat to his plans. It didn’t matter, really; no one was going to stop him from going
through with it.Next door at Peter Taltavul’s bar, the Star Saloon, it was a night like any other
when the lights were on at Ford’s. Some playgoers downed a quick one before the show; others
would come in during intermission to fortify themselves.It was now about 9:00 P.M. Time for
Booth to go inside the theatre for the first time since the Lincolns had arrived. Although the actor,
like the Lincolns, entered Ford’s after Our American Cousin started, he was still on schedule.
The play was like a clock, every word spoken was another tick of the second hand. After hearing
just one snippet of dialogue, Booth would know, to the minute, how much time had elapsed from
curtain raising, and how much time remained in the performance. He knew that he had at least
another hour. He left Ford’sIn a little while, he returned to his alley stable, where he and Spangler
had left the bay mare. Booth unlocked the door, threw his shawl over the horse’s back, and
saddled her. He led his rented horse down Baptist Alley by the reins, up to the back door of
Ford’s. He would have tied the animal to a hitching post behind the theatre, but he remembered
the stable man’s warning that this horse did not like to be tied. She would pull at the post to
break free. And anyway, what if he left the horse unattended and when he came back later
discovered that someone had stolen her? Better to have someone hold the reins until he



returned. He called through the open back door: “Ned. Ned Spangler!” There was no reply.Inside
Ford’s, employee John Debonay tracked down Ned: “Booth is calling you.” Spangler stepped into
the alley.“Hold this mare for ten or fifteen minutes,” Booth instructed him.“I have not time,” Ned
replied. The play was going on. He could not neglect his backstage duties and waste time
holding a horse. He was needed at his post in the wings to shift scenery. He offered to summon
another employee, John Burroughs, nicknamed “John Peanut” by his fellow staff members after
the snack he sold to patrons.Spangler sent for John Peanut. Booth gave Ned the reins,
cautioning him that this horse would not stand tying and that she had to be held. Booth went into
the theatre. When John Peanut came out he demurred, saying he was needed at the front of the
theatre to make sure that people didn’t sneak in without paying. After a minute or two of
bickering, he gave in and accepted the reins from Spangler. Ned went back to work. Mary Jane
Anderson, a black woman who lived in an alley house behind the theatre, watched Booth lead
his horse up the alley, walk past her front door, and call Ned Spangler. Once Booth went inside
Ford’s, she couldn’t see the horse anymore but could hear how restless it was. “It kept up a great
deal of stamping on the stones, and I said ‘I wonder what is the matter with that horse,’ it kept
stamping so.” It was the second time Mrs. Anderson had seen Booth that day. In the afternoon,
between 2:00 and 3:00 P.M., she watched him and a woman standing behind the theatre “for a
considerable while,” having a conversation. Mary Anderson could not take her eyes off the
handsome star: “I stood in my gate, and I looked right wishful at him.”Booth, once inside Ford’s,
wanted to cross behind the stage all the way to the other side of the building, where a small door
led to a narrow passageway that ran west to Tenth Street and the front of the theatre. Booth
asked an employee if he could walk across the stage, hidden behind the scenery. That was
impossible, he was told. The “dairy scene,” a deep scene that required the full stage, was on,
and there was no room to hide from the audience by creeping along behind the scenery. Instead,
Booth would have to cross under the stage through a passageway and emerge on the other
side.Booth lifted the trapdoor and dropped below into darkness. Walking along the hard-packed
dirt floor, he could hear the wooden planks of the stage creaking overhead, and the distant,
muffled voices of the actors and laughter from the audience. He ascended the stairs at the end
of the passageway, nudged open the trapdoor, and entered the passageway that ran lengthwise
between Ford’s and the Star Saloon next door. He walked the length of the building and
emerged on Tenth. Anyone who saw him now would assume he had come down Tenth on foot to
take in the play. No one in the theatre, save a few employees, knew he had a horse waiting out
back. There was time for one last drink.Booth walked into the Star Saloon at around 10:00 P.M.
The cramped, narrow, dimly lit establishment catered to the actors, stagehands, and playgoers
who frequented Ford’s Theatre. Booth was alone. A regular, he nodded to owner Peter Taltavul
and called for his pleasure: whiskey. The bartender poured him a glass and set the bottle on the
counter within Booth’s reach. Water, too, please, Booth reminded him: Taltavul had neglected to
serve the customary companion beverage. Booth’s pale, delicate fingers squeezed the glass,
raised it to his lips, and he downed the drink the way a more temperate, thirsty man might



swallow the glass of water. Booth savored the warming spirits. It might be a while before he could
enjoy another one. Any customers who recognized the handsomest, best-dressed man in
Washington kept it to themselves and did not disturb the famous actor. Booth slapped a few
coins on the bar and left without saying a word. He exited onto Tenth Street, turned to his right,
walked a few paces, and saw the president’s carriage still parked on the near side of Tenth
several yards beyond the main door, the coachman and horse waiting to take Lincoln back
home. Burke had gone for a drink after he dropped off the Lincolns and their guests, and then
returned to the coach.In the alley behind Ford’s, Mary Anderson watched John Peanut walking
Booth’s impatient horse back and forth.This was it. Booth tarried in the lobby, soaking in the
atmosphere and listening to the dialogue. He was still on schedule. No need to rush. Walking to
the lobby’s north end, he ascended the curving staircase to the dress circle, following the same
path the Lincolns took to their box. Booth paused at the head of the stairs to take advantage of
the best view of the president’s box, a vista that caused him to look slightly down, and diagonally
across the width and length of the house. He walked slowly along the west wall. James
Ferguson, still hoping to witness General Grant’s arrival, looked up from his first-floor seat and
saw, on the other side of the theatre, another man—not Grant—approaching the box. He
recognized John Wilkes Booth: “Somewhere near ten o’clock … I saw Booth pass along near
the box, and then stop, and lean against the wall. He stood there a moment.”Booth could see the
door that opened to the vestibule that led directly into the president’s box. What he saw—or
more accurately what he did not see—surprised him. The door was unguarded. He expected to
find an officer, a soldier, or at least a civilian policeman seated there. Instead, seated near but
not blocking the door was Lincoln’s valet, Charles Forbes, who had ridden to Ford’s atop the
coach beside the driver. Booth paused to speak to Forbes, showing him some kind of card or
piece of paper. To this day no one knows what words they exchanged, or what document Booth
displayed. Was it a letter? Or merely the actor’s calling card? A card with Booth’s name on it
would open almost any door in Washington. Forbes did not attempt to stop him. Booth
proceeded to the door, realizing that, unless a hidden guard was perched inside the small
vestibule, no one was going to stop him. He seized the knob, turned it, and pushed open the
door. James Ferguson looked up again and watched Booth enter the box: “I looked back and
saw him step down one step, put his hands to the door, and his knee against it, and push the
door open. I did not see any more of him.” Yellow gaslight from the dress circle illuminated the
dark vestibule. Booth peered inside. Empty. There was no guard. No one stood between him and
the president of the United States.Inside the box, the Lincolns were enjoying themselves, not
because of the play but simply from being together, out of the White House, during their
happiest week in Washington. At one point the president stood up to put on his coat—the cool
night air had chilled him. Back in his rocking chair, perhaps thinking of their carriage ride that
afternoon, Lincoln reached out and held Mary’s hand. In mock embarrassment she chided her
husband for his boldness: “What will Miss Harris think of my hanging on to you so?” Lincoln
replied to the last words he would ever hear his wife speak: “She won’t think anything about it,”



and he smiled affectionately at her. Booth closed the outer vestibule door behind him so quietly
that the occupants of the box heard nothing. He had been prepared to cut his way in with the
knife if necessary. Instead, he had strolled in unmolested, as though he had reserved the box
this night, as he often had on prior occasions. Bending down, he felt along the edge of the carpet
near the wall for the pine bar—part of a music stand—he had hidden there that afternoon. When
no one was watching he had returned to Ford’s that day, slipped unseen into the vestibule and
box, and made his preparations. Hoping that no one had discovered it and tossed it into the
trash as an odd piece of leftover lumber, he ran his fingers across the carpet. It was still there. He
lifted the bar, first inserting one end into the awaiting mortise he had incised in the plaster wall
and concealed behind a flap of wallpaper. He lowered the other end to nearly a parallel position,
until it made contact with the door. He was careful not to hammer the bar into place by pounding
it with the bottoms of two clenched fists. The noise might alert the theatre party sitting just a few
yards away. Instead, he grasped the bar with both hands, using his weight to apply gradual,
increasing downward pressure until the fit was tight. It took only a few seconds, just as he had
planned. Now no one could follow him into the vestibule and prevent him from entering the
president’s box.Booth turned to face the two paneled wood doors—one to his left and the other
directly in front of him—that opened into boxes seven and eight, now combined into one box for
the Lincolns.The actor’s black pupils flared wide, adjusting to the darkness, while also fixing on
the only available light in the dim, claustrophobic chamber—a faint pinpoint emanating from the
peephole that somebody, probably Booth, had bored through a right-hand panel of the door to
box number seven. A cylindrical beam shone through from the illuminated box on the other side
of the door, but it was so weak that it failed to span the narrow vestibule and put a small spot of
light on the opposite wall. Instead the ray faltered in midair, diffused into the absorbing
darkness.Booth peeked through the dot of light on the door, giving himself a partial view of the
interior of the box. He saw what he was looking for—a high-backed, upholstered rocking chair,
just a few feet away on the other side of the door.The seating arrangement in the box was
perfect for an assassin. Lincoln sat at the far left, his rocker wedged nearly against the wall of the
box. At this angle the president’s left side faced the audience, his right the interior of the box,
and, to his front, the stage below. Lincoln was close to the door through which Booth would
spring. Mary Lincoln sat to the president’s right, perched on a wood, caned-bottom chair. Next to
her right was Clara Harris on another chair, and at the far right was Major Rathbone on a sofa.
Booth could enter the box and move on Lincoln without having to get past the major.Onstage, it
was the beginning of act 3, scene 2. There were four scenes left before the end of the play. Mrs.
Mountchessington and her daughter Augusta, a pair of English gold diggers, were conniving
about how to marry off the girl to Asa Trenchard, a rich American bumpkin played by the
celebrated comic actor Harry Hawk.” Yes, my child, while Mr. De Boots and Mr. Trenchard are
both here, you must ask yourself seriously, as to the state of your affections. Remember, your
happiness for life will depend on the choice you make.”“What would you advise, Mamma? You
know I am always advised by you.”“Dear, obedient child. De Boots has excellent expectations,



but they are only expectations after all. This American is rich, and on the whole I think a well
regulated affection ought to incline to Asa Trenchard”It was approximately 10:11 P.M. Booth
plunged both hands into the deep, copious pockets of his black frock coat and withdrew his
weapons. In his right hand was the .44-caliber single-shot Deringer pistol, in his left the shiny
and sharp Rio Grande Camp Knife. He steadied himself. Harry Hawk entered the scene from
stage left. No, not yet. Too many characters—Mrs. Mountchessington, Augusta, and Asa
Trenchard—were still onstage. Booth listened keenly to the dialogue of the play for his cue, the
actors’ voices rising to the president’s box and echoing through the doors and into the vestibule
where he remained hidden. Booth heard Asa Trenchard confess to Mrs. Mountchessington that
he is not rich.“Not heir to the fortune, Mr. Trenchard.”“Oh, no.”After a few more lines, Harry Hawk
would hold the stage alone and would speak a line guaranteed to produce such uproarious
laughter that it would smother the sound of just about anything including, Booth hoped, the
report of a pistol.Booth’s thumb pulled back the hammer of the Deringer until he heard it cock
into firing position. His hand dropped to the porcelain doorknob.“Mr. Trenchard, you will please
recollect you are addressing my daughter, and in my presence!”“Yes, I’m offering her my heart
and hand just as she wants them, with nothing in ‘em.”“Augusta, dear, to your room.”“Yes, Ma,
the nasty beast.”Now, Booth knew, only two actors remained onstage.The tension was
unbearable. The syllables being spoken onstage sounded no longer like words but like the last
ticks of a dying clock winding down. It was 10:13 P.M.“I am aware, Mr. Trenchard, you are not
used to the manners of good society, and that, alone, will excuse the impertinence of which you
have been guilty.” Mrs. Mountchessington exited in a huff.Harry Hawk was alone onstage
now.Booth opened the door and stepped into the president’s box. Hawk began reciting the last
sentence Lincoln would ever hear, a corny broadside of comic insults that delighted the
audience.“Don’t know the manners of good society, eh? Wal, I guess I know enough to turn you
inside out, old gal…”Lincoln was so near. If Booth desired, he could reach out and tap him on
the shoulder with the Deringer’s muzzle. No one in the box had seen or heard him enter. The
Lincolns, Harris, and Rathbone all continued watching the action onstage. Booth began the
performance he had rehearsed in his mind again and again since that afternoon. He stepped
toward Lincoln who was stationary—not rolling back and forth on the rockers of his chair. Booth
focused his eyes on the back of the president’s head. He raised his right arm to shoulder height
and extended it forward, aiming the pistol at Lincoln’s head. He didn’t even really have to aim—
aiming suggests a marksman’s skill—he was so close to the president now that all he had to do
was point the Deringer.The factory had not set the pistol with a hair trigger, so until Booth
increased his finger pressure to a few pounds the Deringer would not fire. He squeezed
harder.“…you sockdologizing old mantrap…”As the audience exploded in laughter, at that
instant, at the last possible moment before the pistol discharged, Abraham Lincoln jerked his
head away from Booth, low and to the left, as though trying to evade the shot. The black powder
charge exploded and spit the bullet toward Lincoln’s head. James Ferguson saw Lincoln move
just before he saw the muzzle flash illuminate the box momentarily like a miniature lightning bolt.



The president’s movement and the shot were simultaneous. Had Booth missed?If he had, the
assassin was suddenly at great risk because he didn’t have the twenty to forty seconds needed
to reload—and, anyway, he hadn’t even bothered to carry more gunpowder and bullets in his
coat. Now he was trapped between Lincoln and Rathbone, armed with nothing but the knife. If
Lincoln’s peripheral vision had alerted him to the presence of an intruder creeping stealthily
toward him, or if he had caught the blur of Booth’s arm moving into firing position, the president
might have ducked the shot, or at worst suffered a nonfatal grazing head, neck, or shoulder
wound. If only that had happened, then Lincoln, even at fifty-six years old, would have been a
formidable opponent. The idea of venerable Father Abraham fighting back against the
gymnastic, leaping, and sword-fighting stage star is not as farfetched as it sounds.It was widely
held in 1865, and certainly today, that the toil of the Civil War had transformed Lincoln into a
ruined old man. Lincoln’s beard, his slow, ambling gait, and his careworn face, captured so
movingly in the last photographs by Alexander Gardner in February 1865 and by Henry Warren
in March 1865, gave credence to the myth of Father Abraham, the ancient, Moses-like figure
leading his people. But there was another Abraham Lincoln that no one in Washington had ever
seen: the vigorous, muscular Rail-splitter of the West. That image was more than a brilliant
slogan from the presidential campaign of 1860. Lincoln had really been a rail-splitter, and a man
hardened by years of brutal physical toil. With his creased apple doll-like head sitting atop a thin,
six-foot-four-inch frame, President Lincoln might have looked old and weak. The wartime
demands of the presidency had taken their toll, and Lincoln had lost twenty or thirty pounds
during four years in office. But beneath that ever-present baggy frock coat and ill-fitting trousers,
there remained a lean and formidable physique. Too soon doctors would discover and marvel at
the age difference between his face and his body.Had Booth missed, Lincoln could have risen
from his chair to confront his assassin. At that moment the president, cornered, with not only his
own life in danger but also Mary’s, would almost certainly have fought back. If he did, Booth
would have found himself outmatched facing not kindly Father Abraham, but the aroused fury of
the Mississippi River flatboatman who fought off a gang of murderous river pirates in the dead of
night, the champion wrestler who, years before, humbled the Clary’s Grove boys in New Salem
in a still legendary match, or even the fifty-six-year-old president who could still pick up a long,
splitting-axe by his fingertips, raise it, extend his arm out parallel with the ground, and suspend
the axe in midair. Lincoln could have choked the life out of the five-foot-eight-inch, 150-pound
thespian, or wrestled him over the side of the box, launching Booth on a crippling dive to the
stage almost twelve feet below.But Lincoln had not seen Booth coming. He had not moved to
avoid being shot. Instead, just as Booth was about to fire, Lincoln leaned forward and to the left
to look down into the audience on the main floor. James Ferguson saw it all: “The President, at
the time he was shot, was sitting in this position: he was leaning his hand on the rail, and was
looking down at a person in the [theatre],—not looking on the stage. He had the flag that
decorated the box pulled around, and he was looking between the post and the flag.”The pistol,
a fine, expensive weapon, had functioned perfectly. The trigger freed the cocked hammer from



its tension spring. The hammer snapped forward, striking the copper percussion cap resting
over the hollow steel nipple mounted on the barrel. The resulting spark flashed into the chamber,
igniting the load of black powder. The explosion propelled the .44-caliber ball at a muzzle
velocity slow by modern standards, but fast enough. Still, Booth had almost missed. If the
president had leaned forward a little more, the bullet might have whistled just over his
head.Instead it struck him in the head, on the lower left side, a little below the ear. The ball
ripped through his chestnut-colored hair, cut the skin, perforated the skull, and, because of the
angle of Lincoln’s head at the moment of impact, drove a diagonal tunnel through Lincoln’s brain
from left to right. The wet brain matter slowed the ball’s velocity, absorbing enough of its energy
to prevent it from penetrating the other side of the skull and exiting through the president’s face.
The ball came to rest in Lincoln’s brain, lodged behind his right eye.Lincoln never knew what
happened to him. His head dropped forward until his chin hit his chest, and his body lost all
muscular control and sagged against the richly upholstered rocking chair. He did not fall to the
floor. He looked as though he was bored with the play and had fallen asleep. It happened so fast
that Lincoln lost consciousness before he heard the report of the pistol, smelled the burnt
gunpowder, or was enveloped by the voluminous cloud of blue-gray smoke, the signature of all
black-powder weapons. The sound of the pistol, more like the hollow “poof” of fireworks than the
hard cracking of a modern firearm—another characteristic of nineteenth-century black-powder
weapons with low muzzle velocities—echoed and hung in the box for several seconds. Then it
traveled to the ceiling and the stage below and reverberated throughout the theatre.Nobody
moved. The president, Mary Lincoln, Clara Harris, Major Rathbone, and Booth remained
perfectly still, as though posed in the studio for one of Alexander Gardner’s wet-plate albumen
photographs that required a motionless exposure of several seconds. Time stopped.The pistol’s
report did startle a number of people in the audience. Some thought it was part of the play;
others, an unscripted surprise in honor of the president’s visit. Some people didn’t hear it at
all.Rathbone, an experienced army officer who had heard gunfire before, was the first to realize
that something was amiss. He turned to his left. The smoke, now tinted red from the gaslights,
and the crimson upholstery and wallpaper that combined to give the box a fiery, devilish glow,
partly obscured his vision. Rathbone rose from his seat, stepping in the direction of the
president. At that instant he saw a wild-eyed man, his face ghostly against his black clothes, hair,
and moustache. Like a demon, Booth emerged from the black-powder haze and sprang at him.
Simultaneously Rathbone lunged for Booth, grabbing him by the coat. The assassin broke free,
shouting but one word, “Freedom!” and thrust his right arm up, as high as he could reach.
Rathbone’s eyes were drawn up by the gesture, and he saw what Booth clenched in his fist: a
big, shiny knife, its menacing blade pointed directly down at him. Booth moved too quickly for
Rathbone to read the patriotic slogans acid-etched into the blade: “Land of the Free/Home of the
Brave”; “Liberty/Independence.” Booth was not going to try to fend off Rathbone with a few, puny
forward jabs of the knife. Instead, he sought the death blow. He was going to deliver an arcing,
theatrical swing pivoting from his shoulder that would drive the blade through Rathbone’s ribs



and into his heart. Booth’s arm was already in motion, and at the last moment Rathbone raised
his arm to parry Booth’s strike. The major grunted in pain. His reflexive, lightning-fast defensive
maneuver saved his life, but the assassin’s blade sliced through his coat sleeve and into his
upper arm. Blood gushed from the long, deep wound.Booth had no more time to waste on
finishing off Rathbone. The clock in his head was still ticking down. If he was going to escape the
theatre, he had to get out of the box at once. He turned to the balustrade and swung one leg
over the side. By now some members of the audience had looked up. Was that a man climbing
out of the president’s box, preparing to leap to the stage? As Booth positioned for his leap,
Rathbone came at him again, grabbing at his coattail. Distracted, Booth got tangled in the
framed portrait of George Washington hanging from the front of the box, and one of his riding
spurs snagged one of the flags that just a few hours before Harry Clay Ford had cradled in his
arms when he ran into Booth on the street. It was the revenge of “Old Glory,” soon went the
popular myth. Still he managed to free himself and imperfectly leapt forward to the stage. Booth
hit the stage unevenly but still on his feet. He knew something was wrong. He could feel it in his
left leg, near the ankle, but there was nothing he could do about it now.Booth clambered to
center stage, turned to the audience, and rose erect to his full height. His splendid chest had
always made him appear taller than he was. Every second was precious to his escape, but he
had rehearsed this part too well to forsake it now. He knew that this was his last performance on
the American stage, and for this he would be remembered for eternity. He must not blow his
lines. All eyes were upon him. He stood motionless, paused momentarily for dramatic effect, and
thrust his bloody dagger triumphantly into the air. The gas footlights danced on the shiny blade
now speckled with red and exaggerated his wild countenance. “Sic semper tyrannis,” he
thundered. It was the state motto of Virginia—“Thus always to tyrants.” Then Booth shouted,
“The South is avenged.”The great crime. A fanciful print published shortly after the
assassination.DR. CHARLES LEALE HAD WITNESSED THE LEAP: “I SAW A MAN with dark
hair and bright black eyes, leap from the box to the stage below … and [he] raised his shining
dagger in the air, which reflected the light as though it had been a diamond.”Harry Hawk, the
only actor onstage when Booth made the leap, could not understand what was happening.
Hawk, more than anyone else in the theatre, was in the best position to hear the shot, see the
smoky cloud, and observe a familiar-looking figure climb onto the balustrade. Why, if he didn’t
know better, he would swear that the man who landed hard on the stage, gathered himself, and
was now approaching him rapidly with an unsheathed dagger looked an awful lot like John
Wilkes Booth. Hawk had known Booth for a year and wasn’t likely to make a false identification.
Hawk lingered indecisively, standing directly in Booth’s escape path. When Booth was nearly
upon him, Hawk fled: “[H]e was rushing towards me with a dagger and I turned and run.” As
Booth moved across the stage heading for the wings, James Ferguson, sitting just a few feet
away, heard him exult to himself—“I have done it!”Booth fled into the wings off stage right,
slashing his dagger wildly at anyone—actor, orchestra conductor, or employee—who got in his
way. William Withers said he felt Booth’s hot breath as the assassin pushed past him and struck



at him with the knife. The conductor did not try to stop him. No one in the cast did. Booth had
taken all the actors backstage by surprise and rushed past them.Then a voice cried out from the
president’s box. “Stop that man!” From the time Booth shot Lincoln, wounded Rathbone, fought
his way out of the box, leapt to the stage, claimed center stage, uttered his cry of vengeance,
and vanished into the wings, no one in the audience had done a thing. It was just as Booth had
planned. Some in the audience gasped with fright and delight—they still thought it was part of
the play. Others, including the actors near the stage and in the wings, were too shocked to
obstruct or pursue Booth.“Will no one stop that man?” an anguished Rathbone again pleaded to
the crowd below. Clara Harris echoed his cry.“He has shot the President!”LESS THAN A MILE
AWAY, ON MADISON PLACE, NEAR THE WHITE House on the east side of Lafayette Park, all
was quiet at the home of Secretary of State William H. Seward. Bedridden since a terrible
carriage accident on April 5, Seward drifted in and out of consciousness. Nine days before,
when out riding with his daughter, Frances “Fanny” Adeline Seward; his son Frederick; and a
family friend, the coachman, Henry Key, dismounted to fix a stubborn door that wouldn’t stay
shut. The horses bolted, running madly through the city with the unmanned reins swinging wildly
in the air. The secretary of state sprang from the moving carriage to try for the reins or horses,
but he caught his shoe on the way out, tore off the heel, and was spun facedown into the street.
The fall almost killed him, but he survived with a concussion, his jaw broken in two places, right
arm broken between the shoulder and elbow, and deep bruises too numerous to count. Fanny
rushed to his crumpled body, fearing he was dead.That night Seward’s disfigured face swelled
so badly that his own children could barely recognize him, and the blood pouring through his
nose almost suffocated him. Seward’s personal physician, Dr. T. S. Verdi; Dr. Basil Norris, an
army medical officer; and Surgeon General Joseph K. Barnes attended him and cautioned the
family to keep their patient under constant watch.On April 9, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton
visited Seward three times. The diplomat liked Lincoln’s fierce, iron-willed war leader.“God bless
you Stanton—I can never tell you half …”Stanton hushed him: “Don’t try to speak.”Early that
evening Abraham Lincoln rushed to Seward’s big brick mansion, known as the “Clubhouse”
among Washington insiders. The accident worried Lincoln. Carriage accidents were not trifling
affairs in wartime Washington and could prove deadly. Mary Lincoln had nearly been killed when
her carriage broke down and flung her headlong into the street. She hit her head hard on the
ground and was lucky to survive. The sight of Seward, alive if not well, relieved Lincoln
tremendously. They were great rivals once, when in 1860 the emerging rail-splitter from the west
challenged Seward, the odds-on favorite for the Republican nomination, and later, when Seward
tried to usurp him early in his presidency. But they made peace, and Seward evolved into a
trusted adviser and confidant. Just back from Grant’s headquarters at City Point, Virginia, the
president reclined on the foot of Seward’s bed and regaled him with the news—his remarkable
visit to Richmond, and how he had gone to a military hospital and shook the hands of thousands
of wounded soldiers. Then the president confided the best news of all. According to Grant, Lee’s
surrender was imminent. After chatting quietly with Seward for nearly an hour, Abraham Lincoln



departed. They never saw each other again. Lincoln’s prophecy proved true when a little later,
Secretary Stanton visited the Clubhouse so he could tell Seward the news in person. Lee had
surrendered. The war was over.Now, on the fourteenth, Fanny watched over her father and
listened to the sights and sounds of the never-ending celebrations in the streets. A torchlight
procession marched to the White House. A band played “Rally Round the Flag.” Fanny was a
tall, slender, brown-haired girl precociously conversant in literature and politics, and, at twenty,
her father’s prize. With her mother Frances often away at their Auburn, New York, homestead,
Fanny grew up in a world of political receptions, dinners, and historical personages and events.
An avid and talented writer with an eye for detail, her secret diary that she began at age fourteen
brimmed with subtle observations and trenchant character sketches of her encounters with the
political, military, and diplomatic elites.Around 10:00 P.M. she put down her book, Legends of
Charlemagne, turned down the gaslights, and, along with Sergeant George Robinson, a
wounded veteran now serving as an army nurse, kept watch over her recovering father.Outside
in the shadows, Lewis Powell and David Herold were keeping the Clubhouse under surveillance.
The street was quiet. They saw no guards at the front door, or anywhere on Madison Place. Two
hours ago, when they’d met with Booth at the Herndon House, their leader assured them that
they would find their target at home. The newspapers reported the carriage accident days ago,
and the extent of Seward’s serious injuries, and noted that he was recuperating at home,
bedridden. That made Seward, of all of Lincoln’s cabinet officers, Booth’s most attractive target
tonight. The others might prove difficult to track, and could be anywhere—dinner parties,
entertainments, or traveling. Seward, alone, helplessly anchored to his bed, was sure to be
home at 10:00 this evening. The actor issued simple instructions: invade the house, locate the
secretary of state’s bedroom, and kill the defenseless victim with pistol fire and, if required, the
knife. This was a difficult mission even for a man like Powell, a battle-hardened and extremely
strong ex-Confederate soldier. Powell had three problems. First, how could he get inside
Seward’s house? He couldn’t just walk in unannounced. By 10:00 P.M. the front door would
certainly be locked. He would have to ring the bell. When—if—someone answered, he could not
just shoot or slash his way through the threshold. That might attract the attention of passersby or
rouse the occupants from their beds to defend themselves.Cunning deception, not brute force,
was the key. Booth concocted, probably with David Herold’s help, a brilliant plan. He told Powell
to impersonate a messenger delivering important medicine from Seward’s physician, Dr. Verdi.
To add the final touch of verisimilitude to the ruse, Powell would actually carry a small package
wrapped in butcher’s paper and tied with string. Herold, the former pharmacist’s assistant
experienced in making similar deliveries, probably tutored Booth and Powell in the appearance
of such packages and then wrapped an empty box to mimic an authentic delivery from Dr.
Verdi.But then what? Once inside it was Powell’s job to track down Secretary Seward in the
sprawling, three-story mansion. Booth did not provide him with a floor plan. He could rule out the
first floor. But Seward might lie in one of a number of upper rooms. Powell faced a third
challenge: he did not know how many occupants—family members, State Department



messengers, nurses, doctors, servants, maids, and guards—were on the premises. Certainly
several, but perhaps up to a dozen. A more cautious man might have told Booth he was mad.
But Powell, a slavishly loyal one who called his hero “captain,” agreed. Anything for his master.
David Herold also complied, as long as he did not have to bloody his hands by killing somebody
and could wait for Powell outside, holding their horses.From the shadows, Powell and Herold
had watched Dr. Verdi leave around 9:30 P.M. After him had come Dr. Norris, who visited briefly
and departed around 10:00 P.M.—just in time, according to Booth’s preset timetable. The house
was quiet now. They watched the gaslights go dim in several rooms, a signal that the occupants
were settling in for the night. A short while later Powell handed his horse to Herold and strode
across the street to the secretary of state’s front door. He rang the bell. Herold’s dull, hooded
eyes warily scanned up and down the block as he stood watch, safeguarding their
mounts.Upstairs, on the third floor, Fanny Seward was watching over her sleeping father, and did
not hear the bell. She did not know that outside a man waited to, like Macbeth, murder
sleep.Down on the first floor, William Bell, a nineteen-year-old black servant, hurried to answer
the door. Late-night callers were not unusual at the Seward home. At moments of crisis State
Department messengers bearing telegraph dispatches might arrive at any hour of the day or
night. And ever since the carriage accident, members of the cabinet, military officers, and three
different doctors called frequently. There was no reason at all why William Bell should not open
that door.Before him stood a tall, attractive, solidly built man, well dressed in fine leather boots,
black pants, a straw-colored duster, and a felt-brimmed hat; he was holding a small package in
his hands. The masquerade worked. Nothing about Powell’s conventional appearance raised
Bell’s suspicions. Bell greeted Powell and asked politely, as Seward had trained him, how he
could help the visitor. Powell explained his mission: he was a messenger with medicine from Dr.
Verdi. That sounded satisfactory to Bell. Dr. Verdi had left his patient within the hour and lived
only two blocks from the Sewards. Obviously, Bell reasoned, the doctor must have prescribed
some medicine but did not have it with him in his well-worn doctor’s bag. When Verdi got home
he probably summoned a messenger to deliver the healing product. Up to this moment Powell
did nothing to call undue attention to himself. He even pronounced Dr. Verdi’s name correctly,
with the proper Italian accent. Powell stepped into the hall and closed the door behind him. Bell
reached out to accept the delivery. No, Powell said, he could not give it to a servant. The doctor
said he had to deliver it personally to the secretary of state and instruct him how to take the
medicine. Bell countered that he was qualified to receive deliveries on Seward’s behalf. Powell
was adamant. “I must go up.” He must see the secretary personally—those were his instructions.
For five minutes, the assassin and the servant bickered about whether Powell would leave the
medicine with Bell. “I must go up,” he repeated like a mantra. “I must go up.”Chapter Two“I Have
Done It”LEGEND HAS IT THAT JOHN WILKES BOOTH WAS HIDING OUTside in the shadows
near the front door of Ford’s as the presidential carriage rocked down the uneven dirt street and
slowed to a stop, but no one really knows where he was at that precise moment. On April 29,
1865, Clara Harris wrote in a letter, “They say we were watched by the assassins; ay, as we



alighted from the carriage … and when I think of that fiend barring himself in with us, my blood
runs cold.” Wherever Booth was it is almost certain that somehow he verified with his own eyes
that the Lincolns were actually inside the theatre. And he probably wondered at the identity of
Lincoln’s guests and gauged whether Major Rathbone looked like the type who could pose a
threat to his plans. It didn’t matter, really; no one was going to stop him from going through with
it.Next door at Peter Taltavul’s bar, the Star Saloon, it was a night like any other when the lights
were on at Ford’s. Some playgoers downed a quick one before the show; others would come in
during intermission to fortify themselves.It was now about 9:00 P.M. Time for Booth to go inside
the theatre for the first time since the Lincolns had arrived. Although the actor, like the Lincolns,
entered Ford’s after Our American Cousin started, he was still on schedule. The play was like a
clock, every word spoken was another tick of the second hand. After hearing just one snippet of
dialogue, Booth would know, to the minute, how much time had elapsed from curtain raising,
and how much time remained in the performance. He knew that he had at least another hour. He
left Ford’sIn a little while, he returned to his alley stable, where he and Spangler had left the bay
mare. Booth unlocked the door, threw his shawl over the horse’s back, and saddled her. He led
his rented horse down Baptist Alley by the reins, up to the back door of Ford’s. He would have
tied the animal to a hitching post behind the theatre, but he remembered the stable man’s
warning that this horse did not like to be tied. She would pull at the post to break free. And
anyway, what if he left the horse unattended and when he came back later discovered that
someone had stolen her? Better to have someone hold the reins until he returned. He called
through the open back door: “Ned. Ned Spangler!” There was no reply.Inside Ford’s, employee
John Debonay tracked down Ned: “Booth is calling you.” Spangler stepped into the alley.“Hold
this mare for ten or fifteen minutes,” Booth instructed him.“I have not time,” Ned replied. The play
was going on. He could not neglect his backstage duties and waste time holding a horse. He
was needed at his post in the wings to shift scenery. He offered to summon another employee,
John Burroughs, nicknamed “John Peanut” by his fellow staff members after the snack he sold to
patrons.Spangler sent for John Peanut. Booth gave Ned the reins, cautioning him that this horse
would not stand tying and that she had to be held. Booth went into the theatre. When John
Peanut came out he demurred, saying he was needed at the front of the theatre to make sure
that people didn’t sneak in without paying. After a minute or two of bickering, he gave in and
accepted the reins from Spangler. Ned went back to work. Mary Jane Anderson, a black woman
who lived in an alley house behind the theatre, watched Booth lead his horse up the alley, walk
past her front door, and call Ned Spangler. Once Booth went inside Ford’s, she couldn’t see the
horse anymore but could hear how restless it was. “It kept up a great deal of stamping on the
stones, and I said ‘I wonder what is the matter with that horse,’ it kept stamping so.” It was the
second time Mrs. Anderson had seen Booth that day. In the afternoon, between 2:00 and 3:00
P.M., she watched him and a woman standing behind the theatre “for a considerable while,”
having a conversation. Mary Anderson could not take her eyes off the handsome star: “I stood in
my gate, and I looked right wishful at him.”Booth, once inside Ford’s, wanted to cross behind the



stage all the way to the other side of the building, where a small door led to a narrow
passageway that ran west to Tenth Street and the front of the theatre. Booth asked an employee
if he could walk across the stage, hidden behind the scenery. That was impossible, he was told.
The “dairy scene,” a deep scene that required the full stage, was on, and there was no room to
hide from the audience by creeping along behind the scenery. Instead, Booth would have to
cross under the stage through a passageway and emerge on the other side.Booth lifted the
trapdoor and dropped below into darkness. Walking along the hard-packed dirt floor, he could
hear the wooden planks of the stage creaking overhead, and the distant, muffled voices of the
actors and laughter from the audience. He ascended the stairs at the end of the passageway,
nudged open the trapdoor, and entered the passageway that ran lengthwise between Ford’s and
the Star Saloon next door. He walked the length of the building and emerged on Tenth. Anyone
who saw him now would assume he had come down Tenth on foot to take in the play. No one in
the theatre, save a few employees, knew he had a horse waiting out back. There was time for
one last drink.Booth walked into the Star Saloon at around 10:00 P.M. The cramped, narrow,
dimly lit establishment catered to the actors, stagehands, and playgoers who frequented Ford’s
Theatre. Booth was alone. A regular, he nodded to owner Peter Taltavul and called for his
pleasure: whiskey. The bartender poured him a glass and set the bottle on the counter within
Booth’s reach. Water, too, please, Booth reminded him: Taltavul had neglected to serve the
customary companion beverage. Booth’s pale, delicate fingers squeezed the glass, raised it to
his lips, and he downed the drink the way a more temperate, thirsty man might swallow the glass
of water. Booth savored the warming spirits. It might be a while before he could enjoy another
one. Any customers who recognized the handsomest, best-dressed man in Washington kept it
to themselves and did not disturb the famous actor. Booth slapped a few coins on the bar and
left without saying a word. He exited onto Tenth Street, turned to his right, walked a few paces,
and saw the president’s carriage still parked on the near side of Tenth several yards beyond the
main door, the coachman and horse waiting to take Lincoln back home. Burke had gone for a
drink after he dropped off the Lincolns and their guests, and then returned to the coach.In the
alley behind Ford’s, Mary Anderson watched John Peanut walking Booth’s impatient horse back
and forth.This was it. Booth tarried in the lobby, soaking in the atmosphere and listening to the
dialogue. He was still on schedule. No need to rush. Walking to the lobby’s north end, he
ascended the curving staircase to the dress circle, following the same path the Lincolns took to
their box. Booth paused at the head of the stairs to take advantage of the best view of the
president’s box, a vista that caused him to look slightly down, and diagonally across the width
and length of the house. He walked slowly along the west wall. James Ferguson, still hoping to
witness General Grant’s arrival, looked up from his first-floor seat and saw, on the other side of
the theatre, another man—not Grant—approaching the box. He recognized John Wilkes Booth:
“Somewhere near ten o’clock … I saw Booth pass along near the box, and then stop, and lean
against the wall. He stood there a moment.”Booth could see the door that opened to the
vestibule that led directly into the president’s box. What he saw—or more accurately what he did



not see—surprised him. The door was unguarded. He expected to find an officer, a soldier, or at
least a civilian policeman seated there. Instead, seated near but not blocking the door was
Lincoln’s valet, Charles Forbes, who had ridden to Ford’s atop the coach beside the driver.
Booth paused to speak to Forbes, showing him some kind of card or piece of paper. To this day
no one knows what words they exchanged, or what document Booth displayed. Was it a letter?
Or merely the actor’s calling card? A card with Booth’s name on it would open almost any door in
Washington. Forbes did not attempt to stop him. Booth proceeded to the door, realizing that,
unless a hidden guard was perched inside the small vestibule, no one was going to stop him. He
seized the knob, turned it, and pushed open the door. James Ferguson looked up again and
watched Booth enter the box: “I looked back and saw him step down one step, put his hands to
the door, and his knee against it, and push the door open. I did not see any more of him.” Yellow
gaslight from the dress circle illuminated the dark vestibule. Booth peered inside. Empty. There
was no guard. No one stood between him and the president of the United States.Inside the box,
the Lincolns were enjoying themselves, not because of the play but simply from being together,
out of the White House, during their happiest week in Washington. At one point the president
stood up to put on his coat—the cool night air had chilled him. Back in his rocking chair, perhaps
thinking of their carriage ride that afternoon, Lincoln reached out and held Mary’s hand. In mock
embarrassment she chided her husband for his boldness: “What will Miss Harris think of my
hanging on to you so?” Lincoln replied to the last words he would ever hear his wife speak: “She
won’t think anything about it,” and he smiled affectionately at her. Booth closed the outer
vestibule door behind him so quietly that the occupants of the box heard nothing. He had been
prepared to cut his way in with the knife if necessary. Instead, he had strolled in unmolested, as
though he had reserved the box this night, as he often had on prior occasions. Bending down,
he felt along the edge of the carpet near the wall for the pine bar—part of a music stand—he had
hidden there that afternoon. When no one was watching he had returned to Ford’s that day,
slipped unseen into the vestibule and box, and made his preparations. Hoping that no one had
discovered it and tossed it into the trash as an odd piece of leftover lumber, he ran his fingers
across the carpet. It was still there. He lifted the bar, first inserting one end into the awaiting
mortise he had incised in the plaster wall and concealed behind a flap of wallpaper. He lowered
the other end to nearly a parallel position, until it made contact with the door. He was careful not
to hammer the bar into place by pounding it with the bottoms of two clenched fists. The noise
might alert the theatre party sitting just a few yards away. Instead, he grasped the bar with both
hands, using his weight to apply gradual, increasing downward pressure until the fit was tight. It
took only a few seconds, just as he had planned. Now no one could follow him into the vestibule
and prevent him from entering the president’s box.Booth turned to face the two paneled wood
doors—one to his left and the other directly in front of him—that opened into boxes seven and
eight, now combined into one box for the Lincolns.The actor’s black pupils flared wide, adjusting
to the darkness, while also fixing on the only available light in the dim, claustrophobic chamber—
a faint pinpoint emanating from the peephole that somebody, probably Booth, had bored through



a right-hand panel of the door to box number seven. A cylindrical beam shone through from the
illuminated box on the other side of the door, but it was so weak that it failed to span the narrow
vestibule and put a small spot of light on the opposite wall. Instead the ray faltered in midair,
diffused into the absorbing darkness.Booth peeked through the dot of light on the door, giving
himself a partial view of the interior of the box. He saw what he was looking for—a high-backed,
upholstered rocking chair, just a few feet away on the other side of the door.The seating
arrangement in the box was perfect for an assassin. Lincoln sat at the far left, his rocker wedged
nearly against the wall of the box. At this angle the president’s left side faced the audience, his
right the interior of the box, and, to his front, the stage below. Lincoln was close to the door
through which Booth would spring. Mary Lincoln sat to the president’s right, perched on a wood,
caned-bottom chair. Next to her right was Clara Harris on another chair, and at the far right was
Major Rathbone on a sofa. Booth could enter the box and move on Lincoln without having to get
past the major.Onstage, it was the beginning of act 3, scene 2. There were four scenes left
before the end of the play. Mrs. Mountchessington and her daughter Augusta, a pair of English
gold diggers, were conniving about how to marry off the girl to Asa Trenchard, a rich American
bumpkin played by the celebrated comic actor Harry Hawk.” Yes, my child, while Mr. De Boots
and Mr. Trenchard are both here, you must ask yourself seriously, as to the state of your
affections. Remember, your happiness for life will depend on the choice you make.”“What would
you advise, Mamma? You know I am always advised by you.”“Dear, obedient child. De Boots has
excellent expectations, but they are only expectations after all. This American is rich, and on the
whole I think a well regulated affection ought to incline to Asa Trenchard”It was approximately
10:11 P.M. Booth plunged both hands into the deep, copious pockets of his black frock coat and
withdrew his weapons. In his right hand was the .44-caliber single-shot Deringer pistol, in his left
the shiny and sharp Rio Grande Camp Knife. He steadied himself. Harry Hawk entered the
scene from stage left. No, not yet. Too many characters—Mrs. Mountchessington, Augusta, and
Asa Trenchard—were still onstage. Booth listened keenly to the dialogue of the play for his cue,
the actors’ voices rising to the president’s box and echoing through the doors and into the
vestibule where he remained hidden. Booth heard Asa Trenchard confess to Mrs.
Mountchessington that he is not rich.“Not heir to the fortune, Mr. Trenchard.”“Oh, no.”After a few
more lines, Harry Hawk would hold the stage alone and would speak a line guaranteed to
produce such uproarious laughter that it would smother the sound of just about anything
including, Booth hoped, the report of a pistol.Booth’s thumb pulled back the hammer of the
Deringer until he heard it cock into firing position. His hand dropped to the porcelain
doorknob.“Mr. Trenchard, you will please recollect you are addressing my daughter, and in my
presence!”“Yes, I’m offering her my heart and hand just as she wants them, with nothing in
‘em.”“Augusta, dear, to your room.”“Yes, Ma, the nasty beast.”Now, Booth knew, only two actors
remained onstage.The tension was unbearable. The syllables being spoken onstage sounded
no longer like words but like the last ticks of a dying clock winding down. It was 10:13 P.M.“I am
aware, Mr. Trenchard, you are not used to the manners of good society, and that, alone, will



excuse the impertinence of which you have been guilty.” Mrs. Mountchessington exited in a
huff.Harry Hawk was alone onstage now.Booth opened the door and stepped into the
president’s box. Hawk began reciting the last sentence Lincoln would ever hear, a corny
broadside of comic insults that delighted the audience.“Don’t know the manners of good society,
eh? Wal, I guess I know enough to turn you inside out, old gal…”Lincoln was so near. If Booth
desired, he could reach out and tap him on the shoulder with the Deringer’s muzzle. No one in
the box had seen or heard him enter. The Lincolns, Harris, and Rathbone all continued watching
the action onstage. Booth began the performance he had rehearsed in his mind again and again
since that afternoon. He stepped toward Lincoln who was stationary—not rolling back and forth
on the rockers of his chair. Booth focused his eyes on the back of the president’s head. He
raised his right arm to shoulder height and extended it forward, aiming the pistol at Lincoln’s
head. He didn’t even really have to aim—aiming suggests a marksman’s skill—he was so close
to the president now that all he had to do was point the Deringer.The factory had not set the
pistol with a hair trigger, so until Booth increased his finger pressure to a few pounds the
Deringer would not fire. He squeezed harder.“…you sockdologizing old mantrap…”As the
audience exploded in laughter, at that instant, at the last possible moment before the pistol
discharged, Abraham Lincoln jerked his head away from Booth, low and to the left, as though
trying to evade the shot. The black powder charge exploded and spit the bullet toward Lincoln’s
head. James Ferguson saw Lincoln move just before he saw the muzzle flash illuminate the box
momentarily like a miniature lightning bolt. The president’s movement and the shot were
simultaneous. Had Booth missed?If he had, the assassin was suddenly at great risk because he
didn’t have the twenty to forty seconds needed to reload—and, anyway, he hadn’t even bothered
to carry more gunpowder and bullets in his coat. Now he was trapped between Lincoln and
Rathbone, armed with nothing but the knife. If Lincoln’s peripheral vision had alerted him to the
presence of an intruder creeping stealthily toward him, or if he had caught the blur of Booth’s
arm moving into firing position, the president might have ducked the shot, or at worst suffered a
nonfatal grazing head, neck, or shoulder wound. If only that had happened, then Lincoln, even at
fifty-six years old, would have been a formidable opponent. The idea of venerable Father
Abraham fighting back against the gymnastic, leaping, and sword-fighting stage star is not as
farfetched as it sounds.It was widely held in 1865, and certainly today, that the toil of the Civil
War had transformed Lincoln into a ruined old man. Lincoln’s beard, his slow, ambling gait, and
his careworn face, captured so movingly in the last photographs by Alexander Gardner in
February 1865 and by Henry Warren in March 1865, gave credence to the myth of Father
Abraham, the ancient, Moses-like figure leading his people. But there was another Abraham
Lincoln that no one in Washington had ever seen: the vigorous, muscular Rail-splitter of the
West. That image was more than a brilliant slogan from the presidential campaign of 1860.
Lincoln had really been a rail-splitter, and a man hardened by years of brutal physical toil. With
his creased apple doll-like head sitting atop a thin, six-foot-four-inch frame, President Lincoln
might have looked old and weak. The wartime demands of the presidency had taken their toll,



and Lincoln had lost twenty or thirty pounds during four years in office. But beneath that ever-
present baggy frock coat and ill-fitting trousers, there remained a lean and formidable physique.
Too soon doctors would discover and marvel at the age difference between his face and his
body.Had Booth missed, Lincoln could have risen from his chair to confront his assassin. At that
moment the president, cornered, with not only his own life in danger but also Mary’s, would
almost certainly have fought back. If he did, Booth would have found himself outmatched facing
not kindly Father Abraham, but the aroused fury of the Mississippi River flatboatman who fought
off a gang of murderous river pirates in the dead of night, the champion wrestler who, years
before, humbled the Clary’s Grove boys in New Salem in a still legendary match, or even the fifty-
six-year-old president who could still pick up a long, splitting-axe by his fingertips, raise it,
extend his arm out parallel with the ground, and suspend the axe in midair. Lincoln could have
choked the life out of the five-foot-eight-inch, 150-pound thespian, or wrestled him over the side
of the box, launching Booth on a crippling dive to the stage almost twelve feet below.But Lincoln
had not seen Booth coming. He had not moved to avoid being shot. Instead, just as Booth was
about to fire, Lincoln leaned forward and to the left to look down into the audience on the main
floor. James Ferguson saw it all: “The President, at the time he was shot, was sitting in this
position: he was leaning his hand on the rail, and was looking down at a person in the [theatre],—
not looking on the stage. He had the flag that decorated the box pulled around, and he was
looking between the post and the flag.”The pistol, a fine, expensive weapon, had functioned
perfectly. The trigger freed the cocked hammer from its tension spring. The hammer snapped
forward, striking the copper percussion cap resting over the hollow steel nipple mounted on the
barrel. The resulting spark flashed into the chamber, igniting the load of black powder. The
explosion propelled the .44-caliber ball at a muzzle velocity slow by modern standards, but fast
enough. Still, Booth had almost missed. If the president had leaned forward a little more, the
bullet might have whistled just over his head.Instead it struck him in the head, on the lower left
side, a little below the ear. The ball ripped through his chestnut-colored hair, cut the skin,
perforated the skull, and, because of the angle of Lincoln’s head at the moment of impact, drove
a diagonal tunnel through Lincoln’s brain from left to right. The wet brain matter slowed the ball’s
velocity, absorbing enough of its energy to prevent it from penetrating the other side of the skull
and exiting through the president’s face. The ball came to rest in Lincoln’s brain, lodged behind
his right eye.Lincoln never knew what happened to him. His head dropped forward until his chin
hit his chest, and his body lost all muscular control and sagged against the richly upholstered
rocking chair. He did not fall to the floor. He looked as though he was bored with the play and
had fallen asleep. It happened so fast that Lincoln lost consciousness before he heard the report
of the pistol, smelled the burnt gunpowder, or was enveloped by the voluminous cloud of blue-
gray smoke, the signature of all black-powder weapons. The sound of the pistol, more like the
hollow “poof” of fireworks than the hard cracking of a modern firearm—another characteristic of
nineteenth-century black-powder weapons with low muzzle velocities—echoed and hung in the
box for several seconds. Then it traveled to the ceiling and the stage below and reverberated



throughout the theatre.Nobody moved. The president, Mary Lincoln, Clara Harris, Major
Rathbone, and Booth remained perfectly still, as though posed in the studio for one of Alexander
Gardner’s wet-plate albumen photographs that required a motionless exposure of several
seconds. Time stopped.The pistol’s report did startle a number of people in the audience. Some
thought it was part of the play; others, an unscripted surprise in honor of the president’s visit.
Some people didn’t hear it at all.Rathbone, an experienced army officer who had heard gunfire
before, was the first to realize that something was amiss. He turned to his left. The smoke, now
tinted red from the gaslights, and the crimson upholstery and wallpaper that combined to give
the box a fiery, devilish glow, partly obscured his vision. Rathbone rose from his seat, stepping in
the direction of the president. At that instant he saw a wild-eyed man, his face ghostly against his
black clothes, hair, and moustache. Like a demon, Booth emerged from the black-powder haze
and sprang at him. Simultaneously Rathbone lunged for Booth, grabbing him by the coat. The
assassin broke free, shouting but one word, “Freedom!” and thrust his right arm up, as high as
he could reach. Rathbone’s eyes were drawn up by the gesture, and he saw what Booth
clenched in his fist: a big, shiny knife, its menacing blade pointed directly down at him. Booth
moved too quickly for Rathbone to read the patriotic slogans acid-etched into the blade: “Land of
the Free/Home of the Brave”; “Liberty/Independence.” Booth was not going to try to fend off
Rathbone with a few, puny forward jabs of the knife. Instead, he sought the death blow. He was
going to deliver an arcing, theatrical swing pivoting from his shoulder that would drive the blade
through Rathbone’s ribs and into his heart. Booth’s arm was already in motion, and at the last
moment Rathbone raised his arm to parry Booth’s strike. The major grunted in pain. His
reflexive, lightning-fast defensive maneuver saved his life, but the assassin’s blade sliced
through his coat sleeve and into his upper arm. Blood gushed from the long, deep wound.Booth
had no more time to waste on finishing off Rathbone. The clock in his head was still ticking
down. If he was going to escape the theatre, he had to get out of the box at once. He turned to
the balustrade and swung one leg over the side. By now some members of the audience had
looked up. Was that a man climbing out of the president’s box, preparing to leap to the stage? As
Booth positioned for his leap, Rathbone came at him again, grabbing at his coattail. Distracted,
Booth got tangled in the framed portrait of George Washington hanging from the front of the box,
and one of his riding spurs snagged one of the flags that just a few hours before Harry Clay Ford
had cradled in his arms when he ran into Booth on the street. It was the revenge of “Old Glory,”
soon went the popular myth. Still he managed to free himself and imperfectly leapt forward to the
stage. Booth hit the stage unevenly but still on his feet. He knew something was wrong. He could
feel it in his left leg, near the ankle, but there was nothing he could do about it now.Booth
clambered to center stage, turned to the audience, and rose erect to his full height. His splendid
chest had always made him appear taller than he was. Every second was precious to his
escape, but he had rehearsed this part too well to forsake it now. He knew that this was his last
performance on the American stage, and for this he would be remembered for eternity. He must
not blow his lines. All eyes were upon him. He stood motionless, paused momentarily for



dramatic effect, and thrust his bloody dagger triumphantly into the air. The gas footlights danced
on the shiny blade now speckled with red and exaggerated his wild countenance. “Sic semper
tyrannis,” he thundered. It was the state motto of Virginia—“Thus always to tyrants.” Then Booth
shouted, “The South is avenged.”The great crime. A fanciful print published shortly after the
assassination.DR. CHARLES LEALE HAD WITNESSED THE LEAP: “I SAW A MAN with dark
hair and bright black eyes, leap from the box to the stage below … and [he] raised his shining
dagger in the air, which reflected the light as though it had been a diamond.”Harry Hawk, the
only actor onstage when Booth made the leap, could not understand what was happening.
Hawk, more than anyone else in the theatre, was in the best position to hear the shot, see the
smoky cloud, and observe a familiar-looking figure climb onto the balustrade. Why, if he didn’t
know better, he would swear that the man who landed hard on the stage, gathered himself, and
was now approaching him rapidly with an unsheathed dagger looked an awful lot like John
Wilkes Booth. Hawk had known Booth for a year and wasn’t likely to make a false identification.
Hawk lingered indecisively, standing directly in Booth’s escape path. When Booth was nearly
upon him, Hawk fled: “[H]e was rushing towards me with a dagger and I turned and run.” As
Booth moved across the stage heading for the wings, James Ferguson, sitting just a few feet
away, heard him exult to himself—“I have done it!”Booth fled into the wings off stage right,
slashing his dagger wildly at anyone—actor, orchestra conductor, or employee—who got in his
way. William Withers said he felt Booth’s hot breath as the assassin pushed past him and struck
at him with the knife. The conductor did not try to stop him. No one in the cast did. Booth had
taken all the actors backstage by surprise and rushed past them.Then a voice cried out from the
president’s box. “Stop that man!” From the time Booth shot Lincoln, wounded Rathbone, fought
his way out of the box, leapt to the stage, claimed center stage, uttered his cry of vengeance,
and vanished into the wings, no one in the audience had done a thing. It was just as Booth had
planned. Some in the audience gasped with fright and delight—they still thought it was part of
the play. Others, including the actors near the stage and in the wings, were too shocked to
obstruct or pursue Booth.“Will no one stop that man?” an anguished Rathbone again pleaded to
the crowd below. Clara Harris echoed his cry.“He has shot the President!”LESS THAN A MILE
AWAY, ON MADISON PLACE, NEAR THE WHITE House on the east side of Lafayette Park, all
was quiet at the home of Secretary of State William H. Seward. Bedridden since a terrible
carriage accident on April 5, Seward drifted in and out of consciousness. Nine days before,
when out riding with his daughter, Frances “Fanny” Adeline Seward; his son Frederick; and a
family friend, the coachman, Henry Key, dismounted to fix a stubborn door that wouldn’t stay
shut. The horses bolted, running madly through the city with the unmanned reins swinging wildly
in the air. The secretary of state sprang from the moving carriage to try for the reins or horses,
but he caught his shoe on the way out, tore off the heel, and was spun facedown into the street.
The fall almost killed him, but he survived with a concussion, his jaw broken in two places, right
arm broken between the shoulder and elbow, and deep bruises too numerous to count. Fanny
rushed to his crumpled body, fearing he was dead.That night Seward’s disfigured face swelled



so badly that his own children could barely recognize him, and the blood pouring through his
nose almost suffocated him. Seward’s personal physician, Dr. T. S. Verdi; Dr. Basil Norris, an
army medical officer; and Surgeon General Joseph K. Barnes attended him and cautioned the
family to keep their patient under constant watch.On April 9, Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton
visited Seward three times. The diplomat liked Lincoln’s fierce, iron-willed war leader.“God bless
you Stanton—I can never tell you half …”Stanton hushed him: “Don’t try to speak.”Early that
evening Abraham Lincoln rushed to Seward’s big brick mansion, known as the “Clubhouse”
among Washington insiders. The accident worried Lincoln. Carriage accidents were not trifling
affairs in wartime Washington and could prove deadly. Mary Lincoln had nearly been killed when
her carriage broke down and flung her headlong into the street. She hit her head hard on the
ground and was lucky to survive. The sight of Seward, alive if not well, relieved Lincoln
tremendously. They were great rivals once, when in 1860 the emerging rail-splitter from the west
challenged Seward, the odds-on favorite for the Republican nomination, and later, when Seward
tried to usurp him early in his presidency. But they made peace, and Seward evolved into a
trusted adviser and confidant. Just back from Grant’s headquarters at City Point, Virginia, the
president reclined on the foot of Seward’s bed and regaled him with the news—his remarkable
visit to Richmond, and how he had gone to a military hospital and shook the hands of thousands
of wounded soldiers. Then the president confided the best news of all. According to Grant, Lee’s
surrender was imminent. After chatting quietly with Seward for nearly an hour, Abraham Lincoln
departed. They never saw each other again. Lincoln’s prophecy proved true when a little later,
Secretary Stanton visited the Clubhouse so he could tell Seward the news in person. Lee had
surrendered. The war was over.Now, on the fourteenth, Fanny watched over her father and
listened to the sights and sounds of the never-ending celebrations in the streets. A torchlight
procession marched to the White House. A band played “Rally Round the Flag.” Fanny was a
tall, slender, brown-haired girl precociously conversant in literature and politics, and, at twenty,
her father’s prize. With her mother Frances often away at their Auburn, New York, homestead,
Fanny grew up in a world of political receptions, dinners, and historical personages and events.
An avid and talented writer with an eye for detail, her secret diary that she began at age fourteen
brimmed with subtle observations and trenchant character sketches of her encounters with the
political, military, and diplomatic elites.Around 10:00 P.M. she put down her book, Legends of
Charlemagne, turned down the gaslights, and, along with Sergeant George Robinson, a
wounded veteran now serving as an army nurse, kept watch over her recovering father.Outside
in the shadows, Lewis Powell and David Herold were keeping the Clubhouse under surveillance.
The street was quiet. They saw no guards at the front door, or anywhere on Madison Place. Two
hours ago, when they’d met with Booth at the Herndon House, their leader assured them that
they would find their target at home. The newspapers reported the carriage accident days ago,
and the extent of Seward’s serious injuries, and noted that he was recuperating at home,
bedridden. That made Seward, of all of Lincoln’s cabinet officers, Booth’s most attractive target
tonight. The others might prove difficult to track, and could be anywhere—dinner parties,



entertainments, or traveling. Seward, alone, helplessly anchored to his bed, was sure to be
home at 10:00 this evening. The actor issued simple instructions: invade the house, locate the
secretary of state’s bedroom, and kill the defenseless victim with pistol fire and, if required, the
knife. This was a difficult mission even for a man like Powell, a battle-hardened and extremely
strong ex-Confederate soldier. Powell had three problems. First, how could he get inside
Seward’s house? He couldn’t just walk in unannounced. By 10:00 P.M. the front door would
certainly be locked. He would have to ring the bell. When—if—someone answered, he could not
just shoot or slash his way through the threshold. That might attract the attention of passersby or
rouse the occupants from their beds to defend themselves.Cunning deception, not brute force,
was the key. Booth concocted, probably with David Herold’s help, a brilliant plan. He told Powell
to impersonate a messenger delivering important medicine from Seward’s physician, Dr. Verdi.
To add the final touch of verisimilitude to the ruse, Powell would actually carry a small package
wrapped in butcher’s paper and tied with string. Herold, the former pharmacist’s assistant
experienced in making similar deliveries, probably tutored Booth and Powell in the appearance
of such packages and then wrapped an empty box to mimic an authentic delivery from Dr.
Verdi.But then what? Once inside it was Powell’s job to track down Secretary Seward in the
sprawling, three-story mansion. Booth did not provide him with a floor plan. He could rule out the
first floor. But Seward might lie in one of a number of upper rooms. Powell faced a third
challenge: he did not know how many occupants—family members, State Department
messengers, nurses, doctors, servants, maids, and guards—were on the premises. Certainly
several, but perhaps up to a dozen. A more cautious man might have told Booth he was mad.
But Powell, a slavishly loyal one who called his hero “captain,” agreed. Anything for his master.
David Herold also complied, as long as he did not have to bloody his hands by killing somebody
and could wait for Powell outside, holding their horses.From the shadows, Powell and Herold
had watched Dr. Verdi leave around 9:30 P.M. After him had come Dr. Norris, who visited briefly
and departed around 10:00 P.M.—just in time, according to Booth’s preset timetable. The house
was quiet now. They watched the gaslights go dim in several rooms, a signal that the occupants
were settling in for the night. A short while later Powell handed his horse to Herold and strode
across the street to the secretary of state’s front door. He rang the bell. Herold’s dull, hooded
eyes warily scanned up and down the block as he stood watch, safeguarding their
mounts.Upstairs, on the third floor, Fanny Seward was watching over her sleeping father, and did
not hear the bell. She did not know that outside a man waited to, like Macbeth, murder
sleep.Down on the first floor, William Bell, a nineteen-year-old black servant, hurried to answer
the door. Late-night callers were not unusual at the Seward home. At moments of crisis State
Department messengers bearing telegraph dispatches might arrive at any hour of the day or
night. And ever since the carriage accident, members of the cabinet, military officers, and three
different doctors called frequently. There was no reason at all why William Bell should not open
that door.Before him stood a tall, attractive, solidly built man, well dressed in fine leather boots,
black pants, a straw-colored duster, and a felt-brimmed hat; he was holding a small package in



his hands. The masquerade worked. Nothing about Powell’s conventional appearance raised
Bell’s suspicions. Bell greeted Powell and asked politely, as Seward had trained him, how he
could help the visitor. Powell explained his mission: he was a messenger with medicine from Dr.
Verdi. That sounded satisfactory to Bell. Dr. Verdi had left his patient within the hour and lived
only two blocks from the Sewards. Obviously, Bell reasoned, the doctor must have prescribed
some medicine but did not have it with him in his well-worn doctor’s bag. When Verdi got home
he probably summoned a messenger to deliver the healing product. Up to this moment Powell
did nothing to call undue attention to himself. He even pronounced Dr. Verdi’s name correctly,
with the proper Italian accent. Powell stepped into the hall and closed the door behind him. Bell
reached out to accept the delivery. No, Powell said, he could not give it to a servant. The doctor
said he had to deliver it personally to the secretary of state and instruct him how to take the
medicine. Bell countered that he was qualified to receive deliveries on Seward’s behalf. Powell
was adamant. “I must go up.” He must see the secretary personally—those were his instructions.
For five minutes, the assassin and the servant bickered about whether Powell would leave the
medicine with Bell. “I must go up,” he repeated like a mantra. “I must go up.”
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Linda Linguvic, “An engrossing story, well told. And it's all true! I loved this book.. It was a long
and bloody war and it tore the country apart, but finally, finally the Civil War was over. To
President Lincoln and the Northerners it was a time of victory and a time to rejoice. But to the
Confederate Army and the South, it was a time of defeat and anger. John Wilkes Booth was one
of the angry ones, so angry in fact, that he plotted and carried out the despicable act of
murdering President Lincoln.Of course I knew all that. A long time ago I had learned about it
way back in elementary school. This was one of those facts that every American child has to
memorize. But of course there was a story that made these facts come alive, a story that James
L. Swanson meticulously researched and brought to light in a new non-fiction historical account
of the events of those days. It was a book that pulled me to it. I wanted to know more.John
Wilkes Booth, a renowned actor with Southern roots had always hated Lincoln. Throughout the
war he plotted to kidnap him and had a few cohorts willing to join this plot. But as the War came
to an end and the Union victory was real, the plot changed from kidnapping to assassination.
John Wilkes Booth planned carefully, and, drawing in a group of co-conspirators, actually
accomplished this on the night of April 14, 1865 while Lincoln was celebrating his victory by
attending a performance at Ford's Theater in Washington D.C. Booth was an actor and knew the
theater intimately. Lincoln wasn't expecting it and didn't stand a chance against the single
gunshot wound to his head.This book is the story of the assassination and of the 12-day
manhunt for Booth. The details are all there, the planning, the horror of the act itself, the quick
actions of the doctor to keep Lincoln alive through the night, and the mourning and outpouring of
grief of the public. Also here is a thorough analysis of the mind of the killer and his attempts to
get away. There's a whole cast of characters who helped Booth, some of them more willingly
than others. The original plot also included the murder of Vice President Andrew Johnson,
Secretary of State William Seward and Secretary of War Edwin Stanton but the attempts on their
lives did not result in their deaths.All these stories are interwoven, creating a fascinating mosaic
of the United States in 1865. Each person involved, including the officers searching for the killer
and the Southerners who gave Booth shelter are brought to life. Booth's leg was injured and he
relied a lot on his companion David E. Herold. Their flight from justice took them through
Maryland and to Virginia. Sometimes they were given food and shelter but for much of the time
they had to live in the woods. Eventually Booth was gunned down and lived a few more hours in
agony. Later, some of the people who had helped him were hanged.I loved the book. I felt I was
right there in 1865. I was there with Lincoln, I was there at the attack on Secretary of State
Seward, I was in the farmhouses and fields with Booth. His diary says a lot about his state of
mind and the newspapers of the time give the sense of what was going on in the country. And
then there are some photos of Booth, the theater, and the people who were eventually arrested.
It was all there in this one book. It put me in a time and place that I had never really understood
before. This is a great story, well told. And the best part about it is that it is true. Highly



recommended.”

Tim Challies, “Brings History to Life. I began reading Manhunt on the Monday morning of a long
weekend. By the end of the day I had accomplished none of the chores and errands I had hoped
to scratch off my list, but instead found myself 350 pages into this book. I eventually pried myself
away long enough to get some sleep and then promptly finished it up the next morning. Though I
am a lover of history, rarely has my attention been held as long and as rapt as with this work of
non-fiction.The details of Abraham Lincoln's assassination are popular knowledge. John Wilkes
Booth, a southern actor who was enraged by the northern victories and the surrender of the
Confederate States of America, crept up behind the President while he was watching a play at
Ford's Theater. After fatally shooting Lincoln in the head, Booth leaped to the stage (breaking his
leg in the process), gave a cry of triumph, and disappeared into the night. For twelve days he
was the most wanted man in America and the nation's eyes were turned upon multitudes of
manhunters as they relentlessly pursued the assassin. A patrol of soldiers eventually tracked
him to a farm in Virginia where he was shot and killed. The story of his days on the run serve as
the subject for James Swanson's New York Times bestselling Manhunt.More than a sketch of
Booth's final days, the book looks also to the rest of the conspirators and to their victims. The
plot to kill Lincoln was, after all, to involve killing the Vice President (whose assassin lacked the
courage to make an attempt on his life) and the Secretary of State (who was badly injured but
survived). Booth hoped that his team would decapitate the Union government and turn northern
sentiment against the war.Perhaps the greatest irony of Booth's plot is that, though it seemed to
succeed, it was ultimately a terrible failure. While he had hoped to be seen as a hero, even much
Southern sentiment turned against him for his dishonorable act of taking the life of the President.
Booth was reviled and hated and, because he was on the run, was not able to explain or to
justify his action. The fame he wanted came only in death. Meanwhile, Lincoln's death raised his
status so he is known today as one of the greatest Americans in history and is routinely declared
the greatest President. Booth, for many years regarded as one of history's greatest scoundrels,
eventually saw his reputation change to something of an antihero. He entered folklore as a
tragic, romantic assassin. The ideology that drove him to assassinate the President is largely
forgotten. By any measure but the most immediate, he was a failure.The book is a bit
melodramatic at times, though it could be well argued that the flowery, almost Victorian prose
does match the time period of the subject matter. But this is a small complaint and one hardly
worth considering against the joy of reading this book. For months I looked at this book as it sat
on the bestseller lists and eventually decided to purchase it. For a few weeks more it sat on my
shelf before I decided to read it. And now I am grateful that I did. A great choice for summer
reading, Manhunt represents a great effort at making history come to life. I gladly recommend it
to anyone.”

Michael A. Roman, “A history that sets things straight. I grew up in Illinois, visited Springfield,



bought those parchment souvenirs of confederate money and famous documents. I memorized
those "similarities" between Kennedy’s assassination and Lincoln’s. More than 45 years later,
after a "we almost didn’t go" visit to the amazing Ford’s Theatre in D.C., which I highly
recommend, I found this book. It sets a lot of things straight and finally gives me the truth of the
assassination and its aftermath. And it’s very readable. If you love this period of history, or
treasure this story, or just like knowing cool stuff, get this book. You won’t be disappointed.”

Kiriyama77, “Thrilling page turner!. I have only recently gotten interested in the civil war and the
assassination of Abraham Lincoln, but like most people I know the basics - John Wilkes Booth
killed him and was killed himself. This book goes into the details of the assassination, from the
planning to the execution to the escape, that is so interesting.Through various sources we
discover what made Booth want to kill the President, the people he brought into his plan, the
excellent escape plan he had and the pretty stupid mistakes he made during it. We learn about
his 12 days on the run and the people who both helped and betrayed him. We learn about the
steps the Government took to try and capture this man, growing more desperate by the day!This
book is so well written you actually feel like you're there in the time, witnessing it all first hand.
There is hardly a boring paragraph in the book and of you have a completely free day or two it
will be easy to finish the book in that time, not because it's simply written but because you won't
want to put it down.The author himself I have seen on several documentaries on Lincoln and
Booth and he, while I forget the details about what he does exactly, does, at least seem to, know
what he is talking about. The man has done his research and presents it here as a thrilling
read.Highly recommended!”

Mr. R. Safadi, “For what you believe in. This was a cracking book to read from start to finish.
There is never a dull moment as the pace of the story told is perfect with alot of information I
never knew of before. The amount of research put into making this book is very impressive and
makes it the great book that it is.There is nothing more interesting than reading about characters
like booth who we all are fascinated by. People love heroes but the villain most of the time have
something about them that's more interesting to read. Booth was a young actor who had it all at
the palm of his hands but gave everything up for what he truely believed in.Highly
recommended.”

M. Lloyd, “I enjoyed this read and it was better than I had .... I enjoyed this read and it was better
than I had been anticipating. I felt in the middle of things and cared about what happened next. I
was surprised to learn a lot more than I would have expected about what happened after the
killing of President Lincoln.”

Lyndon M Clark, “Five Stars. Great read”

The book by Mimi Bondi has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,269 people have provided feedback.
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